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Here is a touching Direct Voice channelling from THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT and WHITE CLOUD. It also includes
Vibrational Sound Light Language to uplift and raise your Vibration. These sounds are embedded within us and
when listened to ... help us to understand our individual purpose for Being here on Planet Earth at this time.
https://youtu.be/YFgPxl_a2fo
TRANSCRIPTION OF THE ABOVE AUDIO.
THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT.
The very warmest of welcomes to those of you who are taking part in this Vibrational offering as the
beginning of a new chapter emerges. Dearest friends, all around your globe you are to experience a
different kind of Energy that shall be absorbed by your Being … into your Being … throughout your Being
… which shall allow you, in turn, to feel the difference within yourselves as you rise into Higher Energies
of Pure Love.
How this shall put smiles in your hearts and upon your faces and how this Love … this warmth … shall
shine through your eyes to illuminate the hearts of others, as they look into the windows of your soul.
We, The Federation of Light are here to announce that throughout all these years that we have been
with you … we have showered our Love upon you and we too, have received the Love coming back from
you … to us.
The days of old … the days in which you felt that all hope was lost … are now to be shadowed by the
Brilliance of Light and the strength of New Energy that shall be encountered by you.
You have waited so patiently … and yet, we say to you, little by little, rung by rung of the ladder have
you climbed. So that now your Being can accept and understand so much more of who you are. The Light
within you has Brightened so much more. The Love within you has warmed your Being so that it may
give out to others so much more.
So much more of everything that is of Love can be received and given by and through you.
WE LOVE YOU.
We have great excitement about what this following year and the years ahead of that, entail. The
changes you have been waiting for shall become apparent. Your souls have reached the heights that
shall enable so much of yourselves to come forth … as if almost, you are walking on air from the
Brightness and the Lightness that you are and that you are to walk into.
So much more of yourselves can be enjoyed by yourselves and by others, in this new chapter … this new
era … this New Dawning of Light perspective.
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Life is to become how you desire it to be … purely by your thought patterns creating it. With so much
ease … with so much Grace … shall your future days unfold.
Think a thought … allow the Vibration of that thought to BE you … to BE OF you … and watch and feel
that thought transpire into your reality of self.
As you learn to accept that it is your Vibrational frequency in which you function … that is the manner in which
you behave and therefore, bring to you all that you require. Not just for yourself, but for others, because of the
world in which you desire to Be in … to Live in … to Exist in.
If that be your desire, then think of it. Be in the Vibrational pull of that world and you shall naturally BE
OF IT … BE IN IT.
It is that simple, Dear Friends of Earth and now, so much more of yourselves is opening up. So much
more of your True - selves is coming to you ... coming from you … as the frequencies that you reside in
upon Earth … lift, lift, lift … to merge with the frequencies that are coming into your Planet from the
Higher Vibrations.
Know yourselves to be of the Purest Energy. Know yourselves to think only in thought forms of Love …
for self and all that is. We hope as you take in breath … as you listen to our words … that you can feel the
Love we have for you.
And as you feel that Love … may you also, feel your Being … your entire Being of Love - Light rise
into a Higher frequency … a Lighter frequency of yourself, and you shall continue in doing so as you
understand the workings of such.
It was upon your Planet, many, many years ago that you were aware of a title called ‘The Quickening’ …
and we say to you now, compared to then and in of this now existence … that ‘quickening’ of your past,
was very, very slow. For now, the speed in which you rise in Vibration is entirely up to you … entirely up
to your way of thinking … your understanding of the thinking … through to the feeling of that which you
think.
And allowing yourselves …we use the word ‘to float’ amongst/within the Higher Vibrations that are
coming through … which are now available to you. They have been pouring through, into your Planet for
many years … but now, we would say, you are at the other end of these Energies coming in. Therefore,
they are of a Greater Strength, for you are able … within your Being … to contain them within your
Being, now that your Being has risen up to meet it … and this, as we say, shall continue on and on. It is as
if almost, you feel you have sprouted wings.
All that you come across, that feels to you of a lower vibration, shall be ‘dismantled’, should we say …
by the Light that you know you are. Each word of a lower vibration that you hear … can be dissipated by
your thought of Light. All your thoughts shall become thoughts of Lightness and this; Dearest One’s, is
how you see your New World coming about before your eyes. Changes taking place for the better, before
your eyes … because anything that is not of the Higher Vibration shall be so easily and quickly dissipated
by your knowledge of Lighter effect.
Do you see? Every thought that you have shall become one of Love. Not a depressing thought … not a
sad thought … not a hateful thought … not a confused thought … but only thoughts of Forgiveness …
thoughts of Compassion … thoughts of Peace. Non-judgemental thoughts of the Purest Love that fill your
Being … fill your mind.
Every word you utter … let it be of kindness and the deepest understanding … that each and every soul
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that lives upon and within and throughout your Planet are making their way Home. Each at different
stages, yet each, with every step taken … getting closer to Home.
The Home of your heart. The Home where your soul is at Peace and bathed in Light and Love.
Each one … coming Home. And let your Light … as you understand more and more as you walk on that
pathway … turn around now and then to shine your Light back down the pathway to those who are
walking up to meet you. A helping hand is the Greatest Gift you can give another … when their souls are
weary. When they need someone to tell them … ‘You are doing fine. Come … come now a little further
into this Glorious Light. Let me help you. Let me show you. Let me guide your way and I shall carry you
when you feel you can travel no further. For I am strong in my knowing that I AM LIGHT LOVE … and as
your Brother … as your Sister … as your Family … I shall lead you Home. Enjoy as we do so.’
Let us now offer more Vibrational sounds that are within the envelopes within your Being … to help you
know what it is that each of you … as individuals and as One … are here to accomplish.
WE LOVE YOU.
Light Language spoken followed by:
WHITE CLOUD
And my friends it is of the Energy of myself that is known as White Cloud that is now with you. I felt it to
be an ideal opportunity for me to come to speak with you, also.
My message to you more than any that I can offer, is to ask of you to Love yourselves more and more
and more. Love yourselves more than you think you can Love yourselves. Daily, momentary, every
minute of your day … Love yourself. Be kind to yourself. Give Gratitude FOR yourself. For you were
chosen to be here at this time, as I have told you many times. You are blessed to be here at this time …
and yet, I ask you to recognise that in order for you to be here at this time, you had to be of a certain
strength of Light in order to see this mission through.
So do not underestimate yourselves. Do not pull yourselves down and bring your Energy down by telling
yourself you are not good enough … you are not worthy enough to play your part, because I say to you …
if you were not …you would not be here upon this Planet at this incredible changing of times.
You are walking into a Golden Dawn … and it shall be in time, that memories of that which do not serve
your Planet shall almost fade from your thoughts, because it shall be that of Love and Giving and Joy and
Laughter and Happiness that exude from your Being … That are given out from yourselves and by others
to ALL THAT IS. Not one creature shall be harmed by the human form. A world where each one is known
as equal in Love … through Love … as Love … by Love … for it is recognised as itself … Love.
Oh, my friends, my friends of Earth. I honour you for being so brave to accept the role that you have
undertaken. We, in other realms, shine down right by your side and we ask you to feel the Light that we
are sending to you … to help you carry on.
Do you know how we admire you? Do you know how much we care about you and the way you feel?
In your darkest moments we send you Light and strength and yet, sometimes you have closed the door
… you have shut your windows and you do not allow us in. For your heart has become so heavy. We ask
you now, pull up the blinds … open the windows … unlock the doors. Open them and let our Light shine
directly through into your very Beings.
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Together, we are part of the Divine Plan that is taking place upon your Planet. Together, we can … we
will … we are … changing the Vibration of Mother Earth onto a Higher, more beautiful existence.
An Energy that is of the Greatest Love for all that exists everywhere.
Please know, each individual that is feeling the Love I have for you right now in this minute … please
know, that all you need to do is call my name and know that I am giving you a boost of strength … a
boost of Love and it is not only myself. There are a billion, trillion Beings of Light that are with you also.
So never allow yourselves to feel alone my friends … for you never can be.
I thank you for listening to those words that come from my soul to lift your soul into a Higher, Brighter
place of Being. Put that smile upon your faces and shine that Light through your eyes. I, and all in Higher
realms LOVE YOU.
WE LOVE YOU.
Adieu, my friends. Until next time. Adieu.

BLOSSOM
We give thanks to the Divine Oneness for allowing this beautiful message from The Federation of Light and from
White Cloud to come through my Being.
We ask always that we may remain humble in order to serve and in order to receive and that we may continue
to walk boldly as the Light and the Love. In Love and thanks.
I just ask each one hearing these words to visualize an open flower in the top of your head and watch it close
into a tight bud and draw it through your body, so that we may always be protected, to walk safely ever onwards
in the Light and the Love. In love and thanks and so it is.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 2

16 January 2017
Hello there my friends. So many loved your audio channelling with the Light Language in it last week. Thanks for
that. What’s next on the agenda?
Welcome in ALL LOVE and LIGHT to ALL … FROM ALL. These days ahead are presenting well and
information coming to those of Earth certainly is ‘upping the ante’ would we say?
What information and in what way?
The pure fact that Life itself is stepping up. The Quickening beyond Quickening’s is upon you and in three
months’ time, you will feel as if only a few weeks have flown by.
Be vigilant about your thoughts Dearest souls and master the art of dismissing instantly, those that do
not serve. In doing so, you can CHANGE YOUR WORLD into that of a much Brighter Light … would we say
… within the blink of an eye.
Yes, I do see that. I know I repeat myself, yet, I guess the continual question on people’s lips is how to wake
up those who still sleep, for there seems to be so many unaware or disinterested … or simply oblivious to the
worlds affairs ‘through the looking glass’ … And we need many more on board in order to keep raising the
vibration to the level required.
First of all Blossom, we would say this is not a race. There is no rush, although you think there is. There is
no time. So to us … all is simply unfolding in its own Divine way.
Look upon EVERYTHING in that KNOWING … THAT EVERYTHING IS UNFOLDING IN ITS OWN DIVINE
MANNER.
Therefore, with this thought in mind … one can release all struggle and ideas that one must have ‘this’
done in time … and one most have ‘that’ done by then … WHY?
Why must everything be under the rule of your time? It tends to put so much pressure on the soulself.
Whereas, to simply let things come about in their own sweet way … allows one to certainly enjoy the
entire process so much more. Wouldn’t you agree?
Yes, I would. I am realising that it doesn’t matter, with so many things. Nothing is REALLY urgent. Yet, I see so
many running hither and thither trying to beat the clock.
Allow life to unfold … as it should. By letting things flow on their own course you will find a sweeter
outcome, also.
As for Awakening Souls. Look back … look back Dear One’s on the Awakening of so many souls. Some
who you would least expect. Such things cannot be rushed or pressurised into doing so.
As the eyes of the soul looks upon the new vista … and the hearts longing to be heard experiences a faint
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whisper of ‘Come. Come be with me’ … and the soul knows that the ‘me’ is none other than itself and it
settles in Peace … as it recognises the comfort of self … and the Welcoming Home-coming that is offered
As/In/Through Truth.
Dearest souls … over and over we say to you to recognise yourself. Why is it do you think, we suggest
this? Why do we gently impose this into your thought patterns? Because … when it is understood and
YOU DO SO … you will immediately realise its importance!
IMPORTANCE, IN THE FASHION, THAT ONCE THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED, THE THE SOUL CAN REALLY LIVE!
No longer shall restrictions hold one … chained and bound to the old way of thinking.
For there is A New Way … A New Way of thinking … A New Way of Being … to be displayed by the humans
upon your Planet.
Is it not that more and more upon/within your movie screens … you see Beings of Great Might … Great
Strength … Super Hero’s … who can accomplish miracles? These are not characters on a drawing board.
THESE MIGHTY POWERFUL BEINGS ARE YOU!
Did you KNOW you can fly? Did you KNOW you can move mountains? Did you KNOW that you can do and
create anything you desire … just by ‘KNOWING’?
Many times have we have spoken of KNOWING.
KNOWING WITHIN YOU that you are so much more than that which you believe yourself to be.
Yes. I understand that and I KNOW you speak Truth here. Yet … I don’t know how to KNOW THAT KNOWING …
from within the core of my Being. How do I get to KNOW all that so strongly, that I become it?
That is indeed a good question. Our answer would be ‘by spending time going within’. By asking to
connect up with the Divine Source and to be shown the way. Ask to FEEL that Power. Ask to experience
it. Ask to be shown the possibilities of it.
The more you do so … the more you FEEL it as a possibility … the more possible something begins to form
in your thoughts … the closer it is to becoming. Therefore … do not dismiss such magnificence within and
from yourself.
THE POWER WITHIN YOU IS ALL MIGHTY.
Yet, we would add most prominently … that from all these possibilities … from the deeper KNOWING of
such things … these ‘things’ can only be accomplished by the KNOWING that it is the LIGHT THAT YOU
ARE … and the acknowledgment of it … that allows such wonderments to take place.
For even the strongest body builder cannot conduct incredible feats such as those we are speaking of …
without the POWER OF LIGHT behind the driving seat.
It is for you to KNOW YOURSELVES as the LIGHT YOU ARE. So that one thought of healing to another …
allows that healing to take place. Purely by the KNOWING of the strength of LIGHT THAT YOU ARE.
So much … so much more can be accomplished when you take the time to study the self and to hook up/
into one’s Higher Power.
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By looking into a lake full of water … you can cleanse it? Do you believe us?
Yes. I do.
By looking onto a barren field … you can make grain grow … just by the intention. Do you believe us?
Yes I do. Yet, surely we are talking way, way into the future here!
This Dearest Blossom … these things spoken of have nothing to do with time … nothing at all.
These things could become apparent today … if one/when one … accepts the Power within and what it is
capable of accomplishing.
And may we say … it is capable of accomplishing anything and everything for better or for worse.
This is why you must take time/give time to self … to go within/to be within and become yourself.
THE YOU THAT IS PURE LOVE.
You are in essence from THE DIVINE SOURCE. You have so much to create and make happen for the
Highest Good of all mankind … the Highest Good of your Planet … the Highest Good of Everything. Think
of all that you as an individual could do … then just imagine millions of individuals having the same
intent for the HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL to change all that does not serve on your Planet.
When you KNOW WHO YOU ARE … you just need to think something wonderful and watch it manifest
before your eyes.
We have spoken often also, regarding Vibrational pull. Your choice … one way or the other. Simple as
that. Choose a High Vibration to reside in … or choose a low one … all down to the thoughts you CHOOSE
to think.
The more your Vibration bubbles and hops and skips with Joy … the more your Vibration bubbles and
hops and skips with Joy!
And so it is also … the more your Vibration wallows in the misgivings of self and others … the more your
Vibration wallows in the misgivings of self and others.
THAT IS THE WAY IT IS. THAT IS THE WAY IT WORKS.
All thoughts, no matter the circumstances, should they appear dire or miraculous can have an upside
attitude towards them or a downside … You choose.
Yet, the slightest breakthrough in a dilemma ... of an ‘up thought’ … will set the upward spiral, spiralling.
KNOW THIS … FOR IT IS THE KEY TO ONE’S HAPPINESS ... IN A NUTSHELL!
Thank you. We are always in need of these reminders.
And that is all we are doing … reminding you all of that which you already know.
Why is it that we forget when we come through time and time again into /onto this Earth of ours?
With all respect it is not yours. It is not anyone’s. It should be FREE. And yet, SHE has allowed herself to
be imprisoned for a short presentation in order for certain aspects of experience to play themselves out.
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Mother Earth has chosen to sacrifice much for the Greater Good of ALL. For SHE knows also, that it is
indeed only for the experience of such and then she shall move on/through into a different one.
As with yourselves dearest souls, your Earthy experience is simply that … an experience for self and
all. This is why we suggest to you not to take ‘it all’ too seriously. For when this experience is over …
you simply move on/through to another one … of your choice. And you see how you go with that one
and from there you move on ... through to another and another. All the while just experiencing self in a
million different forms. For there is no end … therefore … what else is there to do?
Yet, with each experience do we move deeper and develop further into the Light of ourselves?
Your choice! You see Blossom … YOU ARE LIGHT. You cannot be anything else. You can pretend to be dark
for a life time or ten … should you so choose to experience that. Yet, ultimately, ALL … EVERYTHING IS
LIGHT … THERE IS NOTHING ELSE.
Just for an experience does one choose to display itself as something other than Light. Yet, it is only a
game one is playing. It is a role in another play. A disguise in another movie … just for the ‘heck of it’ …
Why not? Enjoy the ride! You choose which roller coaster, which funfair ride to go on. Sometimes you
may return for more … others you learn immediately that once was enough.
Endless … boundless opportunities ... there for the picking.
You can, in one life time, reach the Highest Heights and be very successful in all aspects of self. Yet, if
you should so choose … your next experience could be of a ‘BEING’ of low esteem and untoward thoughts
for all … just for the contrast … just for the experience.
YOU SEE? It just doesn’t matter … IT’S A GAME!
The only thing that is real is LOVE … THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE!
You have chosen to be in a physical body at this time … with all its challenges and tribulations of a
thousand different scenarios … and yet … the only thing that animates that body … is your True essence
… LOVE!
When LOVE leaves … that physical body disintegrates … it was a vessel for experiencing being a human.
Yet, the driving force … the ONLY THING that allows that human to BE … is LOVE … THE ENERGY OF LOVE
… for that is all there is.
Therefore, think/KNOW how POWERFUL LOVE IS … in its purest form. Then accept that YOU are that Love
in its most Powerful and Purest form. It is just that you are using a human body to move around in upon
the density of this Planet.
THEN IMAGINE WHAT YOU ARE CAPABLE OF … FOR THE GREATER GOOD OF ALL … AND ACT UPON IT …
KNOW IT ... BE IT.
Change the world like this. Then teach it to others … not by ‘ramming it down their throats’ … Yet, by
being a gentle example of it … Of LOVE.
Let it shine though you. Let its warmth penetrate into the very Beings of each one you meet. Let each
encounter be an opportunity to offer your Love and Light into the deepest part of another heart. Can
you tell us of anything else that could be more purposeful?
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So many wonder what their purpose is while they have this Earthly experience. That! That is what it is …
To offer more and more Love to everyone you come across.
You do not need to be ‘known’ as a giver of Light among your internet circles … that is not what success
is. Success is … getting into bed each evening and smiling as one recalls their day of giving Love to each
and every soul they came across … be it one, ten or a hundred. It matters not and if you have not met
anyone that day … think of a struggling country and send your Powerful Light to those who reside within
it. Send you Light to the soil that grows there. There is always someone and something in need of more
of your Love and it brings YOU SUCH JOY in giving it. For you know you are fulfilling your purpose.
That dearest friends, is success. That dearest friends, is what you came here for.
You came here to spread and share your Light … Yet, now we say to you … as we have many times…
DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE YOUR LOVE-LIGHT.
DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE YOUR POWER.
DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE WHO YOU ARE.
FOR IN DOING SO … You are letting yourself down …
And it is of such importance to boost yourself up … and KNOW that YOU along with your ‘kin’ are about
to walk into a space in /of your experience where you amaze yourself … where you find that limitations
are broken down and through this … there shall be the discovery of …
Well… just hold on to your hats!
Lovely … Thanks Guys. Until next time … I send you /we send you … so much Love Light Laughter and Golden
Rays from our hearts to yours. In Love and thanks.

The audio for this channelling read by Joe Pena and myself is here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4yuFuLCEV8
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 3

24 January 2017
* With all respect. I can’t say this is one of the most exciting channellings we’ve ever done!!
We are ready to begin.
That’s a first … you starting!
There will always be firsts … in all things. For everything begins with a thought and then depending
on whether one chooses to follow that thought through, it becomes an action… if it is of that way of
thinking.
Dearest one’s, as you travel down your life’s pathway … how often do you find yourselves wondering
if you are indeed walking along the pathway that is best for you? For within your Beings sometimes, is
it not that life seems to have let you down? Disappointed, you stumble over every hurdle, instead of
leaping over it and oft times do you feel like giving in, giving up?
We ask that you take a long hard look at your thoughts. Is it ‘they’ that are causing your pathway to be
so full of stumbling blocks? Is it the way in which you allow your mind to wonder that determines as to a
good or bad day?
We ask of you also, to be vigilant in recognising these thought patterns of yours. You have to
understand, if you are to fulfil your desires and increase the Vibration of your Planet … that it is down to
you … or would we say … up to you.
We are aware Dearest Blossom that you were sent a document regarding words and their connotations
and yet, you were unsure if this would be a topic we would care to discuss.
Indeed it is. ‘Down to you ... up to you’ … there shall we begin. Far better to use the sentence containing
the up! In all things, in all manner of words that you speak … search for the Higher Vibrational one.
It is not difficult to do, yet, it takes some time and mind training … in order to let go of that which is
imbedded within your brains … to change words around to suit that which serves the Higher good.
It was interesting in this article and took me aback somewhat, regarding certain words and where they derive
from and how we ‘think’ we are using high vibrational words yet are not. IE. Bless = Be less! Hello = hell etc. …
Just when you think you are getting on top of things … Bam! What would you say about such things?
We would say this. We are reminding you of a long while back when White Cloud told you that it
would not matter if God was named ‘knitting needle’ instead of God … For it is the intention behind the
words that matters. It is THE FEELING in your BEING … in your HEART as you offer words that allow the
Vibration to be of a Higher or lower one.
A bit confused as lately, when you have been speaking your words of Light Language … you say it is the sound of
them, which in turn carries the Vibration, which in turn can penetrate into our Beings.
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That is correct.
So, how could God be called a knitting needle, and it still carry High Vibration, for it is a completely different
sound.
If … since the beginning of vocabulary … the word ‘God’ had been ‘knitting needle’ instead … it would
have resonated on the Higher Vibration throughout time. And therefore, carried with it/within it the
same Vibrational frequency that the word ‘God’ now does.
Oh dear, its going to be one of those confusing chats. I can feel it already. Yet, is it not that the word ‘God’ is no
longer as High in vibration as it used to be, because of the abuse that has been ‘laid’ upon it. It is often used as a
swear word now.
And again we state … it is the INTENTION behind that which is said.
Let us go back to the word ‘Blessed’. When you say it Blossom … when YOU say ‘How blessed am I?’ … as
you often do … what are you feeling?
Joy and Gratitude.
Therefore, due to the Joy and Gratitude that you are feeling … you are giving off a High Vibrational tone
as you speak the word ‘blessed’.
However if one was to ‘think/feel’ that the word ‘blessed’ meant to ‘be less/ to not be worthy of’ …
as it was spoken … then indeed the Vibration of that same word would offer out a very much lower
vibrational tone.
Let us stress again … It is the INTENT … the FEELING behind words offered, that give it the Vibration.
Our Light language is no different.
I thought you were going to say ‘IS different’.
If our intention behind the tones used in this ‘figure of speech’ was that of causing havoc or bringing
one’s vibration down … then those very same words could do that very thing.
However, when we utter those tones through you, our intention is to raise the Vibration within YOU to
the HIGHEST THAT YOU WILL ALLOW YOURSELF TO REACH … within your knowing … OF … how High you
can reach.
If you recall Blossom, in past conversations we have said that if you did not have words to communicate
with … how very different your lives would be. If you communicated thought through … if you connected
via feeling only … so much more would be understood.
It is hard to think that through feeling alone … more could be understood. Yes, sometimes words seem useless
to express a feeling, yet other times … words seem to be exactly what we need in order to express ourselves.
With respect, you only ‘think that’. Many of you are now sensitive enough to pick up on another’s
Energy. You can almost ‘feel’ what they are feeling. It is quite easy when one is exuberant. Yet
sometimes, one is trying to disguise their feelings, yet, you are able to ‘see through them’. It is not
because of ‘words’ that allows you to do this. It is because of feeling … ‘telepathic feeling’ if you like. It is
an empathy that you are sensing … with/for … another Being.
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Within that picking up on another’s feelings … would you not say that so much more is understood just
by the feeling that you are sensing, rather than anything that soul is saying?
I know what you mean. Yet, we do need/use words down here on Earth. I can’t imagine myself walking into a
shop and ‘telepathizing’ … ‘Could I have a half pound bag of potatoes please?’
Yet, if one had PRACTISED communicating telepathically for a long time … to ask for a bag of potatoes
would be the easiest thing to do. You simply visualise the half pound bag of potatoes in your mind …
smile … and send that image through to the soul you are communicating with.
Now, you say ‘ simply’ … I have a game I play with my grandkids or even folk my age, when in the car on a long
journey, whereby one person things of a number or colour or object or whatever and we then say ‘Go’ and the
others know they are being sent through that image to receive. VERY RARELY does anyone get it right … no
matter whether we are really, really concentrating or just mucking about. So, in honesty … I wouldn’t say it is
‘simple’.
You are defining the object too intensely.
What do you mean?
What image are we sending through to you? Close your eyes … ready … go!
An orange, then an = symbol, then a banana.
Wrong!
Laugh! You see what I mean … very rarely do we get it right.
Now ... close your eyes again, only this time … breathe deeply and concentrate on the breathing … not
the image you are wanting /hoping to receive ... ready … go!
Ha ha! Found that hard because I am concentrating on the breathing yet, somewhere in my mind I am
anticipating the image coming through. I can’t seem to let go of that! I’m also thinking it’s odd because when I do
a reading it is all about images coming through and then being interpreted! Let’s try again ... What fun!
Odd. I saw a spade … and felt the words … dig deeper. I then felt my eye balls roll up and found myself counting
10, 9, 8 etc. … at no 4 … I clearly saw an image of a young boy in war time with a knitted jerkin etc. and little grey
shorts, amongst bombed buildings and he was flying a toy plane in his hands, making the engine noise with his
lips! Not the sort of image I was expecting at all.
Exactly. For it is also about letting go of all expectations! You were expecting a fruit or vegetable, or
colour, or number, for that is how you usually play. Yet, by letting go … we were able to give you a far
clearer image.
Yet, did you give me that image? It just appeared and it was like I was looking at it … for real … as if I was there.
You time jumped!
I must do that quite often, for sometimes when I close my eyes … I see a street scene from long ago or
something odd like that. Never seem to go to the future though.
Oh, but you do. You just don’t recall it when you jump back.
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Why not?
Because somethings are only to be recalled as they are actually taking place.
Like a Deja vu? Isn’t that something that you feel has happened before?
That’s what you are led to believe. Yet, perhaps it has happened in your future and you have now caught
up with that future. Perhaps, you time jumped even just a few Nano seconds ahead of yourself before
something happened and that’s why you feel you have been there … done that before.
That makes sense. For a lot of my Déjà vu’s (not that I have them that often) seem so insignificant. So, back to
the time jumping … was the little boy an image from you … as well as a time jump?
Yes. Close your eyes once more … we are hoping too, that our friends reading this are also joining in the
game. Remember to concentrate on your breathing … listen to that and think of that only. To assist …
say to yourself the word ‘breathe, breathe breathe’
……
……
Ok, did that. After about six or seven breaths my eye balls went up and I went into a lovely ‘space’ of self where
mists swirled. Then the words of a song came into my mind … ‘I’m just a soul whose intentions are good, Oh Lord,
please don’t let me be misunderstood’. I thought about those words for a second and realised how apt they were.
Then, to be honest … I didn’t get anything else.
Yes, you did … you felt good.
I felt wonderful.
Maybe that’s a place you jumped to. Or, maybe we sent the FEELING of loveliness through to you
Mmm. Not so sure about all this! Not that impressed with the outcome! We have ‘jumped’ all over the place
today … yet, mostly gone round in circles. Not sure how beneficial it is for everyone, yet, each channelling I do …
I post up. So … take it or leave it. Maybe some readers ‘got the game’ … I don’t think I was on the ball!
Yet, if we were to tell you that during those deep breaths … not only were you in a lovely space … you
were also intrigued by a session being held in High Court in China dated back to the early 1700’s. Or was
it the late 3017’s?
You’re having me on!
Are we? Our intention is to speak only Truth.
My intention is to find it!
WE LOVE YOU. May we have permission to send you visions and feelings at random times in your
tomorrows?
You have.
And we shall do the same for those of our friends who give permission also. As you say, … what fun!
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And we all need more fun in our lives!
Then intend it.
I just did! Cheer ho my friends … until next time.
*Sometimes these conversations seem to go all over the place … this was one of those times. Not apologising …
just recognising. Many thanks.

The audio for this channel read by myself and Joe Pena can be found here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLBb5-0fNTs

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 4

30 January 2017
Hello Offworlders! First of all let me say that the topic I’d like to talk about is not because I am depressed. I’m
not. Yet, sometimes … and I have heard others express this also, everything seems a little bit pointless! I KNOW
we are here to Love and raise the Vibration of ourselves and The Planet, yet STILL … the everyday conversations
etc. … just seem so trivial, when you consider what we are here to do. Any advice?
Good day to you. Thank you for your consistency in bringing about thoughts that many humans have
upon your Planet. We could not possibly consider such a thought, for nothing that we do or think or
express in anyway, would be considered mundane or pointless.
Well that’s the thing! I know I shouldn’t feel this way. I should make the most of everything and I try to. Yet,
it doesn’t stop my underlying thoughts of ‘What’s the point of this ‘triviality’ … or thinking to myself whilst
doing something with others ‘How is this enhancing our souls and indeed our Planet? A lot of activities or
conversations do not seem to carry a High Vibration with them.
Let us be polite, yet blunt with you Blossom. This attitude about things is brought about by you. This
attitude is how you are CHOOSING to think. You COULD CHOOSE to completely change your thoughts
around about any given conversation or activity ... And make your entire Being … your Entire purpose for
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BEing here … be of GREAT JOY!
This I also know. Yet … with respect … Life down here sometimes, ‘aint always sunshine lollipops and rainbows!
Yet, if you chose it to be … it would be … no matter what the circumstance.
All I am thinking right now is that one must have to be a highly evolved soul, to sift through the everyday
mundaneness, or fruitless conversations in order to make every moment a joyous one.
This is so. Up to you!
Such hard work for the mind to continually be able to think like that. Sometimes, I just want to ‘Get off’! No
offence to anyone … Yet, the point we are at on our Planet seems STILL to be that of trivial pursuit … Instead of
joyous pursuit … and yet so many think that in searching for their joyous pursuit, they will find it in their trivial
one!
And who are you to say they will or won’t?
I am Blossom Goodchild, just here expressing how I feel at times. As I have said many times before, I have a
blessed life and yet, quite often … I still question this Planet and all who sail in her!
Yet you chose to be here.
Dearest Light Beings … all these things I know … for we have spoken of them many times … and I am not saying
‘I know, I know, I know’, in a big headed manner. I am saying … that considering so many of us KNOW all this
… that it is our choice of attitude etc. … how come our minds still have these thoughts quite regularly of ‘Yawn
yawn yawn’?
We wish to speak openly with you about this subject matter.
You are under attack constantly from those who ‘run’ your Planet. Under attack far more than you
realize … and in many more ways than you realize.
Many readers would want you to elaborate in what these methods of attack are?
And for many reasons we do not desire to go into great detail.
And you know many people will say you never answer questions properly ... you dodge them … therefore;
you are not ‘authentic’. (I know you to be Truth … I just like to be the advocate, so frustration can be kept to a
minimum).
Dearest one … we have mentioned many times that we are not here to impress. This is not a popularity
contest. Souls either resonate with that which we speak or they do not. We have no agenda other than
to serve in the Light.
If it is at times, that we do not follow though intensely and with detail regarding certain subject matter
… it is for a very good reason. Why ON EARTH would we desire to trick you?
You wouldn’t but some express you can’t answer questions, you evade them because you are not of Truth. So I
am just getting you to explain this.
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We come to assist. That which we CHOOSE to express is carefully collaborated so that these messages
are received by ALL (and we mean ALL) … and cannot get you into any trouble … If you understand. We
think you do.
Yes … to protect me. So back to us being under attack. Just how much does this affect our Being?
To a large extent! Dampening your spirit so that you sometimes feel the way you do is part of the overall
plan to suppress and bring discomfort in self.
Yet, you are here to overcome that. It is at these times when you feel that all is so pointless that you
must FIGHT BACK. For you know better. You know that it is just a breath and a thought away to make
you change that which you are ‘fed’ … to a place of feeling so HIGH and so ON TOP OF THINGS … In an
instant.
You know this. Therefore, you can do this with the greatest of ease.
Be aware when you have these thoughts, of what they are and where they come from and why you
are having them. That knowledge, in itself can make you instantaneously overcome such thoughts and
feelings.
The more you have them … the more those who do not wish you to shine your Light are winning
through.
The more you change your thoughts … so simply, so easily … The more YOU … THE LIGHT … is winning
through. Do you see? So simple Dearest Ones.
I am known for sticking to something I have made my mind up to do. Sometimes, I need to discipline myself a
little more than at other times. I guess it is a matter of making sure that this which you say, becomes a priority.
To become more aware that when I have these thoughts ... they are not coming from me … they are being sent
to me … in ‘the guise’ of coming from me.
Correct Dearest soul. And the more you choose to recognize this … the more you can CHANGE it.
Why would it be that you … any of you … in your Light … would feel that everything is so pointless and
that you want to leave the Planet?
Just making it clear that I would never ‘take myself out’ … I just, now and then, want the next bus outta here.
We understand. Yet KNOWING in fullness for self /of self … THE LIGHT YOU ARE … IN TRUTH … you KNOW
why you are here.
TO BE LOVE and raise the Vibration of self and all around you.
What an absolute honour!
What an absolute Joy!
What a wonderful way to spend every moment of your day!
When you accept this … and PUT IT INTO PRACTICE …
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When you are vigilant to the nth degree about ‘looking out for/being aware of … thoughts that do not
serve …
When you CHOOSE to BE WARRIORS OF LIGHT with every breath …
THEN … Dearest Ones, shall you FEEL the difference in WHO YOU ARE.
When you feel WHO YOU ARE instead of TRY TO BE who you are … then shall the thoughts of triviality
take but a Nano second of your time before they are dispersed ... discarded.
And how GOOD shall you FEEL in this KNOWING … that in NO WAY are you letting those of lesser Light
… those who choose to play a different game … take hold of your thoughts and bring you down to their
level.
YOU ARE SO MUCH MORE THAN THAT.
YOU ARE POWERFUL MIGHTY BEINGS OF LIGHT.
BE THEM!
How we desire to get through to you on the deepest level, that by BEING the Light you are … you can
overcome anything and everything!
We are aware of unrest in many of your countries and there is much concern as to how it will all ‘pan
out’. We say to you … let go of the concern … do not add fuel to the fire.
Instead, add Light to the darkness and radiate your Light and Love into ALL situations that bring ill ease.
THIS Dearest Ones … is how the situations shall be rectified.
THIS … Oh souls of Divine Source … is how you bring your Planet back into balance.
We have said there shall be much upheaval in order to eventually bring balance ‘Home’.
THIS is when you come into your own.
THIS is when you stand firm … when you hold your swords of Light to the sky and you say:
WE ARE HERE! WE ARE HERE TO BRING PEACE TO THIS PLACE. THIS IS WHY WE CAME AND WE SHALL …
THROUGH THE HIGHEST LOVE LIGHT … FULFIL OUR DESIRES AND LET HARMONY REIGN ONCE MORE. THIS
IS OUR VOW TO SELF AND ALL.
AND SO IT IS.
Are you up for it Dearest Souls? Are you strong enough to see this through? Are you? Are you?
Yes. We are! I feel it. I know it. For with your helpful messages, I am able to regain strength and KNOW that it is
really very simple. Sure, it takes practice to remain in a vibration that serves at all times … yet it takes practice
also, not to eat dairy or grain right now and because I set my mind to it … it’s just a matter of discipline! So … I
just apply the same principles to my thoughts and feelings … and MAKE myself become who I Truly AM!
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And you know Blossom, that many would disagree with your wording … in that one shouldn’t have to
MAKE themselves become themselves … for you just are. Yet, we agree with you … that due to common
knowledge these days of suppressants to the soul from outsiders … one HAS to be stronger in their
attitude and outlook.
Yet, like anything … Practice makes perfect … and the more one practices, the easier it becomes. Until
eventually, it takes no effort at all. Like riding a bike, as you would say.
Yep, and I’ve fallen off mine many a time.
And you got back on to regain confidence and prove to yourself you could do it … did you not?
I did … and I could. Thanks Guys. As I said, we KNOW ALL OF THIS. We just … for some reason need reminders
and pointers and encouragement in these times.
And we Dearest Blossom are joyously happy to be the Ones to offer it to you … ALL.
WE LOVE YOU. WE ARE ONE.
WE ARE ALMOST THERE.
WHERE?
AT the point of no return … Praise be! WE HAVE LIFT OFF.
Best find my parachute!
NO NEED FOR THAT DEAREST ONE … NO NEED FOR THAT.
In LOVE and thanks. Loads of it.

Here is the audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ia6WAbyDPo
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 5

12 February 2017
The Federation Of Light Channellings
No. 5
February 12th, 2017

Hello, hello, hello. I was speaking with someone yesterday and we discussed the fact that over and over again,
we have our hopes raised, in that; we are on the cusp of something. We are ready and ‘just about’ to change …
for quite a few channellings … and then the hype dies down again … and we mosey on along! Not having a go at
you. Yet, an answer as to why this happens would be good.
Greetings, young friend.
How to win friends and influence people! Oh, that I WAS young!
Yet, in All terms … you are. Even though we could also call you an old soul … relatively speaking, you are
still young … for life is infinite and therefore, in a sense you will always remain young. If you are able to
understand our logic?
Yes. I get it. So, to the question in hand if we may?
We do not deliberately ‘hype’ you up only to ‘let you down’. This is by far … not our intention. May it be
that, perhaps sometimes, the Energy of yourself, ourselves, and indeed the Planet is in a HIGH POSITION
… which in turn allows that kind of ‘hype’ as you call it to come through.
Yet, we would not call it ‘hype’. Please make reference to its meaning.
Calling on my good friend ‘Google’. OK. ‘Extravagant or intensive publicity or promotion’.
Do you see why we would not desire for the High Energy coming through to be labelled such? We are not
a promotional advertising agency!!
Well, you could always do a nice line in high tech onesies!
Dearest One … how you amuse! Yet, to return to the subject matter … it is a ‘matter’ of going with the
flow. Like all things /with all things there is the ebb and flow.
Yet, we would very much like it to be that the Energy never died down. For there is no need for it to do
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so. There is always much anticipation in what is to take place within future days and so too, is there
always the waiting as to when those future days are.
Sometime in the future I guess. For they certainly are not soon!
Yes there are!
No … they are not! Not ‘our’ soon. Yet, we know ‘our’ soon and ‘your’ soon, is very different.
Only vibrationally.
Meaning?
Meaning, that your future days ‘reside’ within a certain frequency … a particular Vibration. Those days
are there waiting for you … For as we have expressed, there is no such thing as time, therefore … past,
present, future … are all taking place NOW.
For there IS only NOW. You are walking towards this future … for it is not actually in your tomorrows. It
is ‘just there’ awaiting YOUR ARRIVAL.
I laugh at that … for we are always awaiting yours!
Dearest friends … how much you have come to understand … about yourselves … have you not? And …
the more you understand … the more you allow the ebb and flow of ‘what is’ to ‘do its thing’.
It is by ALLOWING THAT WHICH IS … that will allow YOU … to BE IN IT … for all the desires and
expectations of ALL THAT IS … to take place.
And … ridiculously, yet, curiously … I ask you …WHEN?
WHEN WHAT?
When will your ‘SOON’ happen? Surely, even with no time … you must be able to energetically gauge in what
sort of time period we will be basking in the Light of ourselves, in a much more compatible environment that is
suited to our requirements of well-being? Phew! That was a sentence and a half!
Yet, we cannot give dates.
I’m not asking for actual numbers or months. Can you not give us a rough idea of a year even?
Why is it that so many of you are needing a time frame?
Many would answer … for hope of things changing for the Highest Good and being able to live in Peace ... all
round.
We would say that THIS IS NOT ABOUT TIME. Not because there isn’t any … yet, because it is about
YOURSELVES.
If, for instance, we were to say to you … in your year of 2020 … this will happen, and that will happen
and such and such will have taken place by then … you will always be looking ahead to that time …
awaiting it to come so that things … can get /will have gotten … better, and ‘then’ … you will assume that
everything will be alright … WHEN this and that and such and such … has /might have … taken place.
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Dearest souls … WHAT MATTERS IS NOW.
HOW YOU ARE FEELING … NOW? NOT THEN!
If you want certain things to turn around … to improve … then FEEL them doing so NOW!
In your world at present … much is at stake … many would say. One rants and raves and pontificates …
and marches and rallies … to make it clear what kind of world they would LIKE to reside in.
When, in all TRUTH … with all sincerity, oh, bringers of Light … THESE things are not the way to being
these changes about.
We are not saying they should not be done ... or that they do not have impact.
What we ARE saying, is that … from a more ‘evolved’ perspective … far greater an effect would emerge …
at a more rapid a rate … if each one were to sit and close their eyes for a moment or two … and FEEL …
and visualize … and KNOW just exactly what it is that one desires … and how it is to be.
This is why White Cloud named his book … ‘Walking in the Light and the Love’ … because that is what you
are doing!
It is there ALREADY … waiting for you. If YOU WANT IT … GO GET IT!
Come now! I see what you are saying, indeed what you are implying. Yet, hey! Give us a break! So many of us
yearn for it … this new era … this Golden Age (as it has been named) This world where all is well and we don’t
have ‘crazoes’ running hither and thither controlling almost our every breath. We ARE working so hard to bring
this ‘time’ into our vibration … or, shall I say … we are allowing/Being …our Light, in order to fulfil the desired
outcome for which we came onto this planet in the first place. OF COURSE WE WANT IT!! Do we have to wait
though, for a collective …a certain percentage of ‘do gooders’ to hit the jackpot before a certain amount of us
can experience this New Age? Or, as another may put it …do we have to wait for the whole darn world to wake
up and we all enter together?
Think of this logically.
And one would do that how exactly?
Right now … would you say you are having a High Vibrational day today or a lower one? You personally
Blossom.
I am having a high vibrational day.
Would you say that everyone is?
No. I wouldn’t think so.
For each one is different in thought and deed ... and depending on THAT … depicts where one’s soul
resides. Would you say your life has improved over the last 10-15 years?
Without question!
Why? Not because you won the lottery … you didn’t. Yet, because YOU HAVE CHANGED your way of
thinking and acting and BEING. And due to this, your Vibration has risen into a Higher frequency … of
YOUR LIFE!
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YOUR LIFE ISN’T ABOUT ANYONE ELSE. IT IS ABOUT YOU AND WHAT YOU CHOOSE TO DO WITH IT … HOW
YOU CHOOSE TO BE.
So, would you say it continues to improve as your way of thinking and understanding improves?
Yes.
So YOU, are ever closer to living in that Higher Vibrational world that we speak of, and within that world
…Yes … Ships in the sky … Intensely High technology will be in place etc. etc.
ALL THESE THINGS YOU ARE WAITING FOR … ARE THERE.
It is simple, yet complicated. For … as we have spoken of before … and you are beginning to understand
… you are time jumping … in and out of Vibrational frequency … with one another.
It’s so weird … because although I don’t quite understand that … I TOTALLY DO!
And have you thought of this?
What? Do tell.
It COULD be a possibility … for all things are possible ... that you are ‘hanging around’ so that those you
LOVE dearly in family and friendship circles are ready to walk ‘into that Vibrational world’ with you …
so that you can experience together … in LOVE. Maybe you agreed to do that before you came? And
therefore, even more reason and purpose to Shine your Light as brightly as you can … where you are …
in order to assist in raising the Vibration of others.
What …so, we can hang around in a lower vibration than the one our own personal energy ‘lives within’?
Oh yes. Yet, it doesn’t necessarily mean it is comfortable for you.
Now that makes a lot of sense!
ALL things will, Dearest Blossom … ALL things will.
I feel that is a good place to leave it for today. Many thanks.
PS. Could I ask whilst I have you here, about the markings on my friend’s arm … the two little dots? I seem to
recollect this kind of thing could be to do with ‘visitations’ of sorts or something from ‘off worlders’?
Yes. Indeed this is so. Yet, is there any alarm presented? There is not … for it is merely ‘cross dressing.’
Odd wording! What do you mean?
Let us put it this way. Many of you upon Earth have come from the stars. You entered through Star Gates
to be here. We have also said that the Human form … the Human Being … is an experiment … AND … this
experiment continues. Therefore, testing how ‘things are developing’ within the new Light body (That is
arising … that is developing) is merely part of the process … and also, an agreed assistance.
THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO CAUSE FOR CONCERN. As we say … it is an agreed arrangement within ‘the
team.’
A factor OF concern is the ‘HYPE’ that is spread about such markings … in a manner that is not of TRUTH.
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That is how all the fear enters in. That is the purpose of such HYPE. And it works we see, for so many.
How we desire only THE TRUTH to be present in One’s KNOWING … throughout One’s Being. For when
this is so … ALL FEAR THAT … HAS BEEN/ CAN ONLY BE … ‘concocted’ … shall dissipate.
Many thanks for your bravery in mentioning this. We are happy you did … and it will help many … if the
lady involved is happy to let this be presented.
Ok, thank you I will ask and perhaps it is something we could elaborate on next time?
Indeed. In LOVE … until such ‘time’.

The audio for this channelling, read by myself and Joe Pena, can be found here.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8aLt8Awu-d8

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 6

20 February 2017
Well, here we are again my friends. The time is flying by. It’s very noticeable to me that something that took
place maybe only yesterday can seem as if it was a fortnight ago! Time feels very warped.
Welcome to you and may we offer words of consolation?
By all means. They would go down well. (Just paid out a lot of money to have 100 copies of A NEW
DAWN printed and the cover design is off centre. Long story!) So, my mood was a little ‘off’ to say the least. Yet,
had it in my diary to channel today, as I am pretty busy right now.
We are fully aware of you working on changing your attitude and indeed, your mood about this matter
and we commend you for this. Do you see how far you have come, in not allowing ‘anything’ to mar your
Vibration?
Well … it did for a while!
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How long?
Ten minutes.
And in future days there shall be no time delay at all … for you shall have improved your … attitude/
thought patterns … to such a degree that you can INSTANTLY go to the space of ‘It doesn’t matter’.
Yep. That’s the thing that does it for me. With all annoying things, I just think … ‘When I am not on this Planet
any more … will this matter?’ And the answer is always ‘NO!’ Before we get on to the follow up from the last
channelling, can we have a little chat about the Energies at the moment? I mean … FAR OUT BRUSSEL SPROUT!
I am so wiped out this week and on Valentine ’s Day, from midday onwards, I could hardly bring my eyeballs
down from up in their sockets … I was flat out!
The Energies that are entering and being absorbed are at their strongest ‘resolution’(?) Some are feeling
it more than others. Yet know, that at the same time as one feeling ‘Off the Planet’ as you would say …
One’s Vibratory rate is increasing dramatically.
SO, THIS UNCOMFORTABLE FEELING IS ACTUALLY FOR THE GREATER GOOD.
When will it subside?
Well, this Higher Energy is to continue for … EVER! There will always be increased flow of Energy as the
Vibration rises. For in its rising … it brings about even more Higher Energy … if you follow our meaning?
I do.
That is not to say however that you shall feel ‘Off planet’ for the rest of your days.
Phew!
Your body will accustomise itself and re-adjust … through every step of the way. May we add also,
that when one is feeling ‘knocked about’ in this way … there is also a great deal of ‘downloading’ and
‘uploading’ going on.
Explain the difference when dealing with us humans, as opposed to computers?
Downloading is YOU receiving information … Uploading is US receiving it from YOU.
OK … I guess that segues neatly into my last paragraph of last week’s channelling, concerning my friend who
woke up with the two purple puncture marks on her arm, and you said that indeed, it was an agreed part of the
experiment that ‘We are’ ... for some humans to assist in this way, so that one can monitor how we are doing?
Well, that’s sort of my interpretation.
And it is correct and to the point. You see, Blossom … your bodies are ever expanding into a Lighter form
of themselves and there is ‘A Team’ of workers who’s responsibility, by choice, it is to make sure that all
is running smoothly … in general, regarding this.
There are countless teams overseeing countless things regarding THE HUMAN BEING … and within those
countless teams, there are countless sub - teams etc. You … the HUMAN RACE are so important to ALL.
Why?
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Because of your opportunity to BE human. This experiment is ‘one of the largest’ that has been
undertaken … and we have no consideration at this point, that it shall end … only ever move forward
and up into a Higher category of itself.
There have been, may we add, other experiments that were not so successful and so they were
terminated. Keeping in mind of course, that each ‘Soul-Light’ agreed to be part of any experiment.
Nothing is taken on against one’s will.
So, what then are these markings? Others have written in to say they have different kinds. One soul had pyramid
shapes below her chest.
They are forms of ‘prints’ that are left from utensils used. Yet, shall we tell you something else? With
many volunteers, we can … seal/heal … these ‘imprints’ immediately, for there is no need for them to be
… shown/noticed. Yet, for others, it assists them in their Earth journey for these marks to be left visible
for a short while … for individual reasons of knowing and growth.
We state categorically … that ‘Our Kind’ … DO NOT … NEVER HAVE … AND NEVER WILL interfere with
one’s physicality in a way that … would/can … harm both the physical form and the emotional mental
state.
This kind of ‘wheedling’ one’s way into a souls psyche … IS NOT PART OF ‘OUR EXPERIMENT’.
We would not consider such an atrocity such as ‘Your Kind’ get to hear about regarding ‘abductions’ etc.
Again, we ask you to ‘look into this’. Not via your internet … for you will not find much Truth on this
subject there. Yet, to ‘look into this’ through your heart. Let your KNOWING allow the TRUTH to ‘make
sense’ to you.
We ask you do this, so that, in our CHOOSING not to indulge regarding such … ‘wheedling in/through’
… we are able to keep you safe Blossom, by not entering into the matters that ‘some’ may find too
intrusive, regarding their behaviours. We know you understand and we shall leave it at that.
Ok. Yet, can you tell us more about that which YOU do? I mean, for starters … When you ‘keep record’ of how we
are doing via ‘chosen souls’ … do these souls go anywhere? Up into your vessels, for example?
There is no need. That would be far more effort than it is worth. This could be quite tricky to explain due
to usage of words. Yet, telepathically, it could be said in one image … because within that image … all
that would need to be said … is instead… simply known.
Ok. Let’s try with the words. Although, I will just explain that I am being shown an image of ‘Light Beings’, say
three, maybe four, around someone’s bed. The image is beautiful and there is a wonderful glowing ‘mist’, as if
the image is engulfed in this Light. Yet beyond it … all is normal.
And we shall take over from there, if we may? You are being shown this because we are working with
that soul on a different level. Within a different Dimension … through a different Dimension. So, as if to
say that ‘the scene, the image’ we are presenting is ‘isolated’ at that moment in space from your ‘real
world’. So, although we are checking …
I need to interrupt … what ARE you checking?
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It is not blood cells or arteries or things that are known to be physical, Blossom. We are checking Light
Energy. We are recording levels of how much Light Energy is circulating WITHIN the physical body. For …
Here we go, I can feel it!
You are all essentially LIGHT BODIES … living in the human flesh … the human vessel. Yet, your Light
Body remains. For explanation purpose, look upon it as if your Light Body ‘jumped into’ a physical form
for a time.
When your people leave Earth’s atmosphere, they wear space suits. So, shall we say … when your Light
bodies leave other realms … to be able to function in the Earthly experiment … they need Earth suits!
We are also registering, now that the Energies entering are so much stronger and Lighter … how that is
effecting your Earth suits. For never before has the human form moved ahead in this fashion and it is
essential, indeed an important part of this experiment, to monitor all that is occurring.
And how are we doing?
In general … the Earth suit is adapting extremely well, as we had hoped it would. There is so much
involved in that which we are speaking of.
I can feel a thousand thoughts that you are sending into my head.
Correct. For there is free will. Some will choose to ‘let go’ of their suits and ‘pass over’ into other realms
in your ‘normal’ awareness of what is known as Death.
Others however … many, many excited souls are happy to be here to see this experiment through and
actually just allow their suits to ‘change’ … to ‘adapt’ … along with the Energies coming in … so that their
TRUE LIGHT FORM CAN SHINE THROUGH the suit … for want of a better way of expression.
As the Higher Energy of self can merge and become One with the Higher Energies now able to pour in …
it enables the Earth suit to BECOME LIGHTER. To CHANGE into a LIGHTER MODEL, shall we say?
Keep going … I’m following.
Therefore, we need to keep ‘tab’ of all these changes. We will add also, that naturally … everyone is
different and … acting /reacting … in their own sweet way.
So just to clarify … YOU come to town … no - one goes to your neck of the woods?
Correct. There is no need.
We are reading your thoughts and we smile. No Blossom, we do not have utensils that probe!
I wasn’t thinking the way that will read! Yet, I was thinking of what your utensils actually are?
They are recorders/measurers. Yet, we understand your question. They DO NOT pierce the skin or enter
in as one might imagine a needle etc doing. The ‘instrument’ is placed on the skin … that is all, and ALL
information is absorbed simply by resting this implement there.
Different instruments will leave different markings. (Should markings be required) And we say this,
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like this, because the soul, on a particular level of itself has asked for the markings to remain, for
recognition … again, perhaps just on another level of self … for different reasons.
When ‘visited by US’ ... one would wake in the morning feeling refreshed and LOVED.
Those who ‘recall’ the opposite … were not visited by us. We would go as far as to say … ‘Their minds’
were visited, as opposed to them actually going anywhere … or being abducted to ‘elsewhere’.
And I feel it within my being not to ‘probe’ any further on that matter. Well, I have to say … that is all very
interesting and very reassuring for many, I am sure. Perhaps we could continue on with this next time? Your
Love vibration coming through today has certainly lifted me up where I belong! Thank you my friends.
Thank you, Blossom Goodchild.
It always makes me Laugh and … take a deep breath, when you use my full name … I don’t know why.
It is because of the Energy in which we bring forth your name.
I’ve heard ‘Blossom Goodchild’ being said many times … but it FEELS different when it ‘comes through’ you.
Vibrational Energy/frequency … nothing more, nothing less … plus a spoonful of intention!
Love you Guys … Many many thanks.

Here is the audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBQPuMOnZhc
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 7

28 February 2017
Hi chaps! Life is very busy at the moment, so let’s sneak a chat in while I have this hour free. If that suits you of
course?
Indeed. These conversations are not compulsory Blossom, let that be known.
I do know that. Yet, at the same time … I like to keep them up as often as I can. Without ego … I know many look
forward to them.
Would it be so for you to consider trying to discard that which is taking place around the whirlwind in
your head and rest and chat a while with us?
Sure. That’s why I am here!
Then let us proceed. You have had many ask questions regarding our latest topic of ‘visitations’ Some
responses have been contradictory to that which we have spoken … in that there are those who consider
there to be a darker side, that take liberties against one’s will, regarding what you term ‘abductions’.
Yes. My view being that you mentioned those of lesser Light being involved and that this is nothing to do with
you and I know it is not ‘your bag’ to discuss things of this nature.
This is correct. For as you stated in one reply … we are here to shed Light on many topics … not to
extract fear. We consider our subject matter to be of necessary intentional Brightness and to uplift and
therefore, deploy any matter that is not of service to the soul.
Yet, some folk like to look into these things, just to find out what is going on … elsewhere.
And we would say it does them no harm, yet, we doubt it does them much good either.
You see Blossom, as you know … it is your Vibrational pull that takes you one way or another down a
particular pathway. Depending of course, on that which you choose to focus on. Totally depending on
that! Therefore, although there are many souls that have the inquisitive mindset to indulge and delve
into the darker side of things … we would say … is it not curiosity that killed the cat? In a Light-Hearted
fashion you understand?
Our ONLY intent is to assist you in raising your Vibration and to help you understand and remember
who you are. We do not have ANY desire to delve into that which pulls one’s Vibration into a hole of fear
and then leave you dangling there!
This I know. This I am happy with. Yet, with all respect … that doesn’t mean to say that there are not some very
nasty indulgences going on upon this Planet and many feel they cannot just ignore that.
They would do well to do so. For by ignoring … you are not giving Energy to. If one feels that they must
look into certain un-pleasantries … then we suggest that A) You protect your Beings in whichever
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way you choose to and B) Make it your soul/sole purpose to ‘enter in’ to such participations with the
intention of filling it with Love … the deeper you dig.
There are those that have followed our conversations Blossom, since we began … and there are those
that have recently been welcomed aboard. Therefore, it is necessary sometimes to reiterate that which
may seem ‘old hat’ or obvious to many.
Besides, timely reminders never harm.
You know the more I discover … mainly through emails and stories of other’s experiences … of one sort or
another … the more I realise that this is indeed a very odd world in which we reside at this time … and there is
layer, upon layer, upon layer, upon layer, ad infinitum … of which we can never fully understand or know in total.
It blows your head off sometimes. So, I remain in simplicity and return to ‘LOVE, ONLY LOVE!’ Will we ever know
‘IT ALL?
Oh yes. In a flash!
When?
When you are of self … without guises or vessels to reside within …
YOU ARE A CONSCIOUSNESS OF ONE.
THIS IS WHO YOU ARE.
THIS IS YOUR HOME.
Therefore, EVERYTHING that ever is, was and shall be … is KNOWN by you … for you ARE EVERYTHING.
Yet, in this little Earth body of ours, we feel so limited.
Because that is what you believe. Yet, we have been down this road before.
Many many times, my friends.
What is it then you would like to ask that is new?
Well, someone wrote in asking about the subject of transitioning into the New World. You had said that some
will stay around and adapt along with their physicality into a Higher Vibration and our bodies would change
along with us … and that some folk would choose to leave the physicality and not see the next part through
in ‘human flesh’. They were wondering what would make a soul choose to do that? I mean wouldn’t they be
missing out on all the fun? They have got so far … why ‘give up’ just before the finishing line?
It certainly is not a matter of giving up or giving in. As you say … as we say … it is a matter of choice.
Some maybe tired in physicality and have no desire to continue on.
Yet, why? When it promises to be so amazing?
Everything Blossom is AMAZING!
Maybe, they have even better things to move on to. Maybe, they do not desire to be in a vehicle/vessel
any longer and wish to be a free spirit. Maybe, they have a soul friend who is no longer of/in the flesh …
and desire to be with them and watch the Earth’s transformation from afar.
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Maybe, there are only so many that CAN go through with it /follow it through … and they therefore,
sacrifice that pleasure, for the betterment of all.
For in the long term, Dearest Souls … it matters not. When you fully understand that you are ALL ONE …
you accept that what ONE does … is shared by you … thoroughly.
We have just popped a thought into your head.
Yes. Regarding, when one may feel a little off balance some days for no reason at all. We could put it down to
any things these days. Yet, you just offered another option … please share!
In that … BEING ONE ENERGY OF LOVE … perhaps sometimes, you are ‘in tune’ with another’s Vibration …
that is of a lower frequency than yours.
I didn’t think we would do that … for if we were of a Higher frequency … why would we choose to tune into a
lower one?
You don’t. YET … you may CHOOSE to allow a lower Vibration to ‘seep’ into yours … for the purpose of
dissipating that lower Energy Vibration … be it of a thought, a word, or an action. You willingly take on
the task of absorbing negativity, in order to release it out and away.
Why … for the Highest good of all?
Indeed.
Seems a little odd though, because at the time … we may just feel ‘off’ and don’t know why.
It isn’t because you have suddenly agreed to ‘absorb’ and dissipate a particular thought, word or action.
It is because you agreed to do this … in general/as generally … as you can. As long as it does not affect
you on a permanent basis … that would not serve at all. Yet, how would we say? Now and then … to be of
service … this would be an act in which … in fact … you give Gratitude for the opportunity.
MMM! Nice way to look at it … from now on. Do we know ‘OF THE SOUL” in which we are ridding their negativity?
There is no need. And it does not necessarily mean you are ridding them of it.
Then with all respect what’s the point?
The point, Blossom … is that you are dissolving SOME of the negativity and relieving their burden to a
certain degree … as an act of WHOLENESS. To assist … to aid … to Lighten another’s burden. For indeed
dear friends, another’s burden can be of such heaviness … depending on their given choices.
So, is it our right to interfere with their choices?
You are not interfering … you are simply Lightening their load. Some folk find they are in so deep that
only a helping hand can pull them out.
Yet, on the topic we have been speaking … it is not necessary to KNOW the soul that you are assisting.
You just ‘do it’.
I have heard of souls who agreed to come and ‘cry’ for the world … seems odd too!
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Why?
Well, if we have choices of service that perhaps are agreed before ‘landing’ … Who would want to come down
and cry out everybody else’s sorrows?
Many Enlightened a soul … for it is only those who have the strength to do so.
And dearest Blossom , it is not particularly crying for everybody else … it is more releasing trapped
Energy within Mother EARTH , for all the atrocities that have been played out upon her.
Yet, even so … what a job! Certainly wouldn’t be my chosen career! I jest of course and give Gratitude for those
who volunteered to do so .
You would be surprised what any Enlightened souls agreed to undertake.
I was surprised at what I agreed to undertake in Oct 2008. For I KNOW that was an agreement. And in that
KNOWING I have no regrets. In the same way I KNOW I agreed to have these chats with you … and I shall
continue to do so. It’s an inner KNOWING .I didn’t always have it.
Yet, you do now. And we are content. What do you FEEL these inner KNOWINGS to be?
Eh … Inner knowings??!!!!!
How do you KNOW them as opposed to hope/question/doubt/half believe/waver/contradict them?
The FEELING.
AND THAT FEELING OF KNOWING … as you continue to walk on, Dearest Souls of Earth is that which we
ask you to BREATHE.
Breathe this KNOWING … this FEELING that you are serving out your Divine mission …
LIVE AND BREATHE IT.
For when you do so … Life changes for you.
Doubts are left behind … as to how you live your days. For when you BREATHE THAT KNOWING in and out
of your Being … you shall find a strength … and acknowledgement of self … of who you are.
You will walk with your head held High and your heart bursting with Light Love.
You will be afeared of nothing … for YOUR TRUTH holds your hand as you open up to your Divinity and
allow it to shine through you … So that others may behold your Light and be drawn like a moth to a
flame … to feel the warmth of that Light and find within themselves that which they see YOU to be …
This is Law … by which you have chosen to abide … in Divine Grace.
And in Divine Grace … I love you and leave you for today my friends.
Correction … we never leave each other … WE ARE ONE.
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Yeah, but you know what I mean! Gotta go. Places to go, people to see ! Love ya and many, many thanks.

The audio for this channel can be found here. Read by myself and Joe Pena. Many thanks Joe.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdbUCQ-jrb8

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 8

6 April 2017
I wasn’t planning on trying to connect with you until tomorrow. Yet, If I am correct I feel you close and am more
than willing to give it a go now, if you are?
We thank you for responding. For yes, we would be more than happy to ‘chat ‘with you at this time.
I was wondering if you could talk to us about this feeling I am experiencing regarding ‘Being the observer’. Since
my newsletter the other day, many have responded saying they feel the same. I just don’t feel fully part of the
world at the moment. I’m here, yet, not in it. That’s the best I can do to describe it.
Dearest Souls of Earth … with your ever transforming Energies taking hold … like a storm in a tea cup …
Meaning?
Meaning … with the Greatest LOVE that, that which you are experiencing NOW … is nothing more than
that. The changing Energies are swirling your personal Energies around within themselves. As if confined
to a tea cup and hence the intensity that is driving them. This is why ‘LIFE’ seems so topsy turvy. This is
why you do not feel to be in control … for we would say that most of you are experiencing this feeling of
NOT BEING GROUNDED. And you are not! Yet, we do not consider this to be of any great disruption to the
well-being of all.
No, it doesn’t feel ‘disrupting’. It just feels like I am ‘removed’ from Earth’s goings on, even though I am very
much aware of being within those ‘goings on’.
The plain and simple fact Blossom, is that this transferring of Energies as they merge with each other …
from outer incoming … with self-rising … are having the effect of one caught in a vacuum. Neither in one
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place or another … Yet, weightless.
This is due to the incredible POWER that is entering into your Planet at this time. You yourselves, have
walked towards this vantage point and have now arrived here … in a place that makes one feel ‘out of it’
… as you would say.
To have the feeling of ‘The Observer’ is because that is exactly what you are doing. You are observing
the body/the soul that is you, from a new Higher perspective. It is as such, as if you are ‘looking upon’
oneself, as opposed to looking from within. Just for now … just for a short while.
May we ask … do you find yourself judging?
Judging myself or the situation?
Both.
Well, not really judging. As I say … just outside, looking in. I sort of feel detached from any feelings about any of
it. That’s the odd thing.
May we advise that this is exactly where you are meant to be within the soulself experiment. You are
moving into Higher grounds, which leaves you off balance as your feet find themselves in limbo as you
rise, so to speak. You have had one foot in one dimension and one in the in-between space for quite
some time. Now you find both feet are in that in-between space and it leaves you ‘floating’ … looking
down upon that which once was.
Soon … and we mean soon , for it is not right and fitting for you to be left dangling this way for too long
… you will find yourself feeling even more ‘dizzy’ as you reach closer to the Higher Energies that you are
to place your feet firmly down upon/within … and to find yourself grounded within that Higher state /
position.
What should we expect when we land?
A feeling that you have been yearning for. It shall become you … in its natural state.
That’s good, because I find myself once again … experiencing that feeling of ‘What’s it all about Alfie’. As I have
done many times. I am neither high nor low in my thoughts … just … neutral. Yet, knowing life should feel so
much more exciting than this. I know our thoughts create our reality … yet, I feel in this ‘Oh whatever!’ kind of
space.
And again we remind you to be vigilant. Vigilant of your thoughts and how you conduct them … How you
behave with them. How you categorise them. How you discard or bring them forth, depending on their
agenda.
Dearest souls, REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE.
DO NOT ALLOW NEGATIVE ENERGIES TO SWAMP YOU AND BRING YOU UNDER.
YOU KNOW BETTER THAN THIS.
RISE UP … RISE UP INTO … AND BECOME THIS HIGHER POWER OF YOURSELVES.
Now more than ever are your forces of Energetical Grace ready to bombard your world with Love.
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This is the time as you move on up/through that you exude in LOVE. You excel in forgiveness and you do
not waver from the road upon which you so valiantly walk.
HOLD THOSE HEADS HIGH, DEAREST SOULS.
Oh! We try! Yet, so many are feeling downtrodden with Earths display of odd behaviour. No one knows who to
Trust or believe … and yet, we continue to have faith and knowing in that all will be well, eventually. Tell me …
were channellers channelling this same stuff back when the dinosaurs were around? Because, it sure seems to
me like we’ve been hearing this for a real long time now.
That is because you HAVE been hearing it ‘for a real long time now’. This change … this supersonic (?)
change HAS been going on for a real long time now.
We wonder if you are misunderstanding … how huge a transformation this actually is. For if you Truly
knew … you would be in amazement at how much has been accomplished and how close to the finishing
line we are now.
And … we were told that five years ago. Truly, I have let go of the WHEN … it’s just this phase I am going through
of the ‘WHY?’. Yet, on another level … on another day … in another mood … I know all these answers. How’s
about you tell us something we don’t know?
With pleasure. We shall embark upon a story of great relief to all.
Is it a story or a Truth?
That is for your soul to discover. Once upon a time …
There was a group of Highly intelligent Beings that were chosen to come to Earth at the most important
time in history to this date. They knew why they were chosen, yet, forgot much reasoning when they
arrived, as this was part of the plan of renewing self-discovery. As time went on … all memories of the
chosen mission faded and life became without ‘source’. Life seemed to deaden the senses as opposed to
uplift … and for a while … the Planet Earth simply … pottered along.
It was then decided by the Highest councils that assistance was required. Not to interfere with this
Golden Plan, but to give it the needed boost, as much had been reviewed and it was deemed necessary
to do so.
Hence, those from other realms began infiltrating wisdom as a reminder of why you Earthlings came …
To assist you in reconnecting with your True Source and to get The Game Plan back into full swing.
Over eons now … much help has been given. We, The Federation of Light chose to offer ‘pearls’ of Light,
for it is our souls desire to help you remember the Bright Lights that you are … And the reason you
came. And why it was YOU …. Each One of YOU In particular, that wanted to be here and change your
Planet into a Brighter Star to reside upon.
How keen, how very keen you all were. It is a saddened soul that wishes to depart from your place of
residency early. For once there was such eagerness to be there.
Try to see it from our view point Dearest Souls … You are so very nearly there. Do not give up now. Not
now, when you are over the border and walking into FREEDOM.
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THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE shines from within you. You do not always feel it, for it appears to you
dampened. Yet, we see you … the Truth of you … and we have such admiration for the Warriors of Light
that you are.
One day … One fine day ... YOU WILL LOOK BACK in disbelief at how things once were.
Remember too, that all is not as it appears to be.
Yes… I feel also, very much as If I am in a play, within a play, within a play, within a movie!
That is also relevant to these times of Energetic change. When eventually your feet land on Higher
ground … you will feel much more in ‘character’. Having much more of a grasp of the role you are here to
portray.
We ask you to KNOW … to ACCEPT … to HONOUR … the reality of this experience/experiment.
It is in perfect alignment … with all that is.
It cannot be anything else.
For it is a Divine Plan.
Yet, a pretty odd way of displaying its Divinity.
And we would say … that Divinity has many guises. Yet, in the Truth of itself … DIVINITY is the underlying
working within everything … for there is NOTHING else other than PURE DIVINE LOVE.
How easily it can be disguised to make one think there is trickery afoot. Yet … we say THAT ALL IS LOVE
… even when it appears not to be.
All you need is to BE TRUE TO YOURSELF.
THE DIVINITY OF YOURSELF.
FEEL THAT DIVINITY WITHIN YOU.
CALL UPON THAT DIVINITY TO SHINE BRIGHTLY FROM YOUR HEART.
ALLOW DIVINITY TO BE THE UPMOST PRIORITY OF THOUGHT, WORD AND DEED.
THEN DEAREST SOULS … WILL YOU FEEL … WILL YOU KNOW … THAT GREAT EXPANSE OF DIVINITY THAT
YOU ARE.
You will not feel so despondent. You will ‘Get it’. Yet, we remind you … it is up to you …. The strongest of
the strong … to hold fast in thought word and deed … BE of DIVINE LIGHT … and let that Light lead the
way.
Thank you. Through these little upheavals, it is so easy to forget this and allow the ‘sluggishness’ to take over. I
guess one gets tired of it all, now and then.
May we also remind you, as a pick me up ... that your weather Blossom, with its storms and winds and
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rains, has not passed you by empty handed … shall we say. These conditions, all over the world carry
with them ‘loaded ammunition’ … to deter one as far as possible from the Truth of themselves.
Yes, again thank you. Nice reminder not to fall by the wayside and succumb to these niggly nasties!!
It takes just a thought process to change the attitude and bring one back into alignment.
Sometimes it feels like it needs a whole lot more than that!!
Yet, not so.
LIFT YOUR SPIRITS SOULS OF EARTH … YOU ARE NEVER ALONE.
THERE IS A FORCE OF DIVINE LOVE WITH YOU … WITHIN EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE.
KNOW THIS … FEEL THIS … FEEL US …
WE ARE ONE.
Thanks so much … nice to be back in touch. It is odd being in a showbiz world for a time, where none of this is
even mentioned. Yet my! How the Light shines in so many of these young ones. It is a delight to feel. Until next
time chaps … thanking you. I somehow feel something is going to happen soon … and you gotta laugh at that
statement!! In Love, Light and Gratitude, Me ... Blossom Goodchild … signing out.
THE NEXT DAY.
Hello again. I know, I know I am fussy. Yet I have to say, when reading over our chat from yesterday, I wasn’t
really satisfied with your answer regarding telling us something we don’t know. Because we already know that
which you offered. Did we just get waylaid? You said it was a story of great relief to all?
Greetings to you Blossom and ALL. Indeed, as with many chats we embark upon, we sometimes do not
get round to saying all we need to say, as we lead off into other tangents and then time runs thin. Much
like many conversations that take place with so many on Earth.
So, what would be the something we don’t know and be of great relief? No point beating around the bush.
We would say to you, that of course you know everything anyway. Yet, we realise that is not what you
wish to hear. So, let us start by introducing to you the concept that, although logic and reasoning do not
cooperate with what we have to say … none the less it is a new thought pattern, in that … further down
the track in your life’s span … there is to be a significant transformation in your entire Earthly body.
Although human Beings shall be recognised as such … the appearance shall have changed greatly to
adapt to the new conditions.
So, presuming this isn’t to be in my life time? (I hit 60 this year)
You will be surprised at the rate in which change comes in future days.
With all respect … if its anything like ‘now’ … I doubt it.
Yet Blossom, once certain basics … once foundations are in place … is it not easy to build upon them?
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Yes. I guess so. So what sort of changes?
Well as you know, your bodies are transforming on a moment to moment basis to adapt to the Higher
frequencies that are blending with your own. The changes we speak of will be subtle, yet recognisable.
Perhaps less cumbersome in physicality. Is it not your animals /mammals adapt to their environment?
Then so shall it be with you, also.
Keeping in mind, that your senses are the first to become heightened. This, for many, is already
coming to fruition. You say you are in need of your mobile phones and your internet. It is not that
these shall disappear (for a while) yet, your own senses shall work more efficiently when it comes to
communication. Your technology shall abound beyond reason … as you know it, at this juncture. So
much shall be made available to you as the Higher lifestyle is presented and understood.
You see Dearest souls, look upon it in this fashion. Fifty of your years ago, when one was to view a movie
of futuristic nature … one certainly did not believe that this would become a reality … yet it has.
Now, when you look at most of your movies, they present technological images and ‘magic potions’ and
‘wizardry’, and that which you know as sci-fi … and indeed, they are presented well.
ALL that can be created in movie form can and will become your reality. This is not rocket science. For it
takes but a thought to then create something into Being.
Yet, again, we ask you to create thoughts of Joy and Love and Peace. Much that you are given to view is
of a more violent nature. This is not profitable for mind, body or soul.
I guess when you look at how far we have come technologically; all that you say is feasible. That then leads on
to the matter of whether, down the track … we return for another round in our Earthly coil or, as it has been
suggested … as a possibility … do we simply transform into a Lighter body and no longer have the need for
death? ( as we know it ).
We would say, that is definitely for another session. Although we have mentioned it briefly in days gone
by.
Yes, but I have a memory like a sieve and to be reminded of things never harms. Thanks for this brief little
extra … Can I be honest with you guys? Sometimes I just don’t feel that we have covered much ground in any
one particular conversation … and it makes me doubt … myself and become a little despondent. I feel ALL our
conversations should be mind boggling!
And we would say to you Blossom … that sometimes … we are merely ‘chewing the cud’. Just touching
base and connecting. These messages are not necessarily designed to blow one’s head off every time.
They are designed to uplift and remind. Now and then we throw in a curve ball …
I know! I guess there is so much we could discuss … yet, we keep it on this same level.
We are satisfied with this level Blossom. You must remember too, that always there are new souls
finding these messages. So we try to cater for all.
We are not here to be known as extremists. We are here to gently encourage and support.
Thank you. I wasn’t having a go at you, well maybe I was … I was just saying how I was feeling. Maybe it’s because
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I still have a lot of my ‘showbiz’ head on at the moment. Maybe the two don’t go together. Although I don’t see
why they can’t?
They can … They did. We never leave. Although certain Energies may make it feel like we do.
How can we leave … when we are ONE?
Thank you. I’ve got to go now … Love ya.
Yet, we ask you not to go in a despondent fashion … there will be many that are grateful to you for
this message in particular. Each soul walks their journey at their own pace, in their own space. Do not
underestimate how these messages touch the heart.
Ok. Thank you again … leaving despondency behind then ... off I go.

The audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3e-GUd-mYc

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 9

13 April 2017
Transcript from the White Cloud Easter message 2017. (Transcribed by Isabelle Harford. Many thanks.)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HE5whLqGiY
A very warm welcome to each one of you who has taken this opportunity to listen with your hearts, not just your
ears to these words that I offer this day.
My friends, I understand as I have worked with Blossom now for many many years, that you can sometimes feel
despondent about the way things are going. And it seems that we, helpers and guides, offerors of wisdom from
other realms, are continuing to relay the same old message, as you sometimes put it.
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Indeed the message is old. It is from when Love, Life, Energy, formed.
These messages that come forth from me and others in Truth come from the beginning. And in the beginning,
there was Love.
And throughout, into infinity and beyond, my friends: the only message is
Love.
No matter what is taking place upon your Planet, no matter what is happening in your own personal
understanding of life itself. Whatever trials, whatever tribulations, whatever Joys, whatever happiness is your
way:
Love is the thread throughout all that is.
And sometimes you feel so downcast, you do not feel that sparkle within your being. And you wonder the
reasoning perhaps for continuing on, for it all seems a little bit of a slog, does it not? Yet this is the time when
you must be vigilant, and take the time to close your eyes, to connect up with your higher self, that is always
connected to you. But shall we say: sometimes you have the volume down very low.
I have mentioned before about turning up your dimmer switch. So many tools, my friends, have I brought
through to you to assist. Many have been forgotten, and that is fine. But I offer them in order to help you keep
your Vibration high.
Do you take a sip from the Golden Chalice before you get out of bed each morning? Perhaps practice doing so.
You will find within a week or two how different you feel.
Do you plug yourself in, somewhere above you, to recharge your batteries? And watch as the level rises with
Love Energy.
Do you say to yourself over and over:
“I am love”
For there is nothing else.
Do you stand or sit, and in a moment or two of silence, feel yourself as the Brightest Light that you are. And that
Light shines Golden Rays out from you, into the all that is, the Everything.
Do you do these things my friends to assist yourself and the Planet?
Or, with respect, are you a little too busy feeling a little sorry for yourself?
And Blossom is butting into me here, saying: “You should try it White Cloud”, as she has said before. She is
saying, that it is not always about being vigilant to do these things. For the energies of depression, oppression,
can sometimes take over the self.
And I respond that you are Warriors of Light.
Fight back! Find your strength! Find your courage! Find your Self!
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And do you know what your Self is? Not only is it Love. But what comes with Love at its ultimate position: Joy,
Happiness, Laughter. That is what you are made of!
And Blossom is saying to me: “But it does not feel like this White Cloud. It does not feel like this so many times
these days. It is as if life has got out of control and there seems little point in doing the everyday, everyday,
everyday things with little Joy in the heart.”
And I say to you my friends, this is why we come. To keep on keeping on reminding you, that:
You are Love
You are Joy
You are Happiness
You are Light
The Brightest, Whitest, Lightest Love-Soul-Lights.
And you are here upon this Planet to make it shine.
And Blossom, in this conversation we are having in her head, is that when it seems difficult to do so, one may
feel that they are failing at their position that they have come to give.
And we say no! You cannot fail.
Just by being upon your Planet, your Light, however dim it may feel at any given time, is working, weaving its
magic to change your world.
You are tired. You are weary. But keep on my friends. Keep on walking into the Light and the Love.
For ahead of you, is home.
And what is home? It is the feeling of comfort, of peace, of no resistance. On allowing the very flow of life to run
through your Beings. To close your eyes and look up to the sun. And feel it speak to you in your heart. Where
upon all is known.
And what is there to know? Everything and nothing.
What is there to be? Everything and nothing.
What is there to have? Everything and nothing.
They are all one and the same: Everything – nothing.
I say to you my friends, these two words which seem opposite, are the same. When you have nothing, you have
everything. And when you have everything, you have nothing.
For, my friends, there is nothing. There is nothing other than the Energy of Love.
And an experience you are choosing to have in this space of your lives. But when you leave this Planet, you will
have nothing. Yet you will have Everything. For you are Everything and nothing.
How does that make you feel? I hope that there are some smiles upon faces. I hope that my words reach deep
into your souls. And I hope you can feel Everything and nothing.
To be in a space of nothing is so Peaceful. So Loving. So Giving. And within that space of nothing, do you feel the
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Everything that you are?
Do you see, do you see what I am saying, my friends? Let go of all things that confuse and dampen your mind
space. Be free in your way of thinking. And think only of the most important thing:
Loving yourself.
Because, as I have said so many times, by Loving yourself, you are catering for all. ALL!
A-L-L - As Love Light.
Dearest souls. Dearest friends. Dearest Warriors of Light – and some I know are uncomfortable with me using
the word warriors – may I say with a smile on your face and mine that this is your problem, not mine. I have no
problem with the words Warriors of Light: you have such strength.
You are such strength: BE the strength you are.
You are Love: BE the Love you are.
You are Light: BE the Light you are.
And nothing else can be of concern. It need not be so. Concentrate only on the Joy, the Happiness and the
Laughter that you desire in your life, in your every day. Concentrate only on the smile that can not only Light up
your face, but Light up the very hearts of others.
Concentrate only on spreading your Love-Light out onto your Planet and all those that reside upon and within
her.
This is why you came.
This is what we continue to tell you. The same old, same old, same old, same old, same old message.
There is to come this change that you long for. We do not jest with you. We do not come through to tell you
falsities. We come through to encourage you. To give you hope. To give you reason to carry on. Because we
KNOW what lies ahead in Beauty, in Grace, in Love.
And inside every one of your souls, you KNOW it also.
You knew when you came it would be a tough road that you walk. There would be many mountains to climb.
There would be many pitfalls. Many times will you walk and walk and walk through the thick mud. But you knew
also there would be times when you feel home. When you feel the Love that you are.
And when this happens to you, my friends, that is what keeps you going. That knowing. That knowing that you
are here for a purpose:
to bring this Planet into a Higher Grace. A Higher space. Where things will make sense. Where life has reason.
Where Love has reason.
And all atrocities, all hatred, all sadness, all low energy will be gone. Because you, as your Light, have dispersed
it. You have set it free. Sent it away. Allowing Higher Energies of Peace, of Joy, of Laughter, to take its place.
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We promise you, this is to come. We promise you this. What more can we offer you? What more can we try and
say to lift your spirits?
Blossom is struggling with the emotion that I am bringing through. For, the Love I have for you is overwhelming.
I wish, I wish dearest friends, I could offer you more. But I can only offer you this Love. This Love that I am. And
this Love that you are. And as it blends together as One … that is the Highest I can give.
The way my Love is received by you, is up to each one. You can shrug your shoulders and say: “Maybe, maybe,
White Cloud, I feel a little something.” Or you can take deep, deep breaths. You can focus on your heart space
and tears of Joy and Love flow from your eyes, the window of your soul.
Because you can feel the Love coming through. Not just from me. But from the Federation of Light. From Angels.
From Beings of Light that surround your Planet. That have so much interest in how you are all proceeding. And
desiring to offer you Love to see this through.
For you are not alone. We are all in this together my friends. And so, on that note, breathe with me.
(Breathing slowly and deep)
(Breathing slowly and deep)
(Breathing slowly and deep)
Feel that Love that you are now full of. Feel that Energy of Joy that is yours: it is your Divine Right. And go, my
friends, go out into the fresh air. No matter what the weather be in your part of the world. And take those deep
breaths again, and give Gratitude for being chosen to be upon your Planet at this time.
Renew your hope. Renew your desire to succeed in this Divine Plan. In Grace. In Gratitude. In Love.
We are with you. Together united as One Love Energy. We, from elsewhere, Love each one.
Many thanks
Adieu my friend. Adieu.
We give thanks to the Divine Oneness for allowing this message to take place.
We ask always that we may remain humble in order to serve and to receive. And that we may continue to walk
boldly as the Light and the Love.
Once again, Adieu.
Thank you White Cloud, from the heart of myself, Blossom, and all those who do listen to your words and feel
their heart touched by you and through you.
Thank you. Thank you so much!
In Love and thanks.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 10

21 April 2017
Hello there! I would like to continue on from last time, as I have had so many letters regarding this feeling of
‘observing’ one’s life etc. So many seem to be feeling the same. For me, it is getting stronger. Oddly enough, I
was talking to my husband about the old movie ‘Cocoon’ … about a bunch of Oldies being taken off to another
planet to start afresh. I have a strangely strong feeling of that! I know I won’t be whisked off … It’s more the
symbolism I feeling, I guess. Any thoughts?
Greetings of a most bountiful and giving nature to One and All, Dearest Friends. Yes, we are aware of the
Energy upon your Planet that is making so many feel ‘out of sorts’, as we have mentioned before. The
plane fact is, that there are Energies transforming so much at this time, that it is impossible for you not
to be wrapped up in it.
So much on your Planet is offering the news of gloom and doom and yet, we offer news of a different
variety … of a different Energy.
For you see, Dearest Friends … now is the time when the Energies and the transformation … this change
… is so strong, so prominent, that you are actually experiencing it in a physical/emotional perspective
… more so than at other times of shifts and changes. The Higher the Vibrational pull that is flowing in
to your Planet, the more deeply you are connecting with it … For you have ‘worked’ your way up to this
point … and so much more is now possible.
The feeling of being ‘ready to go elsewhere’ as in ‘Cocoon’ … is indeed symbolic of ‘moving into’ a NEW
place. A new perspective on life itself. These changes that are taking place and the imminent ones to
come … on a bigger scale … and leading you into the promised land.
ALL THAT WE HAVE PROMISED IS THERE FOR YOU.
This I do know, my friends. Yet, in all Truth I just cannot get too excited due to the time scale being so different
between us. You have none … we live by every second. Yet, I must say, I don’t think I have ever felt such a
shift, personally! And therefore, very much looking forward to it settling down and looking out upon the new
perspective. In the immediate future of this particular shift, how will things be apparently different to us?
That is a good question. The use of the word ‘apparent’ … for it is of the nature of ‘as far as one can tell’.
As with all things , we cannot guarantee 100% what will be /take place as it is down to each individual
and how they behave/react … as to what actually shall occur and how ‘soon’.
Yet, we tell you this … as your Vibration begins to settle in this Higher scheme of things … you will
definitely notice a difference within yourself. For, although the ‘outer picture’ on display to all, does
not look so bright … there will be Brightness within your Beings that KNOWS BETTER. That KNOWS
DIFFERENTLY.
This feeling many of you are having, of being ready to move on … is simply a state of Being as you lift
into a Higher frequency … and although it is still with its ups and downs … a HIgher frequency is a Higher
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frequency … therefore, things on all levels … have to be better … all round.
Thank you. I understand what you are saying. I guess I feel lacking in enthusiasm! So many of us want to do
‘more to assist this change’ yet unsure of how. Therefore, we feel a little lacking in the contribution department.
I know we have been told to just smile and spread Light … I get that … yet, there have been many comments of
everything seeming so pointless!
Yet … how can this be so? Is it pointless to raise the Vibration of yourself … all … the Planet? Just by
having a good time? To us and indeed, as you have once said yourself, Blossom … it seems like the
perfect plan!
Yes … the plan is indeed Divine. Yet, not always that easy to put into practice. That’s the thing. I feel we need to
move on to another level of understanding exactly what ‘a good time’ is? It’s not about holidays or partying or
drinking and smoking. We somehow desire to ‘escape’ by these methods or watching a movie or mundane TV …
just to zone out from reality. I am not saying ‘all of us’ … but in general it seems this way.
And yet … these very escapisms will dissipate as one rises Higher. One will be drawn into their Higher
potentials and MAKE MORE OF AN EFFORT to meditate and be amongst nature. To spend time in games
and fun with family, instead of sitting together in a family group where no words are spoken … because
each one is so engrossed in a private world on their devices.
What is it exactly you are trying to escape from?
Mmm. I need to think about that. Reality? The mundaneness of it all?
And yet, we would say … so many of you have fallen into the trap. The trap set by those elite Beings,
who do not wish success upon you. Those Beings of lesser Light who desire for you to live in a mundane
existence. Where you ‘blob’ about because nothing excites you. They have programmed you to feel this
way. Your inner Truth knows these Truths.
Yes. I do … and I don’t fight against such things … I succumb most of the time … well, at the moment I feel this
way.
Because their desire to dampen and dispel Joy are heightening. They have to up the ante because they
are so very much aware that THE LIGHT OF TRUTH AND LOVE IS SHINING THROUGH and there is little
they can do about it.
So, dearest friends … are you going to sit back and let them win?
Not on your Nelly. What would you suggest?
Getting off your proverbial behinds and start taking control! These methods to keep you lulled into a
sense of false security … these trickeries that make you believe something is so different from what it
actually is … are merely systems to keep you at bay. To Literally STOP YOU from Being your TRUE LIGHT.
ARE YOU GOING TO STAND FOR THAT DEAREST ONES?
Are you not going to stand in your Light and say ‘NO MORE! We came to fulfil a mission and we SHALL see
it through!’
STOP falling for these webs of entanglement that hold you in a place of ‘awaiting your fate’.
Remove yourselves from these falsities … these disguises of untruth and START FEELING /BEING WHO
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YOU TRULY ARE.
WHO YOU TRULY ARE … IS SO MUCH MORE THAN YOU THINK YOU ARE!
You, YOU need to take hold of the situation.
Yes, you are going through major transformations … and yes, this can leave you feeling a little lost … yet,
do not fall to your knees and surrender … do something about it.
Start your daily meditations … exercise … eat healthily … play … share moments of Joy … take time to
send your Love out to the Planet … the all that is.
Give gratitude AT ALL TIMES.
DO WHAT YOU KNOW TO DO … yet, have let slip by the way side.
Many of you may say ‘Oh, but we do not have time for all that’, ‘We have to work, we have to do this and
that’.
And we say to you … MAKE TIME FOR ALL THAT.
These are your key survival methods. By doing such … you strengthen EVERY VITAL PART OF YOUR BEING.
You are preparing yourself for all that lies ahead … This is necessary. To strengthen mind, body and
spirit.
If you know you have a marathon coming up, you prepare for it. You do not suddenly decide to run all
those miles without preparation. It would not turn out well.
The same for walking into the New World. Much preparation is underway on so many levels … and your
part is to stay strong … on all levels of self.
We say to you with all Love and respect … NOW IS THE TIME TO ‘GET A GRIP’ … to ‘PULL YOURSELVES
TOGETHER’ and …
My God, I have to laugh … for I know what your next sentence is to be …
STOP YOUR WHINGING AND WHINING.
So unlike you!!! Yet … I Truly get where you are coming from. For I feel no malice … and yes, perhaps we all need
a bit of a kick up the doodah! Well said!
Of course we smile and come from humour and Love. Yet whinging and whining will not get you to
where you are going. Stop complaining about the state of affairs and do what you came here to do.
Shine the LIGHT THAT YOU ARE CONTINUALLY … out to the Planet. Shine that Light of yours into every
situation ... every circumstance … every thought that you offer to self and all.
Just shine that Light … all the time.
IT SHOULD BE YOUR NATURAL STATE OF BEING.
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IT COULD BE YOUR NATURAL STATE OF BEING.
Yet, it has been forgotten.
These Higher Energies coming in are here to help you. Blend with them … welcome them … they are here
to help you recognize more of yourself and allow acknowledgements of wonders to come to Light.
Do you see Dearest souls? Please take a breath with is now … and FEEL what is occurring.
We are entering the next phase … a very important transformation into a HIGHER POSITIONING OF YOUR
SOULSELF. YOUR SPIRIT is moving into a place that can be recognized as so much nearer to home. Where
one’s self can feel so much more at ease … so much more comfortable BEING in/with itself.
And from there, Dearest Souls … it is plane sailing, as you accept the new place … as you settle down
within it. You will reminisce of how tough times once were … and give thanks that those days are over.
You will congratulate yourselves and all for getting this far ahead in the Divine Plan and you will rejoice
in the KNOWING that LOVE … only Love ... is what got you through.
Onwards Dearest souls. Never give up … never give in.
We are closer to you now than ever before as these Energies allow us to be so.
WELCOME IN THIS CHANGE.
BE PREPARED …
Thank you. When you were saying about ‘pulling ourselves together’ … you were so right. It is so much easier to
succumb to the negative energies and just think ‘so what’. Yet … Truly that just isn’t good enough is it? So, thank
you for the pep talk. I will make an effort to implement change and prepare in a more stalwart fashion. Follow
on troops!
We are a gathering of Light. The more we recognize ourselves as such … the Brighter the Light we can
shine. In Love and thanks to each one of you.
Ditto my friends. Ditto.

The audio for this channelling can be found here. Read by myself and Joe Pena.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZCPL2oM5Gs
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 11

27 April 2017
Good morning to you up there … or wherever it is you actually are. Ready for a session?
Indeed we are. It is interesting how one thinks of us being ‘up there’, as if somewhere above the clouds
there ‘lives’ a whole new world!
Where would you say you reside then?
In a space …
In a space, or in space?
And there we enter a whole new chapter. For let us speak of space …
What you term as Space has a few conceptual meanings. You have the space around you … You may say
‘Oh, there is a space, I’ll put that there’. Or, ‘Give me some space’ etc. Then again, you have that which
you call ‘Space’ … out in the cosmos. A never ending spectrum of Universes, Galaxies, Planets, Stars …
and where are we?
We are ‘In our space’! Everybody has a space. There is no end of space for people to occupy.
Ok. So, I occupy a space in Noosa, Qld, Australia, Earth … what’s your ‘space address’?
It is in a ‘space’ that you would find unpronounceable … for we do not have words/labels in the way that
you do. More to do with mathematical co-ordinates; that STILL would not be understood, for it is not
within your realms of such calculations.
In all Truth, we can be where we want to be in a blink of an eye. We do not have your human restrictions
and we certainly do not need tickets to travel on vessels to take us where we need to go.
Where do you need to go?
We …as in, The Federation of Light … the consciousness that you, Blossom, in particular, communicate
with … do not NEED to go anywhere. We are a consciousness that can simply BE anywhere we desire at
any given time.
In form?
If necessary.
Yet, I am assuming that not ALL beings that we call ‘Light Beings, ET’s etc’ are capable of this.
Correct. For not all LIGHT BEINGS ET’S etc. have reached a ‘space’ of Enlightenment where this is possible.
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So, just out of curiosity … when you have spoken way back of you entering into ‘Our space’ and that there will
be times when we see many ships in the sky and that we will actually meet you … do you mean YOU … THE
FEDERATION OF LIGHT? Or, do you mean we will meet Beings who are still in form and reside on other Planets
etc. and it is merely the time for integration?
There is much that can be spoken of here. Indeed, there are those who travel continually and left their
home Planet to do so. There are those who shall be part of the plan and are very keen for the time to
come into fruition when humans and non-humans alike can ‘partake in a cup of tea!’.
Yes, my kettle boiled dry years ago! So, it’s not going to be YOU then?
Would you understand if we say yes and no?
Yes and no!
You see, Blossom … this Divine Plan that is taking Earth back home … is so complex in its system of
events. Of course, we, The Federation of Light have our part to play, as does a million other ‘workers of
Light’ that do not reside on Earth.
We have spoken before about our position being the ‘Overseers of the Overseers’. We make the really
big decisions … shall we say. We oversee and observe and decide … on a level way above most and these
decisions are abided by and respected.
So, yes, we are indeed a great part of the ‘merging’ of worlds. Yet, the Beings that WILL COME to make
contact and ‘blend’ will be of a more physical form than we are. For we are of Light form. Yet, that
is not to say that we cannot become ‘form’ of any kind, should we choose to do so for any necessary
involvement of any particular situation.
So, Will I ever get to see YOU?
We would say you would KNOW US more in mind consciousness and ‘see us’ more in glorious Light Form.
You see, Blossom, it also depends on one’s need. And this is how/why we would present ourselves
differently … accordingly.
Well, I look forward to it. I find it odd though; that I can have these conversations with you for years on end … I
certainly have felt your Love … overwhelmingly … many a time. Yet, I have no concept of you really, in the sense
of what you look like.
Because we do not look like anything or anyone … We are not in physical form … we are merely Light.
Yet, haven’t you spoken of YOU … YOUR KIND … travelling round in a Light vessel? Why do you need to … if you
are Light anyway?
Because we travel in a Light ship that is Light Energy and we reside within that Energy …
Sort of like a container? Are you contained?
We are smiling ... Yet, we say … in a sense. We would perhaps say … AS ONE LIGHT BODY … that are
many.
So, you are one Energy of Light, travelling around in an Energy of Light … that is a ship?
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Sort of.
With all respect … you either are, or, you are not.
Not so. For at the level of Light that we are … the level of Conscious Light that we are … we ARE whatever
we need to be … depending on who we are interacting with.
If it be that we desire a Vessel of Light to be contained within … then we manifest that Energy there and
then.
So, you are not always in a Light ship?
Why would we need to be … if we are not going anywhere?
But, you can go anywhere you please, whenever you want. I’m more than a bit confused. So, right now, you are
communicating with me … from where?
A space.
Where is that space?
In a space of nothingness … we are simply telepathically having a chat.
So, you do not actually have a home?
Yes, we do.
Where?
As we have said … in a space of nothingness. For we are not in physical form. Therefore, why would we
need … what you think to be as a ‘physical home’?
Why would you need a Light ship?
Because that is a different thing altogether. We can travel in our Consciousness, directly to your mind, as
we are doing now, to you Blossom. Yet, on a wider scale … we can travel in a protective Light vessel that
… how do we put this … is … also US.
So, you are saying … the Light ship is YOU?
Correct, it is part of us … part of our Consciousness. It is required at certain levels for us to manoeuvre
through different Energies.
I can just feel that this is far too complex for my little brain. So, in this Light vessel, you could manifest into our
atmosphere then?
Yes, and you have cleverly helped us to explain further … in that if/when we do so … it would make more
sense to you of ‘US’… being IN a Light ship … although we are also OF IT … and if it was necessary, we
would take on a form that could be understood … just for that very purpose of being understood a little
more easily.
You see, Blossom … try to understand that LIGHT … as in … LOVE … as in … ALL THAT IS … is not as you
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know an electrical Light to be … and we do not wish to condescend.
A street Light that is turned on ... certainly offers Light … so that one can see. Yet, although it is Energy …
for everything is … it is not, at all, the same Light that … IS.
The Light that IS YOU.
The Light that IS LOVE.
Because behind the TRUE LIGHT … IS FEELING ... EXPRESSION OF … LOVE.
We are all FROM IT/OF IT … experiencing different expressions of it in different levels of itself.
Therefore, when one is experiencing this LIGHT-LOVE activity from ‘our’ perspective … we are able to
‘turn it into / transform it’ … immediately into that which serves us most directly at any given time.
How I would LOVE for you to just transform your Energy into a form of Being, and stand right in front of me …
right now. Why can’t you do that?
Because you are preventing it.
How so?
Because it is not the right time for this to happen. That is of your doing. It would change things
dramatically for you and that ‘time’ is not ready yet. It is too soon. You, yourself, in your Being know,
Blossom … the correct timing for our relationship to be taken to that Higher level.
I expect I do … although, I don’t know of it … in my knowing of what I know now!! I feel perhaps I need to be quite
a bit more advanced in my understanding of many things before my Energy could allow that to happen. More
so, as to … where does it go from there? Have to say though … that makes me feel like we all still have such a
long way to go.
We ask you to be patient … ask patience of yourselves. It is all exactly according to plan. Exactly as you
desired it to be. And ‘When it all makes sense’… ‘When the last piece is placed in the jigsaw’ … as like in
your world when a jigsaw is complete … You say ‘Right … that one’s complete’ … and you look for the
next one that appeals … and you begin again!
On that note … I’m off! Thanks Guys … Love from all of us down here.

The audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena (thanks Joe) can be found here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZCPL2oM5Gs
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 12

13 May 2017
Hello there, once again. I expect there are a million people eager to ask you a million questions … yet, I choose
to leave the floor open and see how our conversation flows today. (When I meet a friend for a chat, I don’t think
up questions to ask, I just enjoy the company).
As indeed, Dearest Blossom, we always enjoy our communications with you.
Are you doing many things at once, as we speak?
Of course.
Like what?
We are BEING … and BEING, although this means ‘Doing nothing’ actually encapsulates everything.
Interesting, as White Cloud in his chat at Easter time said exactly the same thing … over and over he repeated
that ‘Nothing is Everything and Everything is Nothing’.
And this is so.
Can you elaborate please? As, for me, at this time … I am sitting in my healing room, and concentrating on
communicating with you … that’s it … that’s enough … it takes all my concentration.
Yet, the fact is Blossom … you are doing so much more than JUST doing that. We could simplify to start
with by stating the obvious. You are breathing, you are thinking, you are aware of sounds outside,
therefore, you are hearing. Yet, on a completely different level ‘beyond’ the obvious … you are … for
example … living many lives … you are creating newness … you are BEING LIGHT LOVE etc. etc. On and on
we could go … and yet, within doing all these things, you feel you are JUST communicating with us.
You are so much more than the YOU that you think you are BEING NOW. For you are EVERYTHING.
And nothing?
Indeed. You see, Blossom … there is only Love. You understand that. Maybe … perhaps, you think you
understand that … and yet, not quite.
For within that LOVE … Everything is/shall be /has been created. Conjured up/manifested through one’s
Divine will to … BE … SOMETHING.
And yet, it is really a figment of your imagination … EVERYTHING IS.
NOTHING IS REAL … other than the ENERGY of Love, which is capable of BEING EVERYTHING you desire it
to be.
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And yet there is nothing.
Exactly. For LOVE is an ENERGY … which can be created into any form of your choice. ANY FORM!
In any time and in any space … there is no end to what it can be moulded in to. It is entirely up to you.
You are the creators of your Universe. This you know, and yet again, we say with all respect, do you fully
understand this?
For if you did … there would be such a different world that you reside upon/within.
There is blame given to others who have turned your world upside down. You talk of atrocities that take
place by your so called ‘Elite’. You say you have no control over chemtrails that make you sick … and the
banking systems that cheat you from your rightful earnings etc.
This is how you are choosing to see and feel and focus upon the world you have volunteered to live in.
Because we are affected by all these things and there seems to be little we can do about it. For instance … there
are so many chemtrails in our area at the moment and for the third time this year, myself and my family and
friends are once again flattened with flu and colds … how is it we are choosing this? For … I don’t.
Yet, on a collective level … you are.
What do you mean?
Your world and the way it is … has come to a collective creational state of affairs. You cannot JUST blame
those of lesser Light for all that they are doing. You cannot JUST blame terrorists. You cannot JUST blame
the banking system or those who have only ‘their’ interest ‘at heart’ … YOU CANNOT BLAME ANYONE.
The way your world is today … IS …the way it is. It has come into manifestation over eons of your time.
And … we say this with ALL LOVE … EACH ONE OF YOU has played a part in making it this way.
The way your world is … is part of THE DIVINE PLAN. Therefore, you have had to have had a part to play
in it.
Your world, many times, has reached a position in which it has turned in on itself and been created
anew. One has gone to all lengths of the scale, for both Light and darkness to present itself and be
acknowledged. How could you experience one … if you were not aware of the other?
And the further the darkness falls … the further the Light can shine. It is a polarized world in which you
chose to experience … and experience you have.
Yet, as a Collective Consciousness, it has been revealed that the darkness and all its entanglements are
no longer suited to express the LIGHT of LOVE.
Please look at that sentence again. ‘It has been revealed that the darkness and all its entanglements are
no longer suited to express the LIGHT of LOVE.’
By this we mean ‘souly/solely’ … that your Vibrational frequency …as the said Collective Consciousness
… has reached a peaking ‘balance’ … and it was decided that once reached … the darkness was never to
tip the scales again … upon your Earth. This is not to say that this may not occur in other lives on other
Planets/destinations.
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Yet, here now ON EARTH … the ‘seesaw’ … if you like … the scales… balanced up and decisions were
imparted to all … that meant that the darkness shall no longer overshadow the Light.
One has experienced just about all there is to experience, where upon a human Being can be of such
malicious intent towards another. We would say there is nothing left within the violation status of
human kind that could be enacted. All has been proved of just how ‘low’ a frequency LOVE can stoop to.
And it has been heralded that such ‘movements’ are to cease and BE NO MORE.
Yet, even in saying this … there is still free choice. So, it can continue for those who choose to ‘be within
that frequency’ for as long as is desired by any given soul … until they too … decide to begin their journey
home.
For those already along the pathway … be it baby steps or by many mountains accomplished along the
way … you are moving into this ‘HIGHER FREQUENCY’.
You have tipped the scales now from the Lighter perspective.
You just said we have reached a balance …
You have … and … at the same time … you have tipped the scales.
Der?
Blossom, how many times have you been confused by what we say?
20 billion ... or round about.
And yet you still TRUST us.
Yep … yet, it doesn’t mean I always understand. You see, from a human perspective, what you have just said
doesn’t make sense.
And we are not in human form.
Yet I am, and so are many reading this. So, I would be grateful if you could please speaky dee English!
You balanced out the Light and dark. You have to have done. Your world is one of opposites. Black and
white … up and down … high and low … left and right … Light and dark. The Light and dark came to an
agreed balance of each other.
Then due to the Divine plan …
I am clearly seeing The Globe and ¾ of it is merging colours and ¼ of it is very murky!
This is exactly right. This is the position you are in.
This is how NOW, the Collective Consciousness has chosen to BE. Has chosen to change things.
Those of you upon Earth NOW … those of you actually living within it … within this Divine Plan …
sometimes feel that you are fighting a losing battle … as you suggested earlier Blossom. Yet …
THIS IS NOT SO.
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YOU HAVE ALREADY WON.
THE LIGHT HAS REGAINED ITS POWER BECAUSE THE COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS DECIDED IT WAS TIME
TO DO SO.
You expressed Love to the depths of darkness … you did your job! As a Collective Consciousness. You
each played your roles … you experienced it … and now it is done. For many. For most.
All that remains now, is for you to stand strong in you Light .
REALLY.
That is all there is left to do for those who desire to raise their Vibration onto Higher levels of
consciousness … once again.
IT REALLY IS THAT EASY!
I do get what you are saying. However, if I may say … actually BEING down here is perhaps a little difficult to
understand how it is/feels … if you are not within its density. Someone wrote in and expressed very well how
many see our circumstances here on Earth. She said:
‘People have changed quite a bit in the past 10 years or so. It’s hard to explain, but I think it’s an effect from living
in such hard times. They are happy and are enjoying their life. It’s just that the happy is kind of warped. Where they
wallow in their misery enjoying it, sharing it. It’s not misery to them. (It would be to me, but not to them.) It’s like by life
being so hard, we’ve developed a whole new kind of people. They are doing the best with what they were given and now
that is their “happy” life’.
For those of us who ‘feel beyond that warped happiness’ … it STILL is not ‘THAT EASY’! We try, oh, so hard to
stand strong in our Light. Yet, we are bombarded with energies that pull us down … many of which we are not
even aware of. You cannot be aware of what this ‘does’ to us as you have not experienced it and therefore, not
know that it is NOT that easy. You know I am not being rude or anything … just pointing it out.
No Blossom, we do not know how it feels. Yet, we DO KNOW how strong your LIGHT is as a messenger of
THE DIVINE and in saying this … we do not mean YOU in particular Blossom … we mean ALL.
Therefore, knowing what we know … we have no doubt at all that you are able to overcome ALL these
difficulties.
Remember we have said to you many times … ‘Many volunteered and only the strongest of the strong
were chosen to see this particularly intense mission through.’
You knew about all this interference of your Energies … before you came. You knew you wouldn’t
remember about all of this … yet, you still volunteered. You were so keen to be here at this time … as
were so many millions of souls that did not ‘get the job’.
So, although we understand what you are saying … you must understand what WE are saying.
IT IS WITH THE GREATEST OF EASE THAT YOU CAN AND WILL RISE ABOVE ALL OF THIS.
YOU JUST HAVE TO REMEMBER THAT YOU KNEW ALL OF THIS WOULD BE TAKING PLACE.
And when you say to yourselves ‘Ah yes, that’s’ right. I DO remember’ … Also say to yourselves ‘And I
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remember too, that we made it through. We completed our mission. The Light Won. We did what we
came to do … to raise Mother Earth into her Higher home once again … and we all lived happily ever
after’.
THE END?
Of course not! There isn’t one!
‘Ever after’ it is then.
It is indeed. Happily.
Thank you my friends. Always an absolute pleasure. Well, nine times out of ten. In Love and so much Gratitude
and Thanks.
The pleasure is ours, also.

The audio for this channelling is read by myself and Joe Pena
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8kT4_xVO5w

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 13

20 May 2017
My Dearest Beings from somewhere else! Here we are again then. Actually I have a bit of a quandary which I
thought you may be able to help me with. A certain gentleman is very keen to hear the Truth about whether or
not this Earth of ours is flat, under a dome etc. I have told him that this is not ‘my position’ to bring this Truth out
… IF indeed it was/is a Truth! For reasons of my safety and Divine Plan timing … along with many other reasons
why I feel it is not for ‘me’ to delve into this. He wrote back with this:
After all this years of reading your blog I guess going round and round in circles has me screaming to get off - or at
least has me exasperated that if one supposedly has the ‘ear’ of higher entities, one might just get down and dirty with
specifics. It’s a bit like wandering into the greatest library in history and spending hours admiring the shelving and the
colour of the carpet.
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I get what he means about the library, and it made me think about it. Yet, there is something in me that feels
right about not asking certain things. I think you know how I feel and what I mean. So rather than ramble on, I
will pass it over to you. Thank you.
Welcome Dearest Blossom and all who walk along this journey with us. Firstly, we would say that for
those who do not communicate with ‘Higher Beings’ … in THIS way … for indeed, you are all capable of
communication … there is an understanding between both parties as to how communications shall be
conducted. You are correct Blossom in that, there are indeed, MANY topics that we are not prepared
to discuss. We ‘skip’ over certain agenda because it is not for US … we feel … to delve into it. There
are many, many, many Truths that are to come out … as we have mentioned before. Truths that will
completely stun practically the entire population of the Human race. Yet, these TRUTHS are certainly not
for us to reveal … AT THIS TIME.
Does that mean you will at a later date then?
Not necessarily. For when the time is correct you will witness such things … straight from the horse’s
mouth … so to speak. We will then be more than happy to accommodate with assistance on working
one’s thoughts through such things. Yet, again we state … we are here to bring you into alignment with
your TRUE self through KNOWING THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE. We are not here to bring fear and confusion.
For the gentleman concerned … he is on his chosen pathway. As is each and every one. This does not
mean that the Truth he is seeking is the same Truth that another may be seeking out.
But, like I’ve tried to work out before with you … either something is a Truth or it is not. Either the Earth is flat or
it is round. Yet, you say it can be whatever you want it to be.
This is correct. For it can. The issue here is pertaining to the fact that you upon Earth ‘think’ that you are
‘set’ in ONE particular place … one particular situation … and there you shall remain until it is time for
you to move on. We understand that BEING upon Earth with its ‘lack of understanding’… that for you to
comprehend anything other than this concept is mind boggling.
Meaning as you have mentioned before that we can jump in and out of parallel lives and other Dimensions?
Meaning that exactly. And within EACH Parallel life/Universe/Dimension … there are such similarities
that allow you to ‘feel’ that you are always in the same one.
How could you best assist us to get this? What could you liken it to? For I feel that so hard to grasp.
Because you are involved in it, in your Human form. Yet, there are times too, when you jump out of
your Human form and become Pure Energy … and if desired ‘for the occasion’ you can ‘morph’ that
Pure Energy into something completely different, yet tangible … for the period of time necessary … and
needed … to BE in that other situation.
And to complicate it even further, we would say that … all that, would take place without your Human
Being form even noticing you were gone … for there is no time … in essence.
Far out! I have come to understand that absolutely everything is possible and I guess that is what you mean by
the Earth can be anything you want it to be.
This is so. You and all, with all respect, due to conditioning … limit your beliefs to such a degree that
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confusion abounds … due to the little frame in which you have decided you live within.
Yet, we didn’t decide. As you say, conditioning, indoctrination, laws, history etc. have led us to think/belief that
this is so. And there are many that live and die for many a number of lives, thinking that this Earth is IT! Then
when it is done … it’s up to Heaven and for some, in their belief … hell … and that’s that! At least, for me, in this
life time, I feel blessed to have opened up to broader horizons.
Oh! How we desire to be able to explain ‘Everything’ to you. Yet, ‘Everything’ is beyond comprehension,
whilst you are residing in the density of Earth.
I can feel your frustration of where to even begin with what you want to express. Keep trying! So, many of us are
so keen to jump further down the rabbit hole. Although we feel we are lost in a warren most of the time!
For those that believe ‘This is it’ and Heaven awaits and one lives happily ever after … THAT, Dearest
Blossom … is what they shall receive. Until such a time when they are ready to explore something else.
Or, everything else. Yet, again, not wishing to confuse … that is only one aspect of themselves that is
accepting that. The multifaceted diamond that they are … is off on a thousand other adventures.
So, to get back to the flat Earth thing, if I may? Are you saying that there is one, and everyone is living under a
vast dome etc.?
We are saying that of course there is one! There has to be … because there has to be everything! Every
possibility! For those that choose to be ‘in that world’ … that belief system … that is their Truth. For
those who choose to believe that space goes on and on … reaching into other galaxies etc. That is a Truth
also.
Ok. Yet, how come we are all living in the same world, if our Truths are completely different? I just got your
answer through … Sock it to us!
Because everything is an illusion. Nothing is real. So one can ‘make up’ their world into however they
believe they want it to be.
Or not!
You, upon Earth believe you are trapped within it. YOU ARE NOT. Your spirit is free. Your soul is free. It is
only again, because you believe it is not … that it is not!
Yet, we DO feel trapped here sometimes … within societal rules and regulations. This is the way EARTH IS.
With all respect Blossom, that is the way as a Consciousness you have ‘made it up to be’.
So, if we have ‘constructed’ this way of living as a consciousness … are we, as ‘individuals’ able to escape it?
This is EXACTLY what you ARE doing.
WHAT YOU CAME HERE TO DO.
As individuals you are undoing that which has been done. You are freeing yourselves from the bonds
that you, yourselves created … as an experience.
You now, as each one changes their mind … are releasing conditioning of ‘how it is’ and transforming it
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into how it is going to be. Yet, THIS TIME … you desire for a whole new experience.
Have we not had the Love Light experience before though?
You have had similar. You have had many mindsets of living, whereupon much Love- Light has been
experienced … for example in Lemuria, Atlantis and others. You learned as a collective where the pitfalls
were and why.
This is why this time around … you are erring on the side of caution and making sure the same
experiences are not incurred … as they brought a great deal of destruction and set ‘evolving’ along a
different path.
Yet realise, this matters not. It was simply another experience and one has all the time in the world to
try and try again.
However as we say … this time … is to be a different story. The Collective Consciousness has reached a
turning point where upon this NEW EARTH style will remain ‘intact’. Once the basis/foundation has been
established, it shall be built upon and not be able to be knocked down.
How can you guarantee that?
We of course, cannot, exactly. Yet … would we say ... it has been ‘ordained’ that it is so.
So, I googled ‘ordained’ to be sure … ‘ordered, officially’ … by whom?
The Collective Consciousness of All.
And is it now, that WE of Earth are setting down the basis/foundation for this New Earth?
Correct. With every breath.
Yet … only for those who chose to ‘live it’? For many might still choose to live in another type of Dimension of this
same Earth. Is that right? Are other Dimensions just a different expression of this same Earth?
Some. Would we say that there are Dimensions for everything … many dimensions for every experience.
So what exactly would you say a Dimension is?
A facilitating space.
Laugh! I thought that was going to go into a really complicated paragraph that would blow my mind and once
again get me all confused. Yet, nope! Precise and to the point and seems to me, very accurate. Because with all
respect … not all your answers are. (Precise and to the point, I mean)!
And there is reason for that also. There are those who consider us to be ‘beating about the bush’ and not
giving the answers required always.
Yes. There are many who feel that way. I sometimes wonder about it. Yet, also accept there is indeed reasoning.
And that reasoning is?
As we spoke of earlier, Blossom. There are some things that are not to be revealed at this time … and
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somethings that are not to be revealed by us … and somethings that are for you, yourselves to discover
… and somethings that are simply not appropriate for us to be involved in.
Perhaps, we would say that ‘The library’, of which the gentleman spoke, as in all libraries, has many
categories for one to delve into. Some may go to the Fiction. Some to the Factual. Some to the Historical,
the Geographical, the Educational. You name it! Yet, we asked you dearest, dearest Blossom, to enter
into the library and focus on the LOVE material … and you have! For which we are forever in Gratitude to
you for ‘sticking to your word’.
HA! The Love that came through in that last part of the paragraph, instantly had me overflowing tears and THAT
… somehow helps me to know that I am doing ok … in your eyes! Thank you so much for this chat. It flowed with
ease and Grace … and I LOVE YOU.
Remain steadfast in the LOVE that you are Dearest Souls. One day … ALL this confusion … will make total
sense. In Love and thanks to EACH one for being the chosen adventurers.

Here is the audio for this channelling read by Joe Pena and myself.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CieW52eGqy0

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 14

29 May 2017
Well, I feel nicely tuned in. Shall we give it a go?
Welcome Blossom, to this conversation. May we suggest that you take a few deep breaths?
Sure. I am high in energy right now and maybe need to calm down a little … Ok. Done?
That is more suitable. For your see, it takes many aspects to tie what we do together. Sometimes, as you
know, there can be failure in communication which is down to to all of these aspects being in alignment.
So, are you able to actually describe the process of channelling between us … or is it too complicated?
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We can certainly attempt in words. Yet as you know … this fashion may not suffice.
Firstly, it is for YOU to be in the right space of heart and mind … in fact, your entire Energy to be in
alignment with the correct frequency. If it is not always ‘tickety boo’ as you would say Blossom, then we
are able to tweak it here and there to bring it up to scratch.
It is also imperative for you to KNOW that what you do is TRUTH. For many times over the years have
you questioned your ability … Or … who WE are … Or … if you are making ‘us’ up etc. There has been
many quandaries as to our relationship over the years has there not?
Oh Indeedy!
There also has to be complete TRUST. Over the years of communication, there too, have been times
when you were not sure if you TRUSTED yourself, or who we were!
Due to your continual devotion, Blossom, all these things have now been verified in your heart and this
helps our communication process, greatly.
A long time ago, you mentioned as if there was ‘one of your lot’ (with respect) … who became me, during the
time we channel. I think we called her Edwina (of all names). In that, I had a vision of ‘her’ sitting within a group
… and as in the same way White Cloud uses my body to speak through me … I sort of used ‘her’ body to do the
same … in your company. Writing that now … seems absolutely ridiculous! (Again, with all respect). So, IS that
how it happens?
Dearest Blossom, as you are learning … absolutely everything is possible. At that time when we spoke of
this … this indeed was a TRUTH … for it was a great ‘visual’ to allow communication to be easier.
Yes, but is that what actually took place?
Yes.
Yet, you are a Collective Consciousness, are you not?
Yes, yet, that doesn’t mean to say that we are not also individuals. Just as, in a sense, you of the Human
race … although individuals, are too … a Collective Consciousness.
So, did Edwina, sort of manifest whenever I tuned in?
Exactly.
Is ‘she’ doing the same thing now?
No. For there is not the need. We have grown and expanded in our ways, and by ‘our’ we mean yours and
ours. We no longer need this visual. We are more advanced with each other nowadays.
I am interested that you use the word ‘visual’. Was it something to focus on, or was it real?
Dearest Blossom, does White Cloud not always say that Visualisation is your most powerful tool? This
is because EVERYTHING is a visualisation. YOU as a BEING think there is a profound difference between
what is real and what one is imagining. This is not so. Your subconscious mind does not know the
difference. To ‘it’ … Everything is real. Or, would we say ‘Everything is an illusion!
Well which? Ha! And I know you are going to say ….
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BOTH!
Mmm. Shall I pop a pill now? Or, wait a few more sentences. Cos, I have a feeling it is going to be one of those
days!!
Again … How can we explain?
How about we get back to the art of communication and all that it involves?
Basically, without wishing to state the obvious, yet we must … we communicate telepathically with you.
This is both simple and complex. Due to the fact of the ‘Energy Vibration’ in which we reside … having to
blend and connect with the one that you reside in.
We actually do not have a voice as such. Yet, we know of your language. We are aware of every form of
language … if we must call it that. For on some planets there is only Sound Vibration. Yet, it is used in
communication.
Therefore, this is why we ask you to tune in first, in order to raise your Vibration and … should we say …
we then meet you half way. For want of a way to describe.
Once we are ‘locked in’ with you, mostly it is easy sailing. Yet, of course there are times when
interferences … interfere!
Meaning those of lesser Light wanting to prevent it from happening?
Very much so.
Yet, how can those of lesser Light manage to interfere with a much Higher Vibration? In the sense of … ‘How can
they tap into that Higher Energy if they are of a much lower one?’.
Because they have technologies that can interfere and manipulate the part of YOU that is still much
more connected to the Earthly Vibration.
So they tap into me?
They can do.
Well then, how come they don’t always do it
Because ‘We know what we are doing and we know what they are doing.’
Why don’t they just ‘crash my sight’?
Because our word is meant to get out there and so we see to it that it does.
HOW?
By making sure that we eliminate the Energies that are trying to cause disturbances.
Is that tricky to do?
No … Would we say it could be done in a flash?
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You see, this is when I feel it all goes into the science fiction realm. Don’t get me wrong, I know there are those
that do not wish the Light to emerge in its fullest capacity … yet really?? Do ‘they’ know every time that I tune into
you?
No. For we have our seeking out technologies also and can prevent such occurrences before they began.
And yet …’they’ would know to ‘read a channelling’ … should they choose? So, it’s not like they don’t know what
we are up to.
Blossom … is there anything we are speaking of that is going to be news that blasts the brains out of
those who interfere? No … we speak carefully and with respect for ALL … The entire Human race. There
is nothing that needs to be thwarted … of that which we speak … and we add … these days.
Yes, you read my mind (Of course you did). In that, way back in 2008, that was a very different matter … with
what you brought through.
Indeed and much was done to prevent our ‘news’ from taking place as it should have done.
So, would you say they were successful?
Yes. For we, as you know, were not prepared to ‘show’ as we said we would, if it was to cause any
harm to your race … And those who interfere had a very different agenda to bring forth … should we
‘appear’ as we said we would. So, we had to let it be … which caused much heart break and upset and
disappointment for you and many many thousands.
I should say! So, while we are on the topic, and let’s face i, I don’t bring it up any more these days … for I know
‘you showing up’ isn’t what this is all about. Yet, that was nine years ago now. Did you just decide it was a bad
idea altogether and put it on the back burner.
It was decided that ‘for now’ best laid plans were to be ‘put on hold’. Nine years down the track there are
many more souls that have awoken from their slumber and many more continue to do so.
When we DO what we have said we will … when we appear in a plain sighted and obvious manner …
there will be so many more that are unafraid and ‘prepared to receive us’.
So, you are saying … you will still appear one day, in the way you said you would back then?
Without question. Yet, so much in your world will have/is changing that the outcome will be far more
beneficial than it would have been nine years ago. This is not to say this will happen tomorrow or, any
time ‘soon’!
HA! So, are you saying that, as with a lot of things, it was a good thing it didn’t take place then?
Correct. Although, we would not necessarily have said that at the time.
Even with your wisdom and knowledge?
Even with our wisdom and knowledge. For like you, Blossom, we were saddened at what took place.
With respect … I thought you were beyond all those emotions and you just ‘accepted’ that what is … is!
Correct also. Yet the Energy that took place during that time was palpable. Many, many mixed emotions
from so many. And of course Blossom, we were deeply concerned as to YOUR well-being.
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Laugh! So was I! I do get what you mean though. Often in life, a tragedy of sorts may strike, yet further down the
track you are so glad it happened; otherwise … you wouldn’t be in the good place that you are in now.
This is so. And we would like to follow through with that … in that, your worldly affairs of state … and
your state of worldly affairs … may seem to be in a state in these times!
So, who’s your comedian?
We like to play on words to keep it Light. Yet, WE PROMISE YOU … you will look back on these topsy-turvy
times and be glad they took place. Because, it is THESE TIMES with its upheavals and controversies …
that are to lead you through to the place in which you are desiring to be.
You cannot expect an overnight ‘switch’ from one intense Energy into a Lighter Brighter one. It has to
take place gradually for the safety and understanding of all.
It may seem like forever to you. Yet, it is not even a blink of an eye in the Grand Scheme of things… the
Grand Scheme of everything.
Can you not FEEL it Dearest One’s? Can you not feel in your heart … this turnaround of events that is
taking place? Within you … AND … in your outer world?
YOU CAN! We say to each one of you … ‘YES! YOU CAN!’
Take some deep breaths and tap into the ‘World Energy’ … Take some time out to do this … Honour
yourself with this time … and you will find … that which you tap into … will be that of Joy as its final
outcome. The woes, worries and concerns that you think are bombarding your Energy Grid … are
actually not!!
Your Energy Grid is COMPLETE.
To be honest, I am not completely sure what the Energy Grid is … Exactly.
It is a Grid that surrounds your Planet’s outer atmosphere. There are more than One … serving different
purposes … and these Grids have been battered and bruised over eons of your time. However, after
much Energetic work that has been offered by those capable of fulfilling the role ... they are now fully
intact once more.
So, what does that mean?
It means that the Energies that are able to enter onto your realm upon Earth are now of a much more
intense Light Energy.
Once, it was, that they were damaged and Energies of a not so blessed nature could enter in and cause
all sorts of havoc.
Well, I will have to take your word for it, as this really isn’t my field.
Having this Grid complete and it has been for a while … is assisting greatly in the Healing of your Planet
… and indeed there is a great deal of Healing to be done. Therefore … it is aiding in the Divine Plan and
allowing things to be put into place … and stay there! In the past … they could be removed.
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What sort of things?
ANCHOR ENERGIES. For the lifting of your Planet into its TRUE home requires accuracy beyond your
knowing. It is a very delicate manoeuvre involving Energy. One of the most delicate transitions that has,
so far, been undertaken and it is imperative that all is in its rightful place … when it does take place.
You mentioned before, that Mother Earth was moving into her rightful place, once again. Someone wrote in
to ask … when was it in place before, and what was it like etc.? This indeed, as you suspected is for another
session.
I look forward to it. And … we’re done! I can feel it. It’s almost like a buzzer/time goes off in my energy. Thank
you, my friends. Indeed the time whizzed by today.
We are always in Joy to Be with you and all.
Keep your BEINGS elevated … Let your spirits soar … for there is so much for you to be Thankful for!
Oh Yes!! And so say all of us! In Love and thanks!

Here is the audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena. Many thanks, Joe.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2Dw09h9xKA

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 15

10 June 2017
Hello my friends. A question was asked regarding Mother Earth and moving her into Her rightful place once
again. Can you elaborate on this? Where is /what is Her rightful place and when was She last there?
Warmest of welcomes to One and All. To Each One who participates in these conversations, we offer you
our fondest Love and Compassion.
Thank you. Compassion?
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Indeed. For we FEEL for ALL of you. We FEEL for all that is taking pace upon your Planet. There are many
at this time that are FEELING the brunt of the continual ‘confusions’ that take place and bring many
a soul into a place of despair. We send out so much LOVE ENERGY at such times to the souls that are
suffering. For they find themselves in a place of non-understanding and broken hearts.
That which is coming to mind while you speak, is the recent attack in London?
Let not your souls be brought into despair, Dearest Ones. In such times when all seems topsy turvy … it
is so important for those who are able … to raise their Vibration into even happier moments, in order to
compensate for the negativity that is ‘flying around’.
Such things shall filter through the Energy Barrier.
Energy Barrier? What is that? You’ve never mentioned it before.
The Energy Barrier is a compartment, shall we say … that allows ‘things in and things out’.
Everything is Energy, as you know. There are those that … control/look after … this Energy Barrier ... and
Energy of such nature that we are speaking of, is to be filtered through the barrier and sent on its ‘merry
way’.
So, does this barrier cater for all. Does it allow ‘good in’ and ‘bad out’?
Yes. Although, for a long time it could do what it liked. It could reverse and let bad in and good out.
Was ‘no-one’ in charge of it for a while?
It was designed to work on its own. It had its own Energy. Yet, with forces at work that were not for the
greater good … this barrier became damaged.
I almost wanted to write the word ‘grid’ instead of ‘barrier’ is it the same thing?
No. Yet, very much connected with/to it. Much work has been done to restore PEACE to this barrier.
It has been Healed and now stands strong once again. Meaning that no forces of darkness can come
though … yet, they can be released ‘out’.
Only Higher Energy that we have spoken of can pour in. The lesser Light Energies of your Planet KNOW
they have to leave. It is their time. It is understood. Some of this Energy is in denial and trying hard to
cause as much havoc as possible as its ‘last stand’.
Yet, although here and there it is causing attention and alarm … it KNOWS the battle has been won. The
darkness has no place upon your Precious Planet.
Of course, it cannot be cleansed overnight. It is a process … that may mean to some … that is never
ending and drags one down. Yet, again we say … from viewing the situation from where we are … SO
VERY MUCH has changed. So much negative Energy HAS left.
The news was on the car radio this morning. I said to my husband … ‘If only, every time we had a negative news
item, it was followed by a positive one, then the counteraction would sure make this world a brighter place.
Of course. Yet … It is for you to KNOW that there HAS to be a counter - part. Your media is not in a
position to display the Joys that take place every moment. Yet, YOU KNOW … Each one of YOU KNOW
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that this is so. For you yourselves, are bringing in much of that Joy.
WE ASK YOU TO DEEPLY LOOK INTO YOUR KNOWING … AND UNDERSTAND THAT WHAT YOU ARE
PRESENTED WITH … HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH WHO YOU ARE … OR HOW YOU CHOOSE TO BEHAVE AT
ANY ONE GIVEN MOMENT.
YOU … AS LIGHT BEINGS … BRING IN THE LIGHT.
When you hear of such atrocities taking place … concentrate on YOUR LIGHT. Turn up the dimmer
switch. Radiate YOUR LIGHT to ALL those involved personally, who are suffering and tormented.
This assists in dispersing the negativity and allowing your Light to soothe the souls of those immediately
affected.
We move on now to your question for it is indeed, by Shining your Light so brightly that Mother Earth
can come home.
Where is her home?
In your hearts.
Nice answer, yet with respect … a little obscure.
Not from our perspective.
And … we’re off!
How can ‘Her Home’ be anywhere else? It is you who FEEL her. You are such a part of each other. Mother
Earth lives within YOU … just as you live upon /within her.
So the ‘when’ of ‘once again’, was when Human Beings were in a much Higher Energy?
Yes. And yet … her rightful place is wherever YOUR positioning of self takes her. She cannot move into a
Higher Vibration without those that reside upon your Planet taking her there … through the Vibration of
the Collective Consciousness.
This does not mean necessarily that EVERYONE upon your Planet has to be of an Angelic Vibration! Yet,
there will BE a time when enough souls playing the Human Being role, will have allowed themselves to
flow a Higher Energy through their Being and it will then be inevitable for Mother Earth to move into
that Vibration also.
A bit of a mad question … but ‘where is’ that Vibration?
Nowhere. Vibration is not a space … it is a frequency of Energy.
Is a ‘Dimension’ somewhere? As in … in a space?
Yes. The best way for you to understand it, would be to say that it is in ‘a space’.
And do … certain energy frequencies … reside in certain Dimensions?
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Dearest Blossom, this is correct. Yet, to TRY and explain about Dimensional frequencies and the trillions
of scenarios that are affected by such frequencies … in trillions of Dimensions … would send you into
‘Cuckoo Land’.
Then, I am more than happy to leave that, until such a time when we are capable of making any sense of that. So
back to Mother Earth and her rightful place?
What else would you like to know about it?
On a scale of 1-10 … how is ‘She’ feeling?
7.
WOW! That’s good! That’s really good!
Yes. It is. Which just goes to show that your world is in a far better place than you are being led to
believe!
This is why we ask of you to remain in your LIGHT SPACE … no matter what you are told!
All is as should be.
Divine Mother Earth could not be feeling so well if things were going rapidly ‘Down the Swanee’ … as you
would say.
Yet, what about all the poisons in the air and the sea? All the terrible things that ‘She’ is having to endure … how
can she be ‘happy’ about that?
We did not say she was. Again, you have been so conditioned to concentrate on the negative and all that
is ‘Not’ going so well. This is all you focus on when it comes to the ‘overall well-being’. BECAUSE … THIS IS
ALL YOU ARE FED.
Mother Earth KNOWS BETTER. She KNOWS how many hearts are doing their best to Heal her. She KNOWS
how many hands immerse themselves in the soil to grow produce that is not ‘infected’. She KNOWS that
the hearts of so many LOVE HER DEEPLY and do so much work to ‘Lift’ her spirits.
She FEELS the JOY of so many who have come to understand who they are.
She feels the LOVE that is sent to her every time a sunset is appreciated ... every times a flower is
Glorified.
YOU … along with all that is life upon Her … are her children and she is so encouraged by the GOODNESS
that is taking place.
FOCUS ON THE GOODNESS … AT ALL TIMES.
Listen to Her birds sing their songs and the messages of LOVE incorporated there in.
The birds always sing … THAT IS GOODNESS.
Feel the Ocean’s shores bathe and cleanse your feet and let its Energy cleanse your Being … The Ocean is
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always there for you … THAT IS GOODNESS.
Smell the scent of a flower … There are always flowers in bloom ... THAT IS GOODNESS.
FOCUS ON THE GOODNESS.
Smile at a passing stranger … THAT IS GOODNESS.
HUG A TREE … THAT IS GOODNESS.
LAUGH …THAT IS GOODNESS.
Need we go on? Do you see?
Place your attention AT ALL TIMES on the Goodness around you …
IT IS EVERYWHERE … IT IS EVERYWHERE.
And yet, you are bombarded with the opposite. You have ‘tuned in’ to the frequency of the ‘not good’
because you are showered with it … IN ORDER to keep you downhearted …
FIGHT BACK!
You know some will not ‘approve’ of those words?
Some do not approve of any of our words! It matters not whether we are approved of Blossom. We come
only to offer assistance in any way that ‘we’ see fitting. What we offer, is not for everyone. Yet, as you
know … what another thinks of our wisdom … is none of our business. What we desire to achieve is to
witness EACH ONE … Each One of Mother Earth’s vast family live in PEACE.
I wonder what our little chats will be about then?
Oh! You would be astounded by how much more we have to share.
I don’t think so … for it ALL goes on and on … ever expanding … to what end? No end!
As a little toy in your world once said ‘To infinity and beyond’ … ‘Mr Lightyear’ is not wrong!
Thanks my friends. Enjoyed the conversation greatly. In LOVE and Gratitude.
FOCUS ON THE GOODNESS!
So many of us are doing our very best!!

The recording for this channelling can be found here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWI5XJERLwc
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 16

18 June 2017
Hello, Oh wise ones! A question was put to you by a gentleman regarding last week’s channelling. In that, you
said Mother Earth, on a scale of one to ten … was seven. Which surprised me, as it was so high. His query was …
when was it at six? For instance, if it was back in the Renaissance era, we have a long way to get to ten … and it
won’t be in our life time, which he found quite depressing! Do you understand the gist of the question, in order
to give an answer?
Greetings to One and All … Each One of you Magnificent Humans, dwelling upon Earth at this time.
And Greetings right back at you. WOW! Instantly, your Energy today feels so Light and uplifting. Let’s go for it!
In answer to the gentleman’s question … IT MATTERS NOT.
Oh, he’s just gonna love that! Considering he mentioned that he’d like some clarity, ‘something of which’ he felt,
‘you were not that fond of.’! (In a humorous way.)
Yet, the Truth is, Blossom … THIS IS THE TRUTH!
IT MATTERS NOT. His concern is, as to what year it maybe when ALL can wake up feeling at Peace,
without it being so hard … and when Your World is in a place of content and Joy. The Pure and simple
fact is … whether you like what we have to say, or not … with respect … You can have that NOW. For
there is only NOW.
That which Everyone feels they are working toward, is available NOW. You do not need to wait another
ten, twenty, or a thousand years!
Yet, our world is not in a peaceful place NOW … by any stretch of the imagination.
Then stretch your imagination in a different direction … and it will Be. This is not to say to ignore what is
taking place. Yet, in your ‘remembering’ of ‘how to be and who you are’ … you KNOW NOW, that to focus
on such things DOES NOT ASSIST.
SEND LIGHT … SEND LOVE (ONE AND THE SAME) … and remain doing so. Yet, do not be downhearted as
you do so. This again, DOES NOT ASSIST.
TO LIFT … TO RAISE … ALL THAT IS … MUST COME FROM JOY!
Yes, we appreciate this. I suppose one becomes impatient with the way things are … in general. Not only do we
have all the ‘havoc’ to contend with, yet, the ‘rip offs’ that we must conform to, due to one law or another seems
to bleed us dry of any chance of ‘sitting comfortably’ … and all these things add up.
And all these things are in place at this time. Yes, we ‘try’ to understand. Yet … these are not things that
should affect your Soul. Your Soul cannot be brought or sold.
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Some emails I have received in the past would not agree with that. Yet, I certainly do not want to get into that
today … or any day really.
YOUR SOUL BELONGS TO YOU … AMEN. That is all we have to say on the matter. Others perhaps may like
to think they own it. Yet, they cannot … ever!
So, keeping that in mind … we continue on in the same vein. If you like, you can CHOOSE to feel
depressed due to the ‘Waiting Game’ as you call it … Waiting, Waiting, Waiting for the ‘time to come’
when all in your world will be at Peace … and things will have changed and there will be no more of the
lesser Light activities.
If you decide to be depressed about that … then go right ahead. Yet, like we say with all things Dearest
souls … YOU ARE IN CONTROL OF YOUR THOUGHTS!
AND … it is your thoughts that make YOUR REALITY.
We say with all kindness and coming from the deepest place of Love … YOU are not responsible for
another’s world.
Mrs Confused of Noosa here! Erm … yet, you say that by living our own lives the best we can … because we are
‘One’… we are changing and uplifting it for everyone.
Indeed you are. Yet, this does not make you responsible for everyone else. You are here to do YOUR very
best in this lifetime that you have CHOSEN TO BE IN.
Another’s choice is THEIR responsibility.
Then, what about the Collective Consciousness, wherein, surely, we are all responsible?
For YOUR individual part of/in it! Therefore, to get back to the question …
Now there’s a first!
Your humour continues to engage us … It is not for you to ‘indulge’ in the on goings of another’s world.
This may ‘appear’ very harsh … yet, it cannot be. For we are merely speaking bluntly to assist and always,
we come from a Loving disposition. So, we ask your hearts to recognise this, as you recognise that of
which we are speaking … in your hearts.
Therefore, IN ORDER to make YOUR WORLD how you wish it to be … YOU have to KNOW that the
PEACEFUL WORLD you are seeking is right there within YOU … RIGHT NOW.
NO MATTER WHAT/HOW IT IS APPEARING TO BE ON THE OUTSIDE.
We are always being told that Peace comes from within. Yet again, as we have discussed many times … don’t you
think, if it was that easy to find, we would have bottled it up and sold it by now? Don’t you think we would all be
in that world that we are ‘waiting for’ … if finding this Peace within was a doddle? Dearie Me! One can meditate
till they are blue in the face, yet, one still has too ‘emerge’ and get back into the real world ( Whatever that is …
because apparently it’s all an illusion anyway ) … and it is by ‘having’ to BE in the REAL world that brings us right
smack back down to Earth!
Dearest Blossom and All … perhaps now would be a good time to remind you that you are playing a
Game!
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Yes, I had a bit of a revelation yesterday about that … its only happened once before … whereby, I seem to have
a fleeting moment of ‘Getting it’ … Getting the fact that we are in a Game, yet, I am not quite sure what the rules
are … or indeed if there are any … I think before, you have said there are not.
That is correct. However … That is to your advantage. We do not wish to sound as ‘One with no heart’.
Yet, in all that is taking place in ‘YOUR WORLD’ … your ‘INDIVIDUAL WORLD’ … think upon it all, as A
Game. EVERYTHING that arises in your everyday living … think of it as ‘part of A Game’ so that there is no
emotional attachment … it’s just A Game! And the only way out of this Game, is to ‘Finish it ‘ … and the
way to ‘Finish it’ … is to ‘Step outside of it’ and view it from afar!
Then having done so … work out the best strategy to move yourself UP on to the next square.
Think of your life as a massive Board Game … involving Everyone and Everything … and yet … there is no
winning or losing to be done. There is just the matter of finishing The Game … IF you so choose.
The more you work out how to play … the more you practice, as with anything … the more proficient you
become.
The more proficient you become … the quicker you move UP the board.
The quicker you move UP the board … the more Enlightened you become.
The more Enlightened you become … the easier Life becomes.
The easier Life becomes … the more you enjoy The Game.
THE GAME IS TO BE ENJOYED … IT IS NOT A TEST.
Yet, most board games come with instructions!
AH HA! The instructions are in your Soul … in your Heart … in your very Being. Do you think the Divine
Creators of this Game … which incidentally was designed by Divine Beings with the signed approval of
THE DIVINE …
(Interesting!)
… would send you on this mission without an instruction manual?
Well, it certainly feels like it.
Of course not. ALL that you need to know … you already know. You have the key to all knowledge.
Poop! I lost it!
It cannot be lost … it just needs to be turned.
Your obscurity, with respect … can drive a person crazy!
You may consider it obscurity, Blossom. Yet, it is purposefully designed for your Soul’s growth.
This obscurity is part of the Game … if you like. There can be no cheating. It is designed for the self … and
to confuse even more … BY THE SELF.
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You just said it was designed by Divine Beings …
So that … THE GAME is designed … and within that design is the factor that ONE can design the Game …
as they go.
Which EACH ONE is doing/has done/ and will always do …
Whilst they are in it?
Whilst they are in it. As you understand, Blossom, for every question … there is an answer and for every
answer, there is another question … SUCH IS LIFE!
I know. Perhaps we will never get to the bottom of it! Yet, we might as well have fun trying.
AS LONG AS YOU DO.
Have fun with it all … As we said in the last communication … FOCUS ON THE GOODNESS.
As you continue to do so … and make it your everyday practice …
THE GOODNESS … CHANGES EVERYTHING.
FOR EVERYONE.
It was designed that way …
PLAY THE GAME … YOUR WAY. YOUR RULES.
There aren’t any rules…
Only if your make them … to suit you. That doesn’t mean to say, you should expect anyone else to abide
by them.
If you had one rule … what would it be?
To come from Love for the Highest Good of all … at all times.
What would yours be?
Well, to make me look good, it would have to be the same!! Although, to eat drink and be merry sounds a good
one too!!
Dearest Blossom ... We have very much enjoyed our discourse with you this day …
To ALL … we say, WE LOVE YOU.
Remain in your TRUTH, LOVE AND STRENGTH.
For indeed, you are THE GAME CHANGERS!
Thank you, so very very much … very very … very much.
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The audio of this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena can be found here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTvfTiP9mvc

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 17

25 June 2017
Hello there. Ok, let’s get this party started. It’s 11.11. Woo Hoo! More enquiries as to how to access that key
within us? Any other clues as to how to play The Game? Have many people sussed it out and ‘finished’? These
and more are the kind of questions souls are asking. Can you oblige us?
In the first instance we offer you our heartfelt Gratitude for ‘Being on board’.
Oh, how I wish I was!
Yet, so often you are.
Yet, so often you say this kind of thing and I have absolutely no recall of it. Which is the same sort of thing up for
discussion. What is the point of say ‘often Being on board’ if I can’t remember it?
There is much point. For when your Soul travels ‘on board’ it is like a ‘home coming’. Yet, also, it is as if
you simply pick up your ‘duties’ where you left off.
Which are?
Depending on the Soul … they are varied. Consider the vastness of YOUR Universe and all there is to be
done.
Yes, but like what kind of thing? Perhaps I am just the tea lady?
Or, perhaps you have skills far beyond your Knowing within your Earthly body.
Perhaps I do. Perhaps you could share them with me?
They would be skills such as determining certain Energies in certain places and what can be done to
uplift them … Or, depending on what they are… disperse them. They could be skills of designation …
skills of repairing gaps in layers of Energy … sending Energy … Healing … visiting other Planets and
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discussing future plans … there is a never ending list.
And when I /we are on board what form do we take?
It depends on which vessel you are travelling. Sometimes, you choose to simply leave the body and rest.
Other times you are full steam ahead and may take on an opportunity to ‘appear’ as a Being, of a form
that is different from your own human form.
Wait a minute … are you saying … we can leave (say, in our sleep or meditation) perhaps, and just CHOOSE who
we want to become and then, when it’s time to slip back in our bodies we just … do?
More or less.
Well, what does more or less mean?
It means that it pretty much how it is, and yet, obviously, there is more to it than that.
Far out, Brussel sprout. That’s HUGE. I know everything is possible, yet, I thought we could choose to change
form when we are no longer in our Earthly bodies, and THEN go on to experiencing something different.
The complicated matter about this is … you are stuck in time. By this we mean you ‘think’ you are.
You ‘think’ that the only life you are experiencing is this one at this time. When in fact, everything is
all happening all at once. You are merely slipping in and out of focussing on a different experience of
yourselves.
OK, I’ll try and follow … then … same question … why can’t we remember?
Because there is a ‘security’ button … for want of finding a word …
Yes, waiting for the word ‘button’ to come through took a lot of concentration. What does it do?
It keeps you safe and secure. Imagine if you were to experience everything at once, as you are doing …
and remember it all … and be aware of it all. Your mind would certainly play tricks on you, for you would
become confused as to what is real and what is not. When in fact it is all real. You would be ‘jumping’ in
and out of worlds and find it very hard to remain sane!
Therefore, a security button is in place … (we wish we could explain this design more fully) to allow you
to remain of sane mind. When you are in your human form, you are focused on that … when you choose
to focus on another form and experience of yourself … that’s the world you FEEL you are in.
And what happens to my human form when I choose to be somewhere else? It can’t just stop, as if I am a robot
being unplugged and then plugged in again, when I am ready to have some more of the human life? Dearie me
… I am finding this very hard to keep up with.
Yet, not wishing to make this more complex than it already is, for it is not easy for us to put into words
also, Blossom … Consider yourself a rose … and this is not the same analogy that White Cloud speaks of
… regarding Soul groups.
Imagine you, as an individual rose with many petals upon it … ‘out there in nowhere land’. Your desire
is to experience everything that is there for you. Things that YOU choose … not that which another rose
may choose. Your choices. So, one petal will leave the rose and go into one experience, another into
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another and so on and so on … ALL AT THE SAME TIME.
That which another rose chooses may be different experiences, yet, you are from the same ‘rose bush’
and therefore, able to feel those experiences even though they are not directly yours.
YOURS … allow you to ‘be in them’ whenever you feel the need.
Yet, I can’t just hop out of this human form and pop into being say, a ‘fairy form’ whenever I wish.
You do!
Aaah! Get me outta here!
We have said many times, that there is just the ONE ENERGY OF LOVE … of which everyONE, everyTHING
is a part. So therefore, everything that IS … be it Fairy, Human, Elf, Tree, Light Being, Light vessel, Ocean,
Star … you name it … YOU ARE A PART OF ... A PART OF IT.
Therefore, it is your given right to ‘slip into’ whatever takes your fancy … whenever you choose.
When you are a human … you are aware you are BEING human … When you are a tree, you are aware
you are BEING a tree.
This is not to say … you are the whole tree … all the time. Yet, you may choose to ‘pop in’ and experience
BEING A TREE for a while, with the ENERGY of the tree that is whole and is there all of the time. And
whilst you are BEING that tree … that is all you know … being a tree. You are not wondering why you
cannot remember the part of you that is being human, or a star, or running water, or an animal … you
are simply experiencing the feeling of Being the Energy of a tree.
If, you were to then pop out of the being a tree experience and pop back into your human form and
remember being a tree … you may consider yourself to be going a little loco. So, until such a ‘space of
understanding within you’ that can indeed, understand this concept … the security button is in place …
to keep the mind ‘peaceful’.
WOW. That certainly is interesting. It makes sense to me … yet, difficult to grasp. Far from the question originally
asked. Yet, that often happens with us.
It is not really that far at all, Blossom. Because the whole point is for you to tap into ALL OF THIS
KNOWLEDGE that we offer. Each snippet of information being like a piece in a jigsaw puzzle. On its own
… it may look like ‘part’ of something else and when you find those other bits that fit perfectly into each
other … only then, can you see the picture those few pieces are making … and THEY are just a tiny part
of the complete jigsaw. Yet, as bit, by bit, by bit … the pieces come together … IT ALL MAKES SENSE. You
may look back and think how easy or difficult one part of the puzzle may have been … yet, when looking
on the picture as a whole … those easy or difficult bits do not matter anymore. For you have ‘brought it
all together’ and in doing so … worked out how each little piece … one by one … made up the whole …
and you are amazed at how PERFECT it is … in its wholeness.
As always, nicely put. This pathway we are on, is definitely one that opens up more possibilities to get ones head
around, with each step we take. It can blow one’s mind sometimes. Yet, I do not think there is one soul that
would choose to turn around and go back and take a different route.
Dearest souls … You say you find it so difficult to find the key to all the answers and you ask for more
clues as to how to play The Game … … … … … … … … … …
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Yep. You suddenly went blank on me … are you still there?
Yes. … … … … ... ... ... ...
And? … … … …
We hesitate … in that … we feel we have given you the basics that you need to know. There is no
magical trick. There is no quick fix. You live, dearest friends, and you learn. Learning /rediscovering/
remembering/yourself … IS … playing The Game.
The FUN is in finding out how The Game works.
I get that … because when I have little moments of ‘Getting it’ … it IS FUN! No matter the subject matter, person
or circumstance I am in at the time.
If you knew all the answers … there would be no Game to play.
But why did we make this Game like it is?
To have a new experience. We could say why did you design a cow to be black and white or plain brown
or plain black? To experience the diversity of colour in a cow!
Now I am laughing.
Good. This was our intent. Yet, we meant what we said. Why is anything what it is? To experience it …
BECAUSE YOU WANTED TO. Do not forget that … YOU WANTED IT THIS WAY!
And as the experience unfolds… and you HAVE experienced it, you then move on to experience
something else in a different way, so that you can experience that … and on it goes … on and on and on.
One experience after another … always … and forever … what fun!
If we choose it to be a fun experience.
Indeed. Yet, experiences that are not such fun have also been chosen by you … for the contrast.
Otherwise, how would you know what fun is? How would you know what anything is, if you did not have
the contrast, in order to feel/know the difference of one from another?
I think we must leave it there. Tickety boo … thanks so much for that … a most interesting chitchat!
We too, have enjoyed it greatly. Until next time, we offer deepest Love into the hearts of Each one.
In Love and thanks. Xxx

The audio for this channelling can be found here. Read by myself and Joe Pena.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YB-84mDnd8
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 18

2 July 2017
Welcome once again to my world!
And welcome to you and all who respond to these messages. We are aware there is a question you would
care to follow through with, yet, firstly we would like to mention the ‘ongoing upheavals’ that so many
are experiencing at this time.
No offence, yet, would it not be to do with the negativity coming up and leaving? Truly, you know I don’t mean
this rudely, but this has been going on for ever!
And yet, would you not say that they are rather intense at this time?
That would depend on who you are, where you are at, and what’s going on … for each one. AND … how one is
choosing to handle it … meaning, one’s attitude towards ‘it’.
The fact is Blossom, that so many of you now are REALLY feeling the brunt of not just one’s own, but of
‘many’s’ clearances! Therefore, the reason that one who has perhaps done much work on themselves to
clear their Energies, may still be finding they are ‘still’ scraping the barrel. And wondering when it will
ever end.
Please understand and accept that many who have progressed speedily and readily are also, now
assisting in clearing the Energies of many who are unaware that this is necessary. This is an agreement
made to assist the WHOLE.
Should it not be that one has to wash their own dirty laundry? (So to speak) In the sense, that their soul NEEDS
to do it for themselves?
To a degree. Yet, we are speaking of souls who perhaps, have no longer their physical body and yet,
have ‘left behind’ debris that needs to be dispersed. We have mentioned before, that there are many
‘places/locations’ that have been left with the mark of much violence and sadness due to war or even
circumstances.
These ‘Energies’ can be trapped within areas and many KNOW that it is for them, their work, to set these
Energies free.
Others are unaware of what they are doing. They are simply doing it automatically. So, not all that
‘arises’ is necessarily one’s own debris … yet, by breathing through it and sending it away with Love,
much damage is Lovingly and gently cleared.
Thanks for that. I must say, yesterday I woke up feeling as if I had been injected with a negativity virus. It was SO
unlike my way of thinking. Thankfully, due to wisdom shared by you, I was able to turn my thoughts around after
allowing myself to sit within it for a while … and seeing what ‘arose’. Some of my thoughts were so childish, I had
to laugh!
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The fact is that ALL THIS CLEARING is absolutely reaching its last momentum. All left over debris has to
go, in order for those ready to move into a Higher place of ‘living arrangements’.
You are aware of upheaval in so many souls’ lives at this time; you can also FEEL the purpose, can you
not?
Yes. I can only assume it is to prepare us for what is to come … and what is to come, even amongst this
upheaval, FEELS good. A bit odd really.
Yet … AS IS.
As the Higher Energies settle in nicely to your senses … one can FEEL the difference in self and All.
We take this moment to praise each one in their inner confidence of Knowing that All is well. And acting
/behaving accordingly.
Thank you. So yes, the question someone put to you was regarding last week’s channelling and being able to slip
in and out of ‘Beings’ … for want of a better way of putting it . There was a concern as to whether another soul
might be able to slip into another’s body whilst it was ‘elsewhere’?
No … this is not acceptable.
Yet, is it possible?
It can be attempted. Yet, there are barriers in place. There are laws in place.
Some lost souls ‘TRY’ to slip in to another’s body, when the soul who occupies it is still in there. The lost
soul has a desperate need to be in the Light and to take it from another. Yet, again this is against the
law! In the sense that one who occupies a physicality is designated that body … it came into that body
and it is theirs to keep.
Unless of course …
Which is what I knew this would lead to … the matter of ‘walk- ins’.
Indeed. That is a different matter altogether. That is an arrangement made between souls.
I thought you were going to say ‘two souls’.
No … for a body can be shared by three or four, if necessary. Yet, that is very rare.
Many souls write in to let me know they are a walk-in. I don’t quite get it. Surely, there would be a ‘marked’
difference in personality etc. … enough for a Loved one to notice, at least.
Yet, it would not be, if one were to ‘swap’ places. i.e., a soul that has no physicality, agrees for a soul that
has, to change places … it would not be suitable for someone who was totally different in personality to
take over that body. That would not be compatible and would not serve a purpose. Yet, there of course,
would be slight changes that may be recognized. One might say ’Oh, so and so has never been the same
since their accident’ etc. … and that is because they are not!
Why would a soul choose to do this? Why would they not just pick their own body from birth and live with that?
For many reasons. It may be agreed before a soul entered the body that it only needed to experience
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Earth once again for a short time, to complete perhaps a ‘finishing off’ of a circumstance with another …
and the same for the soul who entered in at a later date. These matters are not performed hastily, yet,
none the less, they can be of great use.
Yet, I thought in order to be able to leave the physical body; one had to have the silver chord cut?
The silver chord that binds body and soul together is not severed in such case. Once a silver chord is cut,
the soul leaves the body and cannot return … for the silver chord is the ‘life-line’. Once it is cut, the body
lays itself to rest.
So in the case of walk-ins … there is a transference period whereby the two souls involved may occupy
the same body for a little while.
Don’t tell me these are what’s known as schizophrenics?
Only temporarily (In this case) … for it can also be, that two or three or four or more souls can occupy
the body at the same time … and a lot of confusion takes place in the mind and emotions of those souls.
Well it would. How can that happen? Surely that is a malfunction?
It can be as ‘a war between souls’ …
But, you said earlier that there are laws and another soul cannot take over another’s body without permission.
Yet, it could be that permission was granted.
What on Earth for? Who would choose a life with four of five people in their head?
The souls who chose to experience that. It could have been discussed that the components of each
mindsoul/soulmind … when put together, had the ingenuity to create something very worthwhile
to benefit the Planet. Yet, when encased in the body … alongside each other … things didn’t quite go
according to plan.
Going with ‘everything is possible’ … I’ll go along with that.
To continue on a ‘walk-in’s journey’… the two souls may co-habit the one body for a while as the ‘newer’
soul learns the ins and outs of the whys and wherefores’ of the old soul … and yet, we would say too,
that the new soul has been walking alongside the old soul for that life experience since birth.
Why would one not simply just come in at birth and when completing their reason for experiencing life again,
just, as many do, arrange a way for them to leave the physicality and let the body disintegrate. Job done! Why
would one want to take on another’s?
Because some need to experience their purpose in that which would take place in younger years, and
another might only need the experience of that which can only take place in later years.
Can you give me an example?
A soul who is born into the body may, for instance, only desire to experience being a child until the age
of eight. Due to the fact that in a previous life time, their childhood up until the age of eight had been
a very disturbed one and actually was not experienced as a ‘childhood’ at all. However the rest of the
experience of that life time was a fulfilling one.
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Yet, wouldn’t they just accept that they had a bummer of a childhood yet, lived happily ever after, after that?
Some may. Yet, other’s may intensely desire that eight years of being Loved and nurtured and needed/
wanted to experience it enough to come back just for those eight years, to gain from them, that which
the soul required and lost out on last time round.
Then it may be that a soul who has a wonderful childhood up until the age of eight then went on to
experience a very unhappy adulthood and there were things that needed to be ‘accomplished’ in the
latter years of one’s life, maybe just to experience ‘old age’ in a more satisfying manner … so there is an
agreement to ‘share’ the body … It is simply ‘more suitable’ for those souls to do it that way and so the
agreement is made.
Can it be that a soul who didn’t have that agreement, decides to allow a walk-in to take over, because they no
longer want to be here?
Oh yes. Yet, the soul coming in to take over has to have the same needs that the soul who is choosing to
leave may have. For instance … if a soul has an agenda to assist another soul by being/behaving/giving/
taking/living in a certain way … then the soul coming in has also to fulfil that role … therefore, not only
fulfilling the role of/for the one leaving, and the one who’s soul would be assisted by that relationship …
yet, also their own purpose. It works very well in these cases.
It does seem a bit odd to me … yet, each to their own.
There is also the scenario whereby a soul who has prearranged to leave and another take over … decides
to stay … or the soul coming in … changes its mind.
Then what happens?
It is then that the soul who was coming in, yet, now can’t … will be allocated another body that would be
suitable as soon as one becomes available … so to speak.
And the soul would decide to stay because?
It was having too good a time. They took a course that changed events for them … they felt they would
be more useful to another soul by remaining. So many different reasons why.
Could it be that the original occupier of a body, leaves for say twenty years … another ‘borrows’ it for that time,
and then the original soul comes back in to finish off that life?
Yes. If that is what is beneficial to all concerned.
There are also, sadly, people who write in to say that someone has taken over their body (without permission)
and causing their life to be hell. What’s happened there then?
This goes into matters that are very deep, Blossom. Yet, we would say, that the soul of a body ... the
owner of a body … has control over it. Whether they think they have or not. Another may ‘appear’ to
‘take over’ yet often, not always … this can be ‘demons’ of the mind. We would call them ‘fear demons’
that are not really there at all yet, seem very real to the soul that is encountering them. This is not
always the case … yet, such a discussion is not on our agenda.
What? Ever?
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Not necessarily. Yet, the mind is a vast Universe, creating all that enters in and when pondered upon …
should it be pondered upon enough … to be created.
This is why we teach to focus only on Love dearest ones … Why would one desire to create something
that does not serve it?
For the experience?
And so it is.
And so it is indeed! Many thanks. In Love and gratitude for your wisdom shared.
In Love and Gratitude to all those who choose to impart and partake.
(No audio.)

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 19

12 August 2017
Well, it’s been a very long time. I am settled in my new abode and at last back on line. So, here I am, as keen as
mustard to get back in touch. HELLO!
Welcome to you. We are keen to be back in contact with you also, Blossom. For we have kept silent in
order for you to accomplish that which was needed on an Earthly basis. You will have felt also, a change
in your very Being. Is this not so?
Oh yes! Although, I am not sure if I am yet ‘out the other side!’ Such High Energies and yet, such a lot going on
for everyone on a more ‘troublesome’ scale. No-one seems to know exactly where they are.
This is both observant and accurate. For there is the tipping of the scales, once again. That which does
not serve is being accentuated in order to release it, once it has been recognised that it is no longer
suitable for the soul. Yet, on the other hand … there is a FEELING within the soulself that a Higher
Vibration is being absorbed and now integrating within the Core of the Being.
The two are actually collaborating in a dance of ‘change’ … and when this particular ‘dance’ is complete,
the difference in ‘self’ shall become very apparent.
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In what way?
In the ways of recognising the Higher Vibration that one is ‘sitting within’. So much more of the Truer
Higher potential is able to present itself, once this shift has settled down and there is so much more to
benefit the whole.
I feel once again as if I am in a cocoon … ready to emerge, break free and fly. Yet, there seems to be another part
of me that has concrete boots on … and then again … another part of me that simply doesn’t recognise who I
am, what I am doing and why I am here! Sort of swimming around in Limbo.
This is all to do with these current Energies. They are stronger and more poignant than ever before. Due
to the fact that your world is getting Brighter and Lighter.
This ‘change’ that is within you … this ‘change’ that you are experiencing is also taking place within
EVERYTHING. Imagine that! Everything that you are part of is shifting into a Higher resonance and
finding its feet. Then it needs to find the ground to place the feet!
When you say ‘Everything’ … do you mean just on our Planet?
No. For EVERYTHING is part of EVERYTHING. Therefore, what takes place within ‘ANYTHING’ … HAS TO …
affect ALL.
Yet, we would say that your Planet in particular, is the focus at this time. All eyes on you!
Yet, we are so tiny in comparison to ‘It all’. Why so much interest?
Because you, all of you … and your Divine Planet, are conducting an experiment that has never before
taken place. To TRANSFORM it and all upon it, into a HIGHER DIMENSION. To become a HIGHER Vessel of
itself is a HUGE FEAT. This is why it is being tested out on Earth, for to do so on a larger Planet would not
seem practical.
So, if this works on our Planet … will it then take place on others?
Naturally.
Have other Planets fallen by the way side also then?
It is not so much about that … on other Planets. It is the actual experiment of the ‘raising up of’ …
whether or not it has ‘fallen’ is irrelevant.
Have other Planets ‘gone down the pan’ like ours?
Blossom, there are Planets that are of the Brightest Light and there are Planets that have chosen to be
of darkness.
Why would one choose that?
Because as we have said before … life goes on and on … and on and on … and on and on … and on and on.
There are ENDLESS … understand that word …. ENDLESS … possibilities to be played out. There has to be
contrast or how could one FEEL/KNOW the difference?
So, are you saying that this experiment on Earth … this ‘Game’ that we are involved in…. is also played
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everywhere else?
No. That is not the case. Other Planets have life forms and what is IS what is.
I don’t really understand that.
On your Planet Blossom, you are able to change things. Your essence … your reason for Being THERE, is
to MASTER THIS GAME and in doing so, you have the opportunity to change it … in any way you see fit …
to suit the self and its needs.
This is not the case elsewhere and yet … in saying that … it depends on ‘where’ you consider ‘elsewhere’
to be. For within the expanse of ‘ALL THAT IS’ … we cannot and would not say that is necessarily the case
within ALL THAT IS INVOLVED within the Game in which you are playing. For this too involves parallel
lives, dimensions within dimensions. It is too vast to be able to ‘put in a nutshell’ for you, Blossom. Yet,
to round this off we would say that Earth has the capability of change through expression of thought.
Not everywhere else has the privilege to do so.
Thank you. Changing the subject for a bit as I feel to continue on that would definitely make me lose the plot.
Someone asked if you would give us your understanding of ‘Pure Intent’. It sort of speaks for itself and yet,
maybe you can give us its fuller understanding?
In/of/as itself … PURE INTENT in its Purest form is coming from the HIGHEST position of the soul’s
understanding OF itself. When one has an intention to perform anything … to do anything … to think
anything … to give of anything … to receive of anything … to offer anything … to LOVE anything … when
coming from a place of KNOWING THAT YOU ARE CREATORS and the CREATION that you are and the
CREATION you desire to CREATE … then THAT OFFERING has to be of Pure Intent. It is the KNOWING of
who you are that allows the intention to be of the Purest.
We will explain this in short, for as you say … it sort of speaks for itself. We CAN put this one in a
nutshell.
KNOW WHO YOU ARE.
KNOW YOU ARE GOD’S FLOW OF ALL CREATION and when intending ‘anything’ … be it baking a cake … to
the healing of your entire Planet … in THIS KNOWING … only the Purest Highest LOVE blends in with that
intention and therefore, has the Highest Purest outcome. And so it is.
Thank you. A rather interesting topic someone wanted your opinion on after you had spoken of walk-in’s and
soul’s inhabiting the same body … was regarding transsexuals. Why … if someone is counselled etc. as to what
would serve their soul in their next life time … would they arrive on Earth and find out at some stage in that
journey, that their soul is being housed in the wrong gendered body? Could you talk about this?
As with all things Blossom, there are a thousand different reasons for a thousand different souls as to
why they choose to come into the life they do. One could ask why a severely deformed body would be
chosen to house a soul? Or, why a soul would choose a body that seems to be completely malfunctioning
in its ‘wiring’? All these things are decided in order to either/both serve the soul and in many cases … to
serve others also. So much suffering within an individual can bring about so much change within their
reasoning and understanding of not only themselves, yet, also, as to the world and how ‘one is viewed’.
Therefore, that which is considered to be a ‘mistake/error’ in the FEELING of bodily expression regarding
female or male tendencies, is not a mistake /error at all.
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So, if for instance a soul arrives on Earth and from early on, feels the need to swap gender entirely … had they
agreed for that to happen before they got here?
For some, yes. For others … it can be … and you can put this into many situations … it could be that the
understanding is reached that a soul would benefit coming back to Earth and experience ‘something’
that would assist them in evolving and becoming more of themselves.
Why would that have to be a ‘troublesome’ experience? Why not choose to be a farmer that produces tulips and
roses? Surely, that too, helps one to evolve and discover that they are Love in essence?
We understand that which you are conveying … and yet … so much of self is uncovered through that
which does not always ‘appear’ to be in the best interest to an individual. Yet, underneath it all … it is by
far the best ‘journey’ that soul could take, when ‘taking it out of perspective’ and looking at it from the
Higher place.
For example … the point in question regarding changing a body over from one gender to another. This
involves surgery. Surgery, with the greatest respect, is the easy part. The emotional/mental/spiritual/
soul transforming part is that which benefits the individual. The courage and the strength it takes any
given soul to see such a transformation through, is the reason it takes place.
Many of you at times, struggle in wondering who you Truly are. In fact you mentioned it earlier, Blossom
… and that is without the added complication of discovering you do not feel ‘YOU’ in the body you were
born in to. When one has ‘completed’ the ‘swap’ … again, we use that word with respect … that individual
becomes so much clearer as to WHO THEY TRULY ARE. Not as in being a male or female … as in their soul
self … and we are sure that this could be confirmed by those souls that have chosen to do.
Let us mention also … that there is also, as suggested by the one asking the question … that this
‘promotion’ of/by self, also offers others the opportunity to search inside their own understandings. For,
is it not the soul that one is speaking with … the soul that one falls in Love with … whether or not one
was once male and now female, or the other way round … has nothing to do with how one ‘finds’ that
person to be as an individual. They are who they are. Their BEING is who one chooses to be friends with
or attracted to. The gender of the body is just the housing of the vessel, as we say.
If one lived in a mansion and it didn’t feel right ... they may move to a small flat … because they feel
more comfortable living there. To ‘Us’, we see no difference and yet, we are aware that there are STILL
many souls that find the ‘move’ by others totally abhorrent. We send our Love and Light to those souls
who do not yet understand. Yet, one day they will. Maybe in another life experience they will choose to
go through it themselves, so that they CAN understand.
Again thank you. WOW. This hour has gone so fast. And yet, I feel as if we are not yet done … is there something
you particularly need to mention?
Blossom, we thank you. We thank ALL OF YOU … for taking the opportunity to be on EARTH at this time.
Patiently have you journeyed on. Knowing in your Truth that the FEELING inside of you that is LOVE …
and the connection you have with The Divine Source is WHO YOU ARE.
In this KNOWING you continue to SHINE YOUR LIGHT and you are recognising NOW, more than ever …
again, through FEELING … that the days ahead are to become so very exciting.
We ask you to KNOW that there is a LOVE that comes to you from those that are not experiencing
Earthly form at this time … Some who never have and never will … And within this ENERGY of LOVE … WE
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BECOME ONE AND THE SAME WITH YOU.
WE HONOUR YOU.
WE LOVE YOU.
WE HOLD YOUR HEART’S HIGH.
WE COMFORT YOU.
WE LOVE YOU.
WE LOVE YOU.
WE LOVE YOU.
So much is to shine through onto your Planet as you watch this Divine Plan … that you agreed to be
part of … unfold in a way that you have not yet imagined. For your Vibration has not yet reached those
Heights. Yet, you are getting there, Dearest souls … You are getting there.
Thank you so much. I am keen to correct all my spelling mistakes from writing so fast and to get this posted out,
as I know many have been patiently waiting for you and me to get back on board.
I am so happy that we are. I LOVE YOU. THANK YOU.
IN LOVE ALSO … WE sign out for this time.

For a short piece on The Cocoon go to http://blossomgoodchild.blogspot.com/ and scroll down. (2016)
The audio recording for this channelling read by myself and Mr Joe Pena can be found here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMOXiPO3XuU
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 20

18 August 2017
Welcome once again to my mind, my friends!
And we too welcome you into our thoughts. Together, this makes for a conversation that is most sought
after by many.
Yes. That always amazes me that so many are interested in a conversation I have in my mind … (That is what it
feels like) without any proof at all of whom I’m speaking with. Yet, I have to accept it is with Very High Beings …
from Very High Places. That’s the bit that amazes me.
It is well and fitting that you consider it to be as you do … it makes it easy for both parties ... without any
concern for hierarchy getting in the way.
I agree. Maybe, if you were sitting in front of me, I might be a bit more ‘in awe’ and not able to be myself. Me and
‘you’ just talking in my mind, feels fine! Onwards!
I’d like to put a question to you that someone asked, if I may? What happens when a plan between souls (in one
or in different bodies) does not come together on earth as designed? A group of souls incarnated may have
found their purpose/plan to benefit the whole. They are living a well-flowing, fulfilling and colourful life full of
synchronicities while carrying out their plan for the whole, but perhaps something goes “wrong” and they are
divided. Perhaps it is all part of the plan and everything is as should be, but if things do not go as planned, is
there a Plan B? What happens in this case?
This again, is a question that could take quite a while to answer in full. We shall do our best! There are
many ‘plans’ made by souls before ‘arrival’ that are unable to be played out once upon the Earth. This
is due to all sorts of conditions that simply do not allow that which was brought together ‘elsewhere’
to come to fruition in practice. Mainly, this is due to FREE WILL … OF ALL. For that which one chooses to
enact, in turn, affects another, which in turn, affects another and another and so on.
If, for instance, it is agreed for a soul to come into someone’s life in order to Awaken them, via a
sentence they say, or by a deep and meaningful relationship for many years … and that cannot be played
out due to that soul veering onto another path, because of yet another’s choosing to play out something
… then a way will ‘generally’ be found for a different soul to do the Awakening. One that is able to be
‘magnetised’ to the soul in need of Awakening … and one that can be quite simply, able to connect with
them.
In their inner knowing, dreams, or meditative state … or when sleeping, the new ‘bringer of Awakening’
would be asked if they could do so … and if agreed … yes, the plan goes into plan B. There can be a plan C
D E F etc. … depending on one’s individual choice … which we say, affects The Whole. The soul who is now
taking over the role, is not, necessarily/obviously aware that anything in ‘their’ plan has changed… for it
also, has to be compatible and in keeping with ‘their’ plan of life, also.
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Are you able to follow?
I am …yet, not having read this back, as I don’t want to break the flow … I am not sure if it makes sense when
reading.
We shall continue on.
I am amazed at how everything works’ … how everything comes together … synchronicities that allow your
dreams to fall in place and when looking back, one can sometimes see how these plans were ‘seeded’ many
years ago, in order to be ready for the correct time and when all is in alignment for something to take place.
It is not just many years … as you say, in many cases these plans are seeded and put in structure before
one comes to Earth. It is wonderful when it all falls into place …
But how does it all happen? How does it all work?
Basically … the foundation of a plan happening between souls and synchronicities is due to ENERGY. For
…
That is all there is … an ENERGY of LOVE.
Correct! Therefore, we take this further, by explaining that what allows for certain matters to blend and
merge and ‘make happen’ … is the Vibration of these Energies.
If, for instance … as with your new house, Blossom … one desired to manifest the ‘perfect place’ for
themselves’ to live in … Or, they wished to start a business, or, they wanted to move to the other side
of the world and become a ballerina! It matters not. What is required in manifesting anything … is the
VIBRATIONAL ENERGY necessary, to KNOW THAT IT IS THERE FOR YOU.
This is the reason many give up on their desires … they do not HOLD THE VIBRATIONAL ENERGY of that
something … long enough for it to make its way to you.
The Universe in which you reside IS/HAS an intelligence beyond that which you are presently able to
comprehend …
IT UNDERSTANDS VIBRATIONAL ENERGY.
IT WORKS WITH VIBRATIONAL ENERGY.
Does it understand our words?
Not in so far as language, be it Swedish, English, Russian etc. It understands your VIBRATIONAL FEELING
as you SAY YOUR WORDS. When you ‘ask’ for something, you think about it and you visualise a picture of
it in your mind. Telepathy works this way. The picture can then be interpreted because of the FEELING
that goes with it.
In the case of your desires for your house … i.e. near water, a view etc. … the Universe will then find the
‘match’ for you and then bring you toward that Vibrational match that you have asked for.
So, for those looking for the ideal partner, the Universe is a bit like your Ultimate dating agency!
Correct. Where/why one falls short ... is by bringing in the doubts and the ‘what if’s’ and the ‘I’m not
good enough’s’ and the ‘I don’t deserve it’ mentality.
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Immediately the Universe will respond to your thought/feelings that you put out to it. So, once it picks
up on the Vibrational Energy of ‘I am not good enough’ etc. … it will serve you as you have asked it to,
and how it has understood you … by not bringing these desired things to you, because you told it, that’s
how it was.
ANYTHING YOU WANT … ANYTHING YOU DESIRE … and we will add ‘if it serves your soul’ … can be given
unto you.
Who decides whether or not it serves your soul?
YOU DO.
I thought that would be your answer. Let’s jump right in down that rabbit hole shall we? I’m confused! I thought,
someone may want something, say a particular job, and they don’t get it … and they get upset because they
thought it would be ideal in many aspects for their soul. Yet, further down the track, something better presents
itself and they get THAT and they THEN realise why they didn’t get the other job. Yet, that’s THEN. How could
THEY have decided that the original job would not serve their soul, when they didn’t know that at the time? If
you get me?
We do. Because, Blossom … there is also in place … along with a million trillion other aspects and
workings in just one individual life span … a ‘flow’ … that allows the desired dreams to keep on track.
We would show it like a running stream of your life … along that stream one may come across a large
rock that has ‘dropped’ in … not only does this/can this block the flow … it can also divide the flow into
two streams for a while.
The Higher self knows which is the best way around the rock in order to get one back in the original flow
as soon as possible … and one’s gut feeling/intuition will allow them to see this through.
Yet, that doesn’t make sense as to the ‘wanting of that job’ at the time and feeling it would have served well.
Yes, it does, because the Higher intuition is taking over. The lower ego-self ... ‘thinking’ it knows best …
is the one that is feeling forlorn, and yet, by TRUSTING that THE HIGHER SELF knows best … one soon
realises that this is indeed so … and ‘LIFE’ will lead you onto something better.
So, does the Universe not have a say in ones decisions? Is it ONLY our Higher self?
We must interrupt there. We would, with respect, correct you on ‘ONLY our Higher self’ ... for it would
seem that was not enough, when put like that.
I get that … for I was imagining The Universe was in conjunction with all our lives and what happens within them.
The Universe … WITHOUT QUESTION … is in place to serve you. Whatever you ask for … it will give you. It
responds to YOU … to your feelings and to your VIBRATIONAL ENERGY.
It does not judge … it does not question your desires or that which you ‘think’ you may need … it simply
reacts to your Vibration.
If you are feeling low … and allow that Vibration to be with you and around you for a while … the
Universe will provide you with that which matches your feelings.
If you are as High as a kite on Life and exuding Joy … The Universe will give you more of the same to
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thrive on. It dances alongside you … no matter what the request. This is how it is in design.
It is impeccably accurate.
One is so quick to blame one’s particular feelings on another’s behaviour etc. … and yet ONLY YOU … are
in control of your feelings. Only YOU decide how you are going to choose to feel at any given time.
I do understand this … and yet, with respect … there are times and indeed situations where upon something
takes place for a soul and it may be devastating. How are they expected to laugh it off, in order to keep their
Vibration High and not fall off the mountain?
Because it is about INNER KNOWING, Blossom. We are not suggesting for one moment that if one was
to, for instance, lose a partner suddenly, or a child, or be confronted with a separation of souls in some
form … or, be in great financial difficulty, due to what seems to be no fault of their own … we are not
suggesting that one should be able to just laugh it off and carry on as normal.
One’s soul has requested … on/from a Higher level … the need to experience a particular something, that
will allow them to ‘understand/grow/evolve/become more compassionate/more patient etc. They do not
ask to lose a partner. They do not ask for the ‘how’ that should come about. That is where the Universe
will also serve. It will sort out the HIGHEST POSSIBLE EXPERIENCE for the betterment of the soul … to
come to it and present scenarios that will allow the soul to become any/all of the things we have just
mentioned.
Yet, isn’t that then letting the Universe decide what is best to serve a soul? When earlier you said the soul
decides for itself. I’m confused again.
So are we!
What?
Beloved Blossom … We jest with you!
Phew! I was about to do a runner! Can you un-confuse me?
We would reiterate the part that there are many aspects to this. When your Higher soul KNOWS that the
Universe is serving you with all your needs … it will accept that which is presented in certain situations,
even though it does not fully understand the why’s of it happening. It is a different ‘case’ than that of
say ... not getting a particular job.
The aspect of self that resides within the vessel of the physicality is such a small piece of The Whole. As
you know, we encourage you always to take time to connect with your TRUTH. This helps so much in
letting yourself know AND letting the Universe know, that which is best for the Highest Good of self and
the Highest Good of All.
Add into that mix … TRUST IN THAT KNOWING ... and one will find their life to run so much more
smoothly.
We need to return to addressing the Vibration of when one has something ‘tragic’ occur etc ... and not
being able to remain in/on/of a High Vibration.
This goes into the UNDERSTANDING of accepting that which is taking place at the time … and
appreciating that whatever is occurring is for the soul’s benefit. We are not suggesting that one should
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even try to brush off the feelings of loneliness or emptiness etc. We are gently suggesting that the
KNOWING from deep within … the KNOWING that LOVE is what/who you are and to be grateful for all
else that IS in your life … will help one in moving through those times.
One’s life unfolds as it should for the Greater Good of that soul. As one moves through ALL the different
stages of soul development, and as ‘times’ evolve also, into a better understanding of Vibration … then
there is less and less need for such things to be presented to bring the soul down.
The soul KNOWS of itself like no other. It will tend to its needs, no matter what is taking place for it … or
where!
Such a vast topic! We hope we have given a little insight into the question presented?
Eh … what was the question again? Hah! Thank you so much. We weave and wind through these conversations.
One thing so quickly leads on to another. Yet, in this way, we get so much food for thought. I shall read back
over this and see where it leaves MY thoughts. In Love and thanks.
We are so happy to be with you during these discourses. Be of great upliftment Dearest Souls. We Love
you. Feel the Joy within and around you … It is there … it is here … NOW.

The audio recording for this channelling read by myself and Mr Joe Pena can be found here.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dkKI_XmMmI

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 21

24 August 2017
Welcome, once again, my friends. Someone inquired as to why you hadn’t mentioned the solar eclipse? I
wondered if it was me, as I really hadn’t given any attention to it at all. Yet, surely you don’t need me to be into
something, in order to bring it up? What would you say about it? For I have since looked into it a little and the
internet is a buzz with it.
Firstly, welcome to you, also. That which has taken place is what you would term ‘phenomenal’ and yet
… it would seem that much has been ‘added’ by many, in regards to events and occurrences, that we
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would suggest is merely propaganda, fear mongering and absolute nonsense!
We have spoken of intense Energies that have been filtering into your stratosphere and affecting
Energies of the individual and The Whole. These Energies are assisting you in lifting your spirits and
cementing that which YOU KNOW TO BE TRUTH within your Being. Therefore, allowing you to continue to
further your education in the school of life.
We would suggest that the crux of this astrological turn of events is to ‘turn the page’ into a new
beginning of understanding.
As these Energies solidify and become more natural within your Being … you will find your Being to be so
much more in tune with that which makes sense to your soul. In that, for so long have you questioned
the whys and what fors of your existence. The reasons for your world seeming to be utterly topsy turvy
and yet, you are moving into a time that allows you to receive these answers. For your entirety of self
begins to flow forth in a way that makes understandings FEEL so much closer to home. For indeed they
are.
A little more detail please?
The months that lie ahead, in particular the next three or four or so … keeping in mind that all things
will flow according to how the flow is flowing … will bring about a consistency that proves to the self that
there is so much more to the self than one had been allowing in.
You have offered prayers up to the ALL KNOWING in the hope that you can find your way out of the
darkness that one has found themselves overcome with, at times … and asked for the way to be shown
… not just for the self … yet, for all. You have selflessly opened your heart out to the world in which you
live and desired for its Greatness to be shown.
Dearest souls, each year, has seemed to you to be more or less the same in these matters of Energies
filtering through. One can FEEL the self …deep within … changing … and yet, on the surface … little
seems to be making any difference.
Whereas, NOW … NOW … YOU WILL NOTICE A DIFFERENCE.
The times of ‘playing The Game’ at a certain skilled level are ceasing … and your Higher Beings are taking
over.
We would make it clear at this juncture that it cannot yet be the fullness of self that enters in. That
would be way ahead of its time … and yet … so much more that you know yourselves to be … will become
obvious.
In what way?
In the noticing of synchronicities … Instant manifestations … Healings …
Which are already taking place for some.
For those who are aware of the FEELING of Gratitude of/for Being.
For that/this Dearest Souls, is the key that unlocks the door to the GLORY OF LIGHT.
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If one were to concentrate and give honour for who they are … coming from deep Thankfulness for their
very existence … they would find themselves conquering the negatives that tend to ‘hang around’ for the
fun of it!
To FEEL Gratitude deep within the home space of the soul allows EVERYTHING to come into alignment.
You do not need to ask for this and that … or for resolved circumstances or abundance in ways of
financial upgrade … you simply need to remember who you are … FEEL who you are … and exude that
Grace and Gratitude to the ALL THAT IS.
Watch then, Dearest Friends … how your life falls into place in the way you feel it should.
And with these happenings … you become aware that nothing else is required from you. You have never
been asked to give more than that …
THAT … WHICH YOU ARE … sending out Gratitude for … ALL THAT YOU ARE.
There is no need for expletives … just THE OFFERING OF THE FEELING FLOWING OUT OF YOU INTO
EVERYTHING ELSE. So that Gratitude, then becomes part of everything else and blends in to make
everything else so much more aware of what Gratitude is/does.
To concentrate on this alone will change you and your world.
And because so many ARE becoming OF this … your world is indeed changing.
Notice as these days present themselves to you, how blissfully aware of Life itself you are becoming.
Everything will appear the same … and yet … feel and also appear totally different.
Do you need to correct that sentence?
No.
OK … Carry on!
We are showing you a vision Blossom, of a few steps, three or four … and a long line of souls walking up
these steps. This vision is filled with Light. Correct?
Correct. A distinct recognising of many of us moving into a Higher Vibration.
Which is exactly what you are doing. These ‘moving’ times are to be FELT in a much deeper way than ever
before.
With all respect, you have said that before and it hasn’t really been that noticeable.
Maybe you were looking elsewhere, Blossom?
Indeed. Yet, what is so different about this then?
The step up. You have for many years been ‘sitting within’ a certain frequency of a certain Vibration. You
have settled into it and become familiar with it … as a repeat of what has happened before that.
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This is how it is. This is how it works. Each time one reaches the ‘top’ level of THAT Vibration … there is a
boiling point that one ‘bubbles around in’ for a while … feeling indeed, as if the lid is going to explode …
THIS IS NATURAL!
BECAUSE … that is more or less what happens. The peak of that Vibration within yourself and those
within that level with you (and there are many) has reached its entirety and HAS TO move on through to
the beginning … the lowest level … of the next Vibration leading on from the last one.
This one, that so many of you are moving up to, naturally … for it does not take a rocket scientist to
work this out … is Higher than the one you were previously in.
You have been working your way up the ladder if you like, and the rung that you are now on allows you
to step off onto a platform/plateau that is the pioneering level of THE NEW WORLD.
As if … for want of a way of putting it … you have taken your KNOWING into an empty space … a space
that has been waiting for you to arrive and … CREATE THE NEW WORLD.
You KNOW how it is to be. You have created it already. Now, you need to create it in the Vibration that it
was created for!
An empty canvas, Dearest Creators … Awaiting you to pick up the brush … choose the colour and BEGIN!
Woah! I have the tingle of TRUTH running all over my body.
IT IS HERE NOW … NOW! This time you walk within … is the time to …
DO THAT WHICH YOU CAME TO DO.
You KNOW within you what the painting looks like … What it FEELS like … and all one needs to do is
recreate it … in one’s own reality.
Bring it out into the open … Bring it into fruition … BRING IT FORTH INTO CREATION.
I am sort of feeling/seeing in my mind’s eye … this huge empty space and many of us … just standing there … in
Peace … and more and more step of the ladder and we unite our hearts. No words spoken ... Just knowing that
‘WE HAVE ARRIVED’ in OUR NEW WORLD and it is time to BEGIN. Tears flow as I feel and look upon this vision. I
am so emotional right now!
Because it is your soul’s way of telling you this is TRUTH.
Blossom and all who find themselves ‘there’ … WELCOME TO YOUR NEW WORLD!
Thank you. I just took a few deep breaths … and here I am … sitting in the same place as I was before I started
this communication with you … and yet … within me … I FEEL different. I FEEL excited, encouraged and ALIVE.
As these days dawn willingly, to partner you along your journey … how blessed you will FEEL … to the
point, sometimes … of overwhelming exhaustion.
Exhaustion? Really?
REALLY. For it shall take time to adjust to the change in atmosphere. Even your very breath will be
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LIGHTER … for the very air that you breathe is becoming LIGHTER, also.
Couple this with the fact that your bodies are joining in the dance … and this would explain the ‘now and
then’ necessity to have large rests and deep sleeps in order for these ‘plans’ to integrate with the reality
of what is taking place.
THE JOY. THE JOY. THE JOY that you shall experience shall make you laugh out loud … with others and on
your own … for that which you have been expecting … was totally unexpected!
Add to the mix of ALL OF THIS … the fact that due to this continual Higher Vibration that you are residing
within … IT … by natural affect … will bring about those little secret yearnings of ‘presentations’ on a
much LARGER HIGHER scale of ‘little green men in tin vessels’!
LAUGH! WOW … your humour has come on in leaps and bounds over the years.
With your help, Blossom!
Blossom, Blossom, Blossom … Things that now seem very out of the ordinary, shall become very ordinary
… very acceptable and very agreeable.
Look at the changes your planet has accepted over the last century. Things that were once science
fiction only … are now averagely normal. It was once known to be ridiculous for one to even imagine
… that one could chat to another face to face from opposite ends of the sphere and yet, now it is
considered frustrating if it’s not working as well as it should and the picture is not as clear as a bell!
Imagine then, what is to come in ways of technology that shall astound, yet indeed, simplify means of
travel, for instance. To name but one.
Go on … name but two …if you would?
Inheritance.
Sorry?
What for?
Incorrect transference of thought?
Not at all. ‘Inheritance’ of all that is to be bestowed upon you … bequeathed to you as your birth right.
Graces, talents and skills that as yet, are not thought of … until they are ‘inherited’ … from your Higher
spontaneous self.
Such fun lies ahead.
Life was not originally designed to be as hard as many of you make it. Yet, within THE GAME … the
experiment … the experience … as a collective … you changed the format and made it so.
Memories of ‘how it should be’ … ‘how it once was’ … ‘how it will be’ … will come flooding back, as if a
damm has been unblocked and inspiration and incentive rushes forth into the ever flowing stream of
that which you chose to partake in.
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Dearest souls … Dearest Blossom … this day, we leave you … feeling as excited as excited can be.
Thank you so very much. This was indeed a very uplifting chat … and I am in much Gratitude that it took place.
Signing off now … as I skip through the rest of my day. In Love, Light, Laughter and an Abundance of Golden
Rays.
The audio recording for this channelling can be found here. Read by myself and the lovely Mr Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQAhxsFGT3g

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 22

1 September 2017
Here we are once again … in a communicative space! Welcome to Planet Earth and ALL who sail in her!
We are naturally of /in Joy to be back in correspondence with you, also. We know you have a question
prepared.
Yes. I’m not sure if words will be able to answer it though. A gentleman wrote in asking if you could tell us more
about Energy.
‘Many channelled entities speak frequently of “energies” filtering into our stratosphere or into our bodies, psyches,
spirit, etc. Yet, what these “energies” actually are is kind of vague. If they are electromagnetic energy, what are their
exact frequencies, what are their sources, do they travel at the speed of light, etc. etc. etc. Or, are they just speaking
metaphorically and there are no physical energies at all?
That is indeed a ‘practical inquiry’. Let us ‘begin’ to explain.
We initially speak of ‘Source Energy’ … which is WHAT YOU ARE … WHERE YOU DERIVE FROM.
It is indeed ‘based’ on frequency and within that frequency there is a resonance that, as suggested
electromagnetically Vibrates.
We would state here, that within one ‘numerical’ frequency … to give you an idea, there would be
thousands upon thousands of frequencies vibrating on that level … on a scale of nought to the
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thousands upon thousands! … … … It is VAST MATTER!
Is that right there? No … “A” vast matter.
Which moves us on to … ‘Matter’. As you know … ALL THAT IS … IS Energy. There is nothing else … And as
you know, too … depending on the Vibrational frequency … ‘Energy’ can transform into ‘matter.’
But how? This is way out of my league! As many know, I am an actress … NOT a scientist/mathematician! I faint if
someone says the word ‘percent’!
It is a coagulation of thought ‘gelling’ with identity. An identity which allows the thought to BECOME.
Dearie Lore! We’ve only just started and I’m wishing I hadn’t! You see, when I think of Energy, I think of swirly,
misty stuff. Or, sparkly, darty, starry stuff. Or, boundless enthusiasm from thought coming through physically
and making me bounce!
It is indeed all these things and yet, we understand that you are not asking for kindergarten material?
I could go with that! Yet … continue.
ENERGY IS!
IT CAME FROM NOWHERE AND IS EVERYWHERE.
IT IS IN EVERYTHING … EVERYTHING IS OF IT.
But what is it?
Energy! You, in your world have words to label all that is. Therefore, we have to label this substance …
‘Energy.’
Wait … is it an actual substance then?
No.
Yet, you just called it a substance.
Because we have to use words. You are asking us to describe something that simply IS! There are no
words for it.
Ok. Let’s come from another angle, shall we? When you say, for instance, that the energies pouring into our
Planet at the moment are Higher and stronger than they have ever been … what does that mean … exactly?
We know you would answer as we would.
What? In that, it means exactly that … ‘They ARE stronger and Higher than they have ever been’.
Indeed. Yet, we do not wish to condescend. Let us suggest using the word ‘Power’.
ENERGY IS A POWER. You have Power that can be strong or weak. You have Power that can be fast or
slow. Yes … we are happy with the word ‘Power’… for want of any other word that would suffice.
This POWER is EVERYWHERE … IN ALL THINGS.
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Who determines when and how much ‘Power’ pours through into our Planet?
It is by default.
Well that’s completely thrown me … even when I google it, to get the full meaning!
‘A preselected option adopted by a computer program or other mechanism when no alternative is specified by the user
or programmer.’
This is the nearest we can assist. Because … it was prearranged/programmed (?) that when those upon
the Planet and indeed, the Planet herself, once again reached a certain calibration … Higher STRONGER
‘Power’ could filter through.
I am smiling at your analogy you just presented.
Of a washing machine … that is programmed to complete a cycle and within that cycle are different
functions that follow on from one another. I.e. Detergent, hot rinse … when that is done, then a spin
perhaps, etc. The functions take place automatically when the cycle reaches a certain trajectory
You sure on that one?
You understand?
I guess so!
What we are expressing is this similar path of automatic programming when the ‘cycle’ upon Earth has
reached a certain ‘temperature’ … would we say?
So, these Energies/Powers are they actually tangible?
They can be FELT.
So, are they physical?
No. They are interdimensional, therefore, they are nonphysical. How can we help more?
By changing the subject?!
Upon your Planet you have a ‘Power plant’. It conducts Energy and ‘sends it forth’. Perhaps think of THE
DIVINE SOURCE …
As a power plant? That sends out smog into our atmosphere … I think ‘Source’ would not be amused!
We think ‘Source’ has no concern of explanations that are trying to help one understand who and what
they are!
I jest of course … continue.
So, this power plant is … shall we say … the mainstay … the ultimate ‘Power House’… and let us say, to
serve this explanation, there is none more powerful. This Energy is then ‘sent out’ to many, many places,
and as it filters out/through, it loses some of its original ‘Power’. This is inevitable.
Yet, this is not to say that it isn’t possible for Power Surges to be passed down the line… to give it a
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boost. To ‘amp it up’.
White Cloud often speaks of turning up your dimmer switch. This is what these surges of Energy/Power
do. They ‘amp you up’! Yet, this can also have an initial effect of ‘Knocking one about a bit’. Sometimes, if
one turns the volume up on a very efficient speaker … it distorts and deafens until it is finely tuned.
This is what is taking place upon your Planet and within you. These Higher Energies/Powers are
inevitably being fine-tuned as they reach ‘Your frequency’.
The Higher frequencies that you have developed and settled within, are ready to be ‘joined by/with’
outside Energies/Powers that are of a Higher frequency than WHERE you have settled … and they need
to come into balance to ‘Raise you up even Higher.’
It is part of the cycle … part of the plan.
Does this Energy have intelligence? Of course it does! What a stupid question!
Not so stupid. It has a magnetic intelligence, if you like.
Meaning?
Meaning that its ‘Power’ is pulled toward that which it is called upon.
To be honest, I don’t even know what ‘electromagnetic’ means, as mentioned in the original question. So, with all
due respect, we are sort of screwed!
Continue to concentrate as hard as you are doing Blossom. We are making headway.
Don’t you mean if my head gets out the way! Back to magnetics then!
The magnetic altitude deciphers how Energy ‘plays’ … how it forms. It … attracts/pulls together … form.
Simply by its frequency ON any ‘given matter’ … FOR any ‘given matter’.
Mmm! How does it travel … does it travel?
Not as such. For, as we say … It simply ‘IS’ … ‘EVERYWHERE’.
Therefore, for instance the Higher Energies/Power that we speak of pouring into your atmospherics …
has not ‘travelled’ from afar! It was always ‘there’ … AS IS. Yet, has been … would we say … ‘infused’ …
‘amped up’ … to serve a Higher purpose … of itself!
Who infuses it? Who amps it up? And how?
Are you ready for this?
Probably not!
Who amps it up? Who infuses it?
ENERGY ITSELF … Ordered by ITSELF.
Ordered?
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Yes. Yet, we do not mean ‘Given an order’. We mean, as in placing an order.
I am confused! Surprize, surprize! I need to go back to it having intelligence.
We understand why. In that, you are wondering how Divine Intelligence is of the ultimate ENERGY
POWER … therefore, how can it ‘only’ be of a magnetic intelligence and we would answer … because of
the filtering from Source. It has to be ‘watered down’ so to speak.
Why?
Because Divine Energy, in/of/as/through, its ultimate level, if unfiltered, would fragment EVERYTHING
into miniscule components due to its frequency.
THE POWER/ENERGY … OF /FROM … DIVINE SOURCE, IS THE HIGHEST, PUREST, UNADULTERATED,
EXCEPTIONAL, MAGNITUDINAL, OMNIPRESENT LOVE THAT EVER WAS … EVER IS … AND EVER WILL BE.
We feel we should leave you with this amount to ‘ponder on’ … to absorb and see how it settles.
We feel too, that we should leave you with an input … a SURGE OF THE POWER … and we ask each one of
you, who has partaken in this endeavour to understand something that is probably not understandable
… to … take as many deep breaths as desired and FEEL OUR ENERGY … OUR POWER as we send it out to
you … and it reaches into YOUR SOUL … YOUR ENERGY … YOUR POWER … Which is the very same as ours.
Yet, at this stage of ‘The Game’ is Vibrating on a different frequency ... And so it is.
And so it is, indeed. Phew! I’m still here. I haven’t exploded! Thank you my friends … for Being part of the
magnificence of IT ALL. In Love Light and the best understanding we can muster!
Here is the audio for this session recorded by myself and Joe Pena
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAYWRE8Tu5c
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 23

6 September 2017
Greetings, Oh Enlightened ones! Art thou in a good space? Of course you will be, for I believe you cannot be
anything but.
And you would be correct. For we are OF LOVE and therefore, can be of nothing else.
Yet, I am also OF love, aren’t we all? Yet, I don’t always manage to remain in a good space!
Yet, of course, you will. Are you not far more advanced in this than you once were?
Oh! Indeed. I used to be a right misery guts. Speaking of which … I have recently read a fascinating book called
The Medical Medium. (Anthony William. A must read.) Wherein, he states that the main ‘bulk’ of one’s spirit
resides within the guts. Hence the saying ‘I had a gut feeling’, ‘I didn’t have the guts’, ‘My gut told me’ Etc. And
therefore, it is fitting to make sure our gut is working well, in order for our spirit to function to its highest
capacity. (He suggests drinking fresh celery juice every morning. It works!!) Would you agree with this?
Yes. Indeed we would.
I always thought the spirit resided in the heart space (sort of )?
Your FEELINGS would amount to residing there. Yet, the ‘Source of Energy’ that is ‘your spirit’ is
‘fundamentally’ ‘hanging out’ in the gut.
Struth … I can think of better places for such a beautiful thing to hang out in! Thank you for that confirmation.
You are most welcome and we are aware that when we used the word ‘Energy’, there are quite a few
questions that have arisen from friends that you would like to address?
Indeed. Thank you. Ok. Could you share with us how to ‘amp up’ our own energy field?
The proviso being that one TRUSTS in themselves and the art of imagination! For indeed, this
imagination that you have ALL been gifted with … as White Cloud always explains … is one of … if not
THEE MOST … powerful tool that you possess.
To ‘amp up’ your Energy … you have to visualize/imagine yourself BEING FULL OF IT. Simple as that!
It is directly ... connected /fits in with ... the LAW OF ATTRACTION. In that, you have to FEEL … imagine
the FEELING of BEING in/of High Energy … even when you are at your lowest. If physically, you are unable
to move around well, or are feeling particularly drained … this does not stop you from being able to
IMAGINE yourself being full of Energy … in order for it to then ‘take place’. You have to ‘create’ that
which you want through thought form … and then FEEL it ‘come to life’ throughout your entire Being …
and then Dearest Friends … sit back and watch it manifest. As we have said before … it is not of benefit
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to imagine yourself … to ‘see in your mind’s eye’ yourself … being of great Energy ... if you do not partake
in the FEELING of that vision. If you want to be happy … then visualize yourself happy … and within that
vision … experience what happiness FEELS like. This applies to all one’s needs.
USE your imagination. Play games in your creativity of that which you desire. To AMP up your Energy …
image/in … plugging yourself in to a device ‘out there somewhere’ … and watching the battery recharge
… The same as you do on your technical devices that you now possess so many of.
Don’t forget about yourself! Plug yourself in … turn up the wattage … AMP yourself up!
AMP = A MAGIC POWER. You see? Have fun with it! And may we add … BREATHE … BREATH ... BREATHE.
Many of you already know to do this when in need of an Energy boost. Yet, for those who don’t … TRY IT!
Just BREATHE in deeply … in the KNOWING you are ‘amping up your vibe’. Close your eyes and see what
colour you see. Does it need refreshing? Does it need a smell of roses added to that vision? Does it need
to go from grey, through purple, to metallic blue, to get you to where you desire to FEEL? Play! Play! Play
Dearest Friends.
Why are little one’s happy most of the time? Because they PLAY! Take a leaf out of their very intelligent
book and PLAY MORE … IN ALL THAT YOU DO.
Do we not always speak of ‘THE GAME’ you are in? PLAY THE GAME. YET PLAY ALSO, WITHIN THE GAME.
And the next question is?
A tricky one for me. A gentleman kindly wrote in to explain to me a little more about frequencies and
electromagnetic frequencies etc. Not my field as you know. He wondered if you could be more specific
regarding this subject. He was talking about Hz and MHz etc. (Oh joy!) and was asking more on these lines as to
what YOU mean when YOU speak of Higher frequencies.
Are you ready?
Will I ever be? I will try as hard as I can to shut down my left side! And … Go!
The frequencies that we are speaking of resonate at a much HIGHER resolution than one normally works
with/within. As the gentleman predicted, we cannot give you a number or numbers, because when we
speak of such things ‘out of your atmosphere’ … they go into a different mathematical alignment from
that which YOU KNOW to be mathematics.
Me? Or scientists? Two different things!
Yet, a perfect explanation for what we are speaking of.
That which even the most proficient of scientists ponder over … is very different from mathematical
frequency levels that are ‘in use’ elsewhere. Depending on atmospherics everywhere/anywhere … there
is different coding to coincide with the ‘availability’ for the mathematical energy to be received.
AAAAnd ... you’ve lost me! Yet, continue …
Therefore, for now … to keep your brain from exploding Blossom … and to keep this conversation in line
with where we ‘want to go with it’ …
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As Newer Higher Energies/frequencies enter in/on/within a newer Higher Vibrational magnetic … it
changes the ‘format’ of the coding that was once in place upon your Earth. This ‘scenario’ has been
taking place continually … because continually, Higher Energies are entering in. They ‘marry’ with the
coding that ‘is’ within Earths display … and then DIVINELY recode to balance out and blend … Upon/
Within.
The Coding … the mathematical coding … shall we say … for want of explanation in words that do not
suffice … sees to itself /for itself.
What, like a massive computer?
A computer it is not.
Then WHAT could possibly ‘work by itself’ in this way?
Divinity!
So, are you saying … that ALL mathematical coding … (which I am realising over the years is what things are
based on) … is ‘driven’ by GOD/DIVINE SOURCE? Whatever word sits comfortably for each individual … that
KNOWS of its existence.
We are.
And the question from that which is begging to be asked is (although I don’t want to go there!) how were
numbers created?
Through ENERGY. The same way that ALL things are created … through ENERGY.
Think of a ‘bright spark’ on your Planet in human form. Their intellect can prove to be aware of much
more than the ‘average Joe’ … as you would put it. Then, think of THE DIVINE SOURCE ENERGY … at the
top of … the peak performance … the Ultimate. THAT ENERGY … created ALL THAT IS. ALL THAT EVER
WILL BE.
To form coding in order to allow ‘function’ of Energy is beyond intelligence of any other than DIVINE
ENERGY ITSELF.
So, is all Energy ‘floating about’ within mathematics?
No.
Help … I’m sinking!
You are very much afloat, Blossom! We would like to say that ‘after a certain level’ …. Above and Beyond
… mathematics are not required. ENERGY BECOMES ITSELF IN PURITY. It does not need to be coded and
re-coded to adapt to ‘what is’ ‘where’. Yet,this is too involved to get into at this ‘marker’,
I’m secretly pleased about that! Thank you. I will continue on as there is time, to ask about the way myself
and many appear to be feeling within these Higher Energies that are filtering through. I am certainly not one
to ‘follow the fold’ … I don’t think) … and yet , I have to say, since the Eclipse … My Oh My, have I been feeling
different! In a way I just cannot seem to put into words. Someone mentioned they felt like they were in two
dimensions at the same time and although I cannot say that is how I feel … It COULD be how I feel … because I
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don’t know what I am feeling! Just different. Very much more present yet, at the same time, ‘outside’ of it all. Can
you shed Light on this for us at all?
That is exactly what you are doing, Blossom. Shedding light … out of … through you. It is an automatic
response coming FROM you … due to the level you have now walked in to.
YOU ARE DIFFERENT NOW … from that which you were.
We have expressed you will note the AMPING up … The Change over the next few months and this that
you feel will become more apparent and more of the same. As you walk deeper into the ‘newness of it
all’ … you will discover more and more of/about yourselves that … how would we say … makes you giggle
… for it is such fun!
You will discover the TRUE meaning of LIVING!
We are aware that the lady who wrote in regarding feeling as if she is in two dimensions at the same
time was experiencing acute headaches and dizziness. This is what we would know to be as adjusting to
the Higher frequencies. Not everyone will experience this. Yet, they may experience similar effects.
We would say perhaps to think of it as a Higher pressure that is changing the very way you think … due
to the higher Energies/Frequencies/ Power … adapting themselves within you … and your very self … also
adapting to them.
So, are we in two dimensions at the same time? Is this possible?
Blossom …
Yes, I know. All things are possible!
Yet, we would suggest that rather than being in both at the same time … you are jumping in and out of
both. With one thought, you are in the old and with another, you are in the new … And it is very obvious
depending on the thought … which one you are in at any given time.
If we KNOW to be in this 3D upon Earth … as one dimension … what/where is the other one?
The same place! Yet on/of/within … HIGHER FREQUENCIES … and once a frequency reaches a certain
requirement/level … it moves into the Higher grading of itself … and into the next Dimension.
Very much like when in your education system. You remain in a certain class … and learn many levels of
different subjects … and when complete … you are moved up to the next grade.
Again thank you. I feel we are done for this session. Superb! Fanx a lot, a lot, a lot! Loving you.
We are more than happy to assist in ways that we KNOW to be beneficial to each one. In Love and
Gratitude to all who reside upon your planet. We have so much to thank you for.
You can listen to the recording of this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOvlplgMgBM
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 24

23 September 2017
Hello. Me here! Knowing all is well with you, may I begin by asking you a question about the ‘Energy Grid’ you
have spoken of? Quite a few folk are interested to hear more? Thank you.
Welcome to you and all who partake in the reading of our messages, which as you know, Blossom, we
bring forth for the Purest reasoning, to assist those on your Planet to understand themselves, and why
they are partaking in this Game/experiment. The more we have been communicating with you over
many years, the more we have seen many more ‘come on board’ and change thought pattern and indeed
change heart. This we find most encouraging.
Oh! Me too!
We are taking into consideration your question and we would answer in the KNOWING that this will
allow greater understanding, again to assist.
This Energy Grid that surrounds your Planet is made up of many components. Its purpose has also, many
aspects. It is rather complex and once again, we found ‘what it is’ rather difficult to ‘simply’ put into
words.
Ok. Seeing this is another ‘out of my comfort zone’ thing … treat me as a toddler, if you will, and see if that helps
at all?
In essence it is what it says it is … A grid of Energy. It serves to assist your Planet and directs/redirects/
transforms/internalises/dematerialises Energy to suit the needs and requirements of … not only what
goes on above your Planet … yet, also what goes on within it.
When you say ‘suits the needs/requirements’… what do you mean?
When you consider that everything IS Energy … the grid keeps the ENERGY that is required upon your
Planet in suitable surroundings, in order for precise functionality. It keeps Earth Energy contained, which
is essential, and has the outstanding capability of recycling old/stale Energy into renewed conformity (?).
It is designed also, to be used as a filter … allowing no longer useful Energy to pass through and for
Higher Purer Energy to enter into your Planet.
Yet, I thought you just said it recycled old /stale energy?
It does. And yet, there are some Energies that need to be removed altogether. Their density has ‘gone
too far’. A bit like your batteries sometimes. In that, you can recharge /recycle over and over, yet, after a
while they have ‘had their day’. If you understand?
Yes, I do.
We are aware there are other questions, so we will not ponder too deeply on this subject. Yet, we would
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add that if it were not to be in place, there would be absolute mayhem. For it ‘balances out’ and keeps
Energy under control within the Earth’s particular Energy Field.
There have been many times when The Grid has been damaged and in need of repair. This is taken care
of ‘Energetically’ by ‘off worlders’ and those who live upon your Planet. If you like … there are those who
are assigned to this work.
How does it get damaged?
Through ‘holes in the ozone layer’. Through other ‘obstacles’ ‘smashing through. By wear and tear. By
Energies being played around with. Through nuclear testing etc.
It has much to contend with and although so very strong in its ‘duties’ … it is also extremely delicate
due to its fabric/makeup. Much work is involved to keep it safe and ‘in place’ and we would conclude by
saying, that at this stage of ‘THE GAME’… all is very satisfactory with its workings.
Many thanks. Another soul asked if you would talk about the ‘Empty space’. It is said to BE the Source of
everything: Omnipresent, being everywhere at the same time. Also, the empty space is the only ‘THING’ that is
not created, hence it just ‘IS’. It also cannot be moved or destroyed: unadulterated. Empty-space was, is and will
always be there (eternal) wherever we go. And, it has no end (infinite).
We would with much Love, conclude that we have done nothing but talk about this ‘Empty Space’. For it
is that which we/you KNOW to BE … ALL THAT IS … LOVE. The wording that the gentleman has expressed
is sufficient an answer. There is nothing more to add.
What nothing at all?
Nothing! For LOVE is everywhere at the same time … It always has been and it always will be. And so it is!
Well, there you go! Moving right along!! Obviously with all that is taking place on our planet, many write in to ask
why such atrocities and events are happening? Why are they allowed to happen etc.? Would you care to speak
about the ‘state of our Planet?
As you know Blossom, we have spoken of this many times. That which is taking place on your Planet is
not as it seems on the outside. That which is to be revealed in your future days … will allow that which is
taking place NOW … to make sense.
As many of you are aware … MOST that is displayed and conveyed in your media and indeed, that which
is taking place … is a ‘cover up’ to mask that which is taking place behind the scenes.
Many in/of your world are concerned as to atrocities and confusions that are taking place. Send Light.
Send Light. Send Light onto these matters. Yet, most of all … send Light to the ones who are ‘covering
up’. For they are the ones who (will) need it most.
A thousand times have we expressed that this ‘Game’ is not what it appears to be!
Yet, for many, it is not easy at all to NOT become involved … for they are living in the thick of it.
This we understand and again we express that when ‘all is brought to Light’ … the expression on
everyone’s lips would be … ‘Ah, NOW I see!’.
It does leave us in the dark though.
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All the more reason to spread your Light.
I know this and I do my best as do many. Sometimes, it must seem never ending and so many wonder when it
actually WILL end?
Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls … IT IS ENDING.
For one moment … take a breath and reminisce. How many more souls on your Planet that you
personally know have woken up? How many souls on your Planet that are obvious LIGHT WORKERS in
the public eye are now worldly known? Wherever you choose to pay your attention to within your LIGHT
… there is, right in front of you … another example of how the LIGHT IS WINNING.
Yet, so many are choosing to be force fed and then absorbing all the nonsense.
THIS IS WHY THOSE OF YOU WHO ARE AWAKE ARE DOING YOUR JOB SO WELL.
You are assisting in steering those who are following the darkness, to turn around and walk toward the
Light.
There are still many, many souls who need your assistance. For they do not understand. They do not
KNOW they are like automatons. Yet, once they have broken free from the chains of that which we
would call ‘slavery’ … they come to KNOW THEMSELVES gradually and join the throng of LIGHTLOVE. From
their moment of awakening … they FEEL the difference and they KNOW there can be no turning back.
Fellow souls ... KNOW YOUR INNER LIGHT
KNOW YOUR INNER STRENGTH
KNOW YOUR INNER BEAUTY
KNOW YOUR INNER SOUL
KNOW YOU. And do not allow anything, any words, any actions that are designed to thwart that ‘YOU’ …
to sabotage all the genuine work you have done to re-emerge into your True selves.
Oh! How we KNOW IN TRUTH that the time will come when you recognise these words we offer to BE IN
THE NOW!
You will say in your heart ‘I KNEW THIS WAS COMING’ … FOR IF WITHIN YOUR TRUTH … IN THIS MOMENT
OF NOW, YOU TAKE DEEP BREATHS WITHIN THIS KNOWLEDGE … YOU KNOW IT … BECAUSE … YOU FEEL IT
… BECAUSE IT WILL TAKE PLACE … AND IT IS TRUTH.
Delve more deeply into yourselves and breathe … and in the Light and Love of THE DIVINE Source … bring
yourselves into BEING. That is all that is required of the self … to know the self.
All else that takes place within ‘This Game’ … is just ‘The Game’ … and it is sensible to recognise it as
such.
WE LOVE YOU.
WE LOVE YOU! Many thanks. Signing off for now … BG. xx
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You can listen to the recording of this channelling read by Myself and Joe Pena here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmds_buGsUM

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 25

1 October 2017
Hello my friends. Today, I have no questions. I thought it would be nice just to let your wisdom flow into our
hearts. I have reports from many that they are feeling lost and very much alone, in that … the more they feel
connected along their spiritual path … the more thy feel isolated and detached from everyone and everything
and at times, ready to leave the planet. Maybe some encouragement to hang on in there, would be beneficial, if
that serves?
Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls of Earth, firstly we would like to project out to you our Deepest Loving
Energy, so that it may be FELT BY ALL … IN THE KNOWING that it is of TRUTH and LIGHT and that nothing
can stand in its way. Nothing! For the Love that we send cannot be deterred or reflected elsewhere. It is
pure in its BEING and its intention is to arrive in your hearts … and so it shall ... so it has ... so it is.
Our Love for Each One is Great. We KNOW you can FEEL it. Yet, some maybe feel so far removed from it
in Essence … that they have lost the KNOWING!
Lost the KNOWING?
Indeed.
In/of/through Each Soul IS Divine LOVE.
Divine Light.
The Essence of Soulself.
The Essence of God.
The Essence of Divinity.
The Essence of Purity.
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It … is /of … your original makeup and without it you would not exist. It is always there within you … for
it is of you and you are of it.
There are many who have chosen, for one reason or another to hide away this Divinity of self into the
deepest pockets of their Soul and not allow the LIGHT OF DAY to penetrate anywhere near it. That, as we
say, is a choice.
It does not mean that by making this choice the Divinity goes away … or leaves, ready to come back
another time when one is more in the mood to receive it!
DIVINITY IS WITHIN ALWAYS.
There is much that has taken place upon your Planet Earth that has been designed to thwart and TRY
to … we would go as far as to say … destroy this Divinity within. Yet, this is a pointless and fruitless
exercise. For there is NOTHING and we repeat … NOTHING … that can be … made up/ thought up … that
is capable of doing so.
FOR DIVINITY IS THE ULTIMATE POWER OF EVERYTHING.
IT IS OF LOVE AND CANNOT BE DESTROYED … EVER!
There are, of course, levels and layers upon which this Divine thread within Each Soul is hidden.
Do not misunderstand when we say ‘hidden’. This was not the will of the Creator. It is that, through time
and circumstance, the human Soul self has chosen to bury their Divinity. As we say … for many reasons.
It could be that a Soul chooses to experiment in their life with the darker side of Light … and therefore,
their Divinity would conflict with that choice. It could be that a Soul has been hurt deeply in their heart
and felt it safer to ‘tuck their Divinity away’ in order to keep it safe. Do you see Dearest One’s? We could
offer many, many reasons according to each individual’s journey as to why this may have taken place.
Yet … DIVINITY IS ALWAYS THERE. IT CANNOT NOT BE.
Then, of course, there are those who have chosen to bring their Divine rites out into the open for all to
see and appreciate. They have released and let go of any fears they may once have experienced and GIVE
OF THEMSELVES … OF THEIR DIVINITY … with all their heart.
THEY KNOW LOVE.
DIVINITY IS THEIR FRIEND.
The LIGHT that they are is the most gracious, integral gift they possess and they KNOW this and desire to
BE AN EXAMPLE OF IT.
Those that are feeling … apart/separate … from the world they live in, are coming across what is known
as ‘Divided attention’.
That’s interesting … meaning?
Meaning that the TRUE LIGHT WITHIN THEM has reached a ‘State of Being’ that allows their connection to
Source to be on a much Higher level. A much more connectable attachment from that which it has been
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for the human race for eons of time.
The Light that is NOW available ONCE AGAIN … is resonating at such a degree, that One’s connection
to ‘HOME’ is more easily accessible. Therefore, One is able to FEEL so much more in tune with who they
TRULY are.
It is due to this that they may FEEL ‘out of sorts’ with actually BEING upon the Planet. For there is Divided
Energy and indeed, divided thought forms as to where this Planet is going!
Therefore, there arises DIVIDED ATTENTION TO …? And DIVIDED INTENTION TO …?
The Higher self that one has allowed themselves to become, finds dwelling amongst the lower,
misguided energies, more than tricky to deal with. For the beauty of the Soul in its natural state, is of a
different calibre altogether than that of another who is perhaps, indulging in ‘play’ that can no longer
resonate with the Soul that has chosen to lift their Soul into its ‘home territory’.
We feel the need to mention of the different … levels/degrees … of ‘indulgent play’. There are those who
have taken the right of human freedom to a place that it does not thrive. It cannot thrive and those who
have willingly and knowingly done so will have to … in Divine timing … undergo the consequences of
their actions.
We have stated before … there is no punishment. There is no hell, as you are taught in some of your
religious indoctrinations. For how can a LOVING GOD of the upmost purity, punish or condemn? Where
would that leave THE GIFT OF FORGIVENESS? Yet, that is not to say that those who have willingly set out
to impose upon another’s freedom, or deliberately impose hurt or harm upon another Soul … will not
have to FEEL for themselves, that which they inflicted upon another. As we say, not as punishment, yet,
for their souls understanding and growth. That in itself is more than enough … TRUTH.
Then there are those who are still asleep and have not yet chosen to awaken. They also, no longer
resonate on the same ‘wave’ as those who have and those who have advanced many miles along their
pathway to deliverance.
I hesitated for a minute there … checking on the word ‘deliverance’?
We felt that. And may we interrupt this flow to say that we are always happy for you to ‘check in’ … your
vigilance is necessary, as you know. For TRUTH is something that those who prefer the darker areas of
Light, do not wish to shine through!
Thank you … So back to deliverance?
In the meaning … we smile … that a letter is delivered’ to your home address! You, yourselves, are
walking back to your home address! You shall deliver yourselves, safe and sound! In your own time.
So, it is that in these days of intense upgrading …
That’s for sure!
… One is more aware of the Higher Energies and finds it difficult and uncomfortable to Be with those …
to Be in a place that no longer resonates with them … when maybe they once did.
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When feeling this way … there is nothing more to do than send your Light to these … souls/places/
circumstances. For that is who you are and that is what you came to do.
Manifest friendships that are of the same ‘waveform’ as yourself. The Universe will always provide your
requirements, when One Vibrates within the Frequency of that requirement. It cannot fail.
We are showing to you now, Blossom, an image of lines and lines of Souls coming from all directions …
and walking into the same space … the same CIRCLE OF LAND. Each of these Souls represents Each One
of YOU that has chosen to bring your Divinity out into the open.
EACH ONE OF YOU THAT HAS CHOSEN TO BE BRAVE AND BOLD AND HOLD YOUR HEADS HIGH IN THE
KNOWING THAT WHAT YOU KNOW … IS YOUR TRUTH.
Keep walking Dearest One’s … and when thou art weary … stop for a while and drink of the waters of
heaven. Fill your souls with Light Energy and allow the Divine within to connect with the ALL THAT IS.
Replenish your weary, tired Souls with thoughts of Joy and Happiness and FEEL that joy and Happiness
within the very core of your Being … there is no quicker way to recharge.
Dearest Souls … you have come so far … THIS YOU KNOW.
Surely, we feel, that NOW … in these days of Unlimited Boundless Energy … pouring in/through … you
can FEEL the difference? Not only within yourselves, yet, within everything.
Some of you may reside in countries that are sending out fear mongering strategies from every angle.
Did it ever cross your minds that, that is why you chose to be born there? Or, to move there, in order to
send out your LIGHT to where it was most needed?
There are no mistakes. There are simply decisions made. Do not allow that which is being branded
around to ‘bring you down’.
Instead, Oh! Souls of the upmost Brightest Light … summon the strongest Love Light from the DIVINITY
WITHIN YOU and send it forth to all those in fear.
Send it out to the Energy of fear itself and melt it away. Replacing it with Peace and New Beginnings.
WHERE-EVER YOU ARE … WHOEVER YOU ARE … YOU ARE OF THE DIVINE AND YOU ARE HERE TO MAKE THE
CHANGES HAPPEN.
The changes that will bring your world into a different Frequency … JUST BY YOU BEING YOUR LIGHT.
It is not the easiest thing to do, we are aware. Due to the density in which your Earth Energy has dwelt
within for so long. Yet, look around … Focus on … Feel … Breathe … that which is LOVE LIGHT. It is
everywhere. It is in everything … and it is you … Each One of you … that KNOWS this and therefore, you
choose to welcome it back into the forefront. Out in the open where it belongs.
EVERYTHING is LOVE … Yet, a lot of that EVERYTHING has forgotten that!
BE THE REMINDER.
Remind Souls of who they are. Not by tapping them on the shoulder and saying ‘Excuse me, may I just
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remind you ...?’ Yet, by BEING that Love in the Purest Highest form of yourself that you can be, within
your human form.
Your hearts … Dearest hearts … are FULL OF IT.
Let the Love that you are, spill over. Let it overflow from your BEINGS and trickle into the stream of
Energy that IS THE CHANGE. Let each heart-flow … mingle into the ETERNAL STREAM OF LIFE and BRING
ABOUT THE GLORY THAT IS YOURS.
WE LOVE YOU.
WE ARE BESIDE YOU.
YOU CAN FEEL HOW CLOSE YOU ARE DRAWING TO THESE HIGHER ENERGIES THAT WILL ALLOW SO MUCH
MORE TO ENTER INTO YOUR PLANET AND SHOW YOU … SHOW ALL … A TASTE OF WHAT IS TO COME.
We cannot find words that can reach inside you deeply enough to let you KNOW AND FEEL how much
we honour Each One of you that were chosen to be here. You volunteered for this mission … you were
chosen and you accepted … and here you are … walking within it and bringing it about.
WE THANK YOU.
WE LOVE YOU.
Onwards … with your hearts wrapped in the arms of Angels.
Thank you so much, my friends. We Love you too … Very much! Onwards indeed!
The audio recording for this channelling can be found here. Read by myself and the lovely Mr Joe Pena.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lfil4MM-gUM
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 26

14 October 2017
Welcome to you. I am raring to go, so let’s see what wisdom is to be shared today?
Welcome to you also, Dearest Blossom. We are certainly keen to continue our conversations with you
and we are aware of a question you shall pose from a gentleman follower.
Many thanks.
The FOL (and other sources) say that the power to manifest has never been stronger or more powerful than now.
However, given that our ‘Higher Self’ is presumably in charge, no matter what, then is it not true that as much as we
consciously try and manifest (eg, trying to create a new job, attract more money, find a partner etc.), if any of these
‘wishes’ are not in alignment (at this time) with our ‘Higher Purpose’, as controlled by our ‘Higher Self’, then none of
these manifestations will come to pass, no matter how powerfully or passionately we try to create them? If this is true,
then it kinda defeats the purpose of us trying to manifest down here in 3D land, and instead we may as well just sit
back and relax and follow the path pre-prepared for us.
We thank the gentleman for this inquiry for indeed, it is an interesting supposition. Let us explain as
best we can, in that, that which one decides to ‘want next’ is simply another step along the journey of
life, the journey of the soul. Its choices come and go, and it really is very much the epitome of ‘playing
The Game’. Having fun and moving forward, sideways, yet, never backward.
The Higher Self wants for you the very best, as pointed out. Yet, it is also ‘happy’ for you to create
anything that your Earthly self desires, because from that experience, no matter what it is, one shall
expand, learn and grow.
In essence, the ‘wants and desires’ of a soul, MUST BE the ‘wants and desires’ of the Higher soul, leading
on through thought, into the aspect of soulself that resides within the body at this time.
May I interrupt here by saying that, for instance, surely the Higher Self of a soul (on Earth) who desires to kill
another or many, is not keen for the Earthly aspect of the soul to do so?
Yet Blossom, it is an integral part of that soul’s journey … to eventually become in fullness who he/
she is, BY travelling along any particular chosen path in order to experience themselves … in order to
experience LIFE.
So, would the Higher Self be encouraging that? Surely not, Scott!
It is not a matter of encouraging. It is a matter of freedom of choice, which one was Gracefully given
when volunteering and being chosen to reside upon your Planet.
So, is the aspect of self upon Earth in control over The Higher Self?
It is one and the same. We realise it is difficult to understand.
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I can feel you trying to put all this in order of ‘appearance’ so to speak. Let’s take it slow.
Many thanks to you Blossom. It is indeed so very awkward to translate into words that which will make
sense of the situation.
It is one and the same because EVERYTHING IS ONE AND THE SAME! EVERYTHING is FROM/OF the ONE
ENERGY that exists … Love. This you know. This we have talked about many, many, many, many times.
Yet, the Energy that IS your Higher Self is of a much greater ‘degree of Loving Pure Energy’ than that
which is living and encased within the physical body in which you reside, upon the Energetic degree of
Mother Earth.
Here we would like to state that it is not the Energy of Mother Earth ‘Herself’ that we are talking about,
yet, the Energy that has ‘come upon it’ that we speak of.
It is this Energy that has dampened down your TRUE Energy.
Ok. So, is our Higher Self our God self?
Every part of everything is THE GOD SELF … resonating on/at different frequencies of Vibration.
Would we say that your Higher Self is of a Purer essence, because it is able to be, because … it is not
residing within the dense Energies of your Planet.
So, back to the question … to manifest that which we want upon Earth is possible ( no matter what it is) because
our Higher Self, although more knowledgeable from the position in which it resides … ‘allows’ us to basically
have free rein, so that we can experience that which ‘we think’ is good for us.
Would you like our job, Blossom?
Actually, I often feel that what I say is often you, feeding it through me, in order to help these conversations flow.
For, we are One and the same! Again, we shall revert back to that which we have said many times
before … in that, if it be the case that ‘nothing matters’ … which is so … then ALL and EVERYTHING is
just another experience, no matter HOW /WHAT /WHY /WHEN it takes place … it is just LIFE unfolding
throughout EVERY conceivable possibility.
CREATE THAT WHICH YOU DESIRE.
KNOW THAT YOU WILL BE WATCHED OVER, and if it be so that a job /partner/ home/ etc. is not the best
of that desire that is awaiting you, a way will be found ‘Universally’ to divert the circumstances, in order
for one to then walk into the Highest Good of that same intention.
I’m a little confused. So, the Higher Self IS in control of what is best for us?
No. The Higher self WANTS what is best for you, in that which you have asked for. The best of the best …
depending on YOUR beliefs of what CAN come to you … and as you well know … this takes place through
the Vibrational KNOWING that, that which you ask for shall be received.
I know this is ‘way out there’, and Lord alone knows why I am going down this dodgy avenue, yet, does that then
mean that The Higher Self will find the best way for a soul to kill another, if that is their intention?
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What it means Blossom is that the Higher Self will present a circumstance to that soul … IF that is the
way a soul wishes to walk.
Yet, what about the poor soul that is wiped out? Surely that is not on their list of ‘Things to do today’. 1. Get
killed! (I know the answer here, yet, I am feeding you this to assist those who don’t. With respect.)
The soul who is to be ‘wiped out’ as you put it, has already agreed with the soul who is to do the deed
that this is to take place. One would say, it is an honorary position. In that, by offering oneself up in this
way, they are assisting not just the soul who is to take the action, yet many, many who are affected by
such action.
Although I knew this … it sure is a sacrifice is it not?
It all depends on how you look upon sacrifice. Life continues on forever and ever, whether or not you are
‘dead or alive’ upon your particular Planet!
It is interesting how these conversations travel in many directions. So, because I have no idea really where we
are at, at this point in the conversation, I would like to add another question if I may?
Certainly.
It seems that many are still struggling with what are termed as ‘Ascension symptoms’. Is forgetfulness, short
term memory loss, one of them?
Yes, only in that the rewiring that is occurring within your ‘every part of Being’ is being upgraded. Little,
inconsequential activities can be dismissed, whilst such VAST CHANGES are taking place on so many
levels.
Another wrote in to say that you had mentioned that the next three to four months will bring a Lightness in and
things would be effortless. Yet, many are still feeling such a heaviness of Being. Is everyone feeling this way still,
or just some?
Dearest souls, the releasing and letting go of ‘old’ can be quick and painless or slow and painful,
depending on, once again … the soul’s journey … the soul’s attitude. This is one of the reasons being
played out. There are those who are choosing ‘underneath it all’ to hang on to the old, besides the fact
that are so very keen to let go of it. It is a surrendering of self to the new … and is acted out in many
different ways. We suggest for those who feel they are ready to let go, yet, are still experiencing the old,
that they are transmuting now, not for themselves, yet, for the Energy that is ‘hanging around’ and in
need of either dispersing altogether, or changing into Light.
TO KNOW THIS CHANGES THE ENERGY INSTANTLY.
Many may also be experiencing ‘symptoms’ of thoughts that are estranged from that which they know
themselves to be. This too, is an example of ‘releasing and transmuting’ FOR THE WHOLE.
Part of the reason you came. To do this FOR THE WHOLE.
Did you not come down to Planet Earth to move her up into the TRUTH of Herself?
YOU ARE ‘WARRIORS OF LIGHT’.
You do not JUST have the ONE JOB of seeing yourself through into this Higher position.
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YOU ARE ONE… and therefore, you are serving FOR THE WHOLE and this involves ‘taking on board’ …
ailments and negative thoughts of others … just for a split second, in order to recognise them for what
they are and then ridding the Earth of them with that recognition … and allowing them to pass on
through in the KNOWING you have either transformed or released them … for The Highest Good of all.
So, Dearest Ones, if you look upon this heaviness of mind, body and soul in this way … then you can give
thanks for them ‘coming to you’, so that you can work your magic and do what has to be done, without it
‘getting a grip’ … so to speak. Once you KNOW this is the case … it can be resolved in the blink of an eye
… and if it should take longer than that ... then recognise that the particular experience presented is in
need of more Love being sent ‘through it’, rather than feel defeated by it.
Well, I think that will be very helpful to many. Thank you so much.
The pleasure is all ours.
Oh no, it’s not. So much of it is mine also, and those who are blessed to read your messages.
We are ONE. To finish we would add, that when we spoke of things in the next three or four months
becoming Lighter and Brighter … we mean what we say. You will find this particular shift to BE A SHIFT
WITH A LIFT!
Lovin’ ya style Crocodile! In Love and thanks. As always, an honour to serve.

The recording of this message, read by myself and Joe Pena can be found here
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-SMzfC6Kt4

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 27

21 October 2017
Hello. Happy to be back chatting with you and I have quite a few questions from folk about manifesting, if I may?
Welcome, Dearest Blossom and we are certainly of Joy to help in this way … for manifesting one’s desires
can only help this world of yours become a better place.
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One would hope. Thank you. Ok. Let me fire away.
1. What is the spiritual value in saying affirmations or meditating when we DO NOT KNOW what we are here
to learn? All the humans that are downright nasty and “supposedly” in control of the masses are merely
learning something for their Soul growth? Am I missing something here? We in turn are players in their game of
corruption and murder; therefore, it is an honour for us to be here to serve? PLEASE EXPLAIN!!
We would answer by saying that your Higher soul DOES know what you are here to learn. It may be only
one thing in particular, yet, the soul’s journey is Eternal and will never stop experiencing more of itself …
as more of itself is created and therefore, bringing into play more that can be explored.
The Higher self is always in tune with that aspect of the soul that is on Earth. And by saying ‘in tune’ we
mean … connected with … as in ‘knowing of the Energy resonance’ at any one given moment in time.
Therefore, a simple way would be to simply ask for that which serves the soul for the Highest good of the
ONE and the ALL.
With respect, we understand that your topsy turvy world cannot blend with the Higher thoughts and
actions of those who have walked further into the Light and Love, and the lady expresses that you are
all players in the game of murder and corruption etc.
Players in The Game, yes, yet, what part is it you choose to play? The Game you are in is ‘your call’ at
any given time and as to how you choose to play it, is up to you. Many times have we suggested that
you concentrate on the state of affairs of the self and not to be attached to the ‘wrong doings’ … for
want of a better word … of another. Your finest position in this case is to send Light to such souls and
circumstances, as you know.
We accept and understand it is not easy to be unattached to such Earthly basic goings on … yet, this
indeed could be your role to do so. This is how the Energy is changed … to not be sucked in to such
matters. For over and over, yet necessary to repeat, have we not said … ALL IS NOT AS IT SEEMS.
Your strength is to come from within by recognising this. We are not saying not to be caring in all of this.
Yet, the Energy of caring is very different from the Energy of ...anxiety ... for instance.
And to finish on that … Yes … Everything that one chooses to think and act upon is for their soul’s
growth. Be it what one may think to be of good or bad … It is the journey of the individual … the path
they choose to walk, that is THEIR business and THEIR outcome.
If there were to be a ‘time limit’ on ALL THAT IS … perhaps we would be speaking differently in order to
‘Get things right’. Yet, there is not. There is FOR EVER … to play The Game as one chooses. A choice of
each individual soul as to what ‘floats their boat’ at any given life experience.
Or, whatever blows their blouse up, as I Love to say! Ok. Again thank you.
2. It seems that when we want something, should we want it, but not want it too much? Is it easier to manifest
this way? TRYING does not seem to be the ticket, but gently allowing is? Why not just continue to ‘Let Go and Let
God, Not My will but Thy Will.’ and trust!
Many thanks too for this ‘pondering’. As difficult as this may be for some to accept … MY WILL IS GOD’S
WILL. Because GOD/LOVE IS CREATION. No matter what it is creating.
Yet surely, God/Love doesn’t want one to create a mass murder, for instance?
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Blossom … God does not Judge.
GOD IS LOVE.
LOVE CANNOT JUDGE … IT JUST … IS … LOVE … in its inexplicable amount of variants and forms.
GOD CANNOT CONDEMN ... ANYTHING.
There is a resonance of Energy within Everything. The Energy can resonate/vibrate on a high or low level
… (extremes of ) There is no judgement made, because GOD/LOVE is not a person. GOD/LOVE is unable to
say what is right wrong or indifferent, because EVERYTHING IS GOD/ LOVE and therefore, EVERYTHING is
an expression of GOD/ LOVE.
To go back to the ‘Let go and let God’. Yes, there is much value in the Trusting of this … and yet, we would
state that there is also, the desires of one that are being asked to be met in order to bring Happiness to
the self. For Happiness brings in a HIGH Vibration, which then in turn, serves not only the soulself, yet,
The Whole.
To ‘Make one’s order’ out to GOD/LOVE is simply asking for one’s requirements … and THEN … WHEN …
the need has been asked for … can one Trust and let go … in the KNOWING these needs will be met.
At the end of the day, Blossom … the actual ‘material’ needs are not what one is seeking, one just thinks
they are … and that such material Joys will bring Joy. When in actual fact … one is seeking only for PEACE,
HAPPINESS AND UNDERSTANDING. If one were to put out requirements for these things alone, they
would find, not only all their soul requirements were fulfilled, yet, all the material ‘toys’ that come along
with that.
Many thanks. OK.
3. I have been taught by spirit (through others) that you cannot manifest what you are not supposed to have.
For example; if you’ve come to the Earth to experience the life of a pauper, or one that involves living from hand
to mouth, then no amount of wishing to win the lottery will change that. Is that the case or has that all changed
now?
If a soul has chosen to live the life of a pauper then circumstances will always be presented for this to
be so. A soul will have chosen a paupers life to experience it … not to experience suffering per se … This
is tricky to describe. The same soul may have experienced many lifetimes full of riches and pleasures
and ‘for its growth’ … to fulfil its inquisitiveness , it may have decided to ‘be a pauper’ for an entire life
time … Not to make suffering its goal … yet, maybe to bring about compassion in others .. to experience
life from a different angle, to FEEL how others react to one with and one without riches.
Do you see? It is not, when one chooses a life tim, that they feel they must suffer, or repay some karmic
debt … it is TO EXPERIENCE something else … To FEEL something different from that which they already
have.
And, of course, Blossom … in EACH AND EVERY LIFE TIME … the one thing in common, the one thing that
FEELS the same … is LOVE.
When one expresses LOVE for another soul, for another living thing, it FEELS the same, whether one is a
multi - billionaire, or whether one has not two coins to rub together.
I’m going to throw something in here. At what point does a soul decide to stop the Earthly Game? Is it up to each
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soul to say they have had enough and try something else? I have heard, yet, it doesn’t resonate for me, that one
gets trapped in the Earthly cycle and can’t get off.
We do not resonate with such things either, dear friend. Again … fear can bring about strange thoughts,
when the one who produced such thoughts has the intention of creating more fear.
From our perspective ... When a soul is ‘through’ with experiencing life on Earth, then it can choose to
‘Go elsewhere’ or just remain ‘AS IS’ … until such time when one desires to ‘become’ something else.
To individualise itself, so to speak … in any shape or form that it desires. It really is that simple … in
essence.
However, there are discussions and advice ALWAYS, as to whether a particular decision will serve the
soul to its Highest level. ‘Coming from’ the place the soul is happily residing in, yet, ready to ‘set sail’
once again, the pros and cons to such a journey would be wisely taken into account and acted upon FOR
THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL. And to set the mind a reeling, we would say … no matter WHAT that journey
may entail or appear to be from the perspective of another that is looking on!
We would also say that there may come a time when one is ‘done’ with a certain experience be it Earthly
or otherwise and there is no need for it to revisit. Yet, one may do so … in order to perhaps, assist
another along their path.
Endless, endless, endless possibilities Blossom.
At the end of the day ... we like that phrase …
I noticed …
We would conclude by saying that, for the pleasure and enjoyment and fulfilment for/of self … GO FOR
IT. FOR THE FUN OF IT!
Watch how all you desire falls into your lap. It is a SURE sign of letting you know you are on track and
resonating on the Vibration that serves you well.
REMEMBER Dearest Soul’s … THIS IS A GAME … Play it how you may … for indeed … that is your choice
and freedom to do so.
VISUALISE AND MANIFEST ... VISUALISE AND MANIFEST ... VISUALISE AND MANIFEST ...
THE WORLD THAT SERVES YOUR SOUL.
THE WORLD THAT SERVES ALL SOULS.
VISUALISE AND MANIFEST HEAVEN ON EARTH … and watch it appear before your very eyes.
WE LOVE YOU.
And WE Love you. Many thanks.
(No audio.)
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 28

28 October 2017
Hello my friends. I always look forward to what you have to say. May I just ask another question on behalf of
many that have written in, regarding manifesting one’s desires?
You are certainly most welcome to do so and may we also say, how much we look forward to expressing
thoughts in this way alongside you.
Thank you. The BIG ISSUE for many is … if their soul has decided to be say, ‘single’ or a ‘pauper’ as discussed last
time … how do they know that? And what is the point of continually trying to bring that about if it is not what
the soul wanted as a chosen life time? (Yet, as I say … doesn’t know that.)
As we expressed last time … when this is the case, the soul is not presented with that which it is not
requiring … for on a deeper level … it knows that which it IS desiring to experience. So, for instance … if a
soul has DECIDED to be ‘single’ for this life time … it will follow it through, as such opportunities will not
present themselves.
So, how does the soul know about this arrangement? A point expressed by some. If for instance, they decided
before they came, to experience a single life … what is the point of desiring and trying to manifest a partner …
because that partner won’t arrive?
There seems to be a misunderstanding on that which we have given forth. IF a soul does not require a
partner for a particular life time, it simply would not be ‘asking for one’. For the soul would not have this
requirement in its ‘DNA’ …
Really … its entire DNA? I’m not really aware of all that sort of stuff … but I’ll take your word for it!
Thank you. Therefore, those souls … and there are many … that are ‘searching’ for their partner or
companion are not here to experience a life time of singularity, because if they were, they would not be
having those desires. It is the same with the ‘pauper’ situation. The desires to be rich do not reach a peak
of the want to manifest. It is the same with everything.
Yet … and this is a big yet … surely one can change their mind, once here?
Of course! There is FREE WILL. That which is ‘discussed’ before arrival upon Earth is simply showing
one, that which ‘could’ benefit the soul. It does not have to be adhered to. It is not a LAW that one must
follow through.
So indeed, this can be changed by manifestation. Yet, we would reiterate that this, more often than not,
is not necessary … as the soul (on a deeper level) KNOWS that which will serve it best.
So … there is reason and a point to keeping on working on bringing in the Vibration required to manifest
whatever the heart desires?
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Oh yes, indeed. That is a HUGE part of why you are here. To experience Joy and Happiness and Peace and
ALL such manner of things.
Yet … one who has chosen to be a pauper isn’t necessarily going to experience Joy in a way they could if they
had money to feed their family etc.
Blossom …
Laugh! I feel like I am about to be ‘told off’.
Never. There is NO POINT in that. We just would care to explain to you … and you knew this as you
received the word ‘Blossom’ … that JOY does not come from outside things. The hungriest of souls can
experience far more Joy than the richest of kings.
For it is the soul itself, that is partaking in the journey of itself. Hunger is not a pleasant experience …
yet, nor is greed. Yet, a soul that is offered food from another in its darkest hour, experiences so much
more, than a soul who has every requirement of the physical … for receiving food from another means
nothing to them.
The ‘physical’ journey and its requirements are part of the soul’s journey. Yet, the actual ‘souls’ journey
is the dominant factor in all things.
Yet, the physical can dominate the ‘spiritual’ … say if one is really sick or … a myriad of things that can enhance
or hinder the spiritual ‘trip’.
This depends on the individual’s understanding of such matters.
Dearest Blossom … over and over we say … that viewing ‘things’ from our perspective is very different
from viewing ‘things’ from yours.
That seems such an odd thing to have to accept sometimes. We yearn, down here to ‘Get it’ for we are the ones
that need to!
Yet, are you not?
Well, at a snail’s pace. Why can we not understand more of ‘how it is’?
We say again … are you not?
And I say again … at a snail’s pace … Considering all there is to discover.
Dearest souls …YOU KNOW IT ALL.
Yes, so you say. Yet, we don’t know we know it all. For we can’t grasp it. If we could, this world would surely be a
fine place to reside in.
As it once was, Blossom. As it once was. Through experiences that as a consciousness, individual and
collective … that one has brought about … much changed … and NOW … you are returning this world of
yours, BACK to how it was. You experienced the ‘other side’ of how it could be and it is quite obvious that
it is not the requirement of the soul. So, it is now turning around to that which FEELS so much better.
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It is all of you that have made this decision. Yet, when one looks at how extreme things have become,
almost to the tipping point … then one can see how much ‘change’ needs to take place in order to BRING
IT HOME.
This CANNOT be done overnight, Blossom. For it took a lot longer than that, to make it what it is today.
However … THIS IS WHY WE ARE OF JOY CONCERNING YOUR WORLD!
Because … IT IS HAPPENING.
The grand scale of this adventure has much to re arrange … Imagine! Changing the mindset of an entire
Planet.
Yet … IT IS HAPPENING.
Look … Listen … to that which is going on around you. Not to the feeding of poison and confusion to your
Beings … yet the TRUE FEEDING of the soul.
WHAT IS YOUR SOUL FOOD, BLOSSOM?
Eh … Laughter … Compassion … Peace … Performing ... so many things. I am certainly learning to let go of
trivialities in an instant. They won’t matter when I’m gone … so why let them matter now! I guess my soul food
then, at this time is ... FEELING how much more I am aware of what it takes to feel good and to follow it through.
EXACTLY … and for dessert?
Being with souls who eat the same!
And this is why we ask you to SERVE YOUR SOUL and the Planet by BEING IN JOY.
There is still so much concentration on ‘food that has gone rancid’ and it therefore, poisons the mind and
the very Being. When one is continually served FEAR for breakfast … the rest of the day’s meals are not
looking too dandy either!
I know. There are so many of us waking up to this and doing our very best to remain ‘High’.
Far more than you realise, Blossom. We now mention once again, of these Energies coming in NOW. For
it is of importance.
They are indeed leading us a merry dance, and not always so merry! Still now, everything is so up and down.
As we have been saying ‘Topsy Turvy’. Everything is topsy turvy, including your thoughts. As we reiterate
… letting go of the old and ‘adjusting’ to the new … FOR ALL.
THIS IS NOT JUST HAPPENING TO/FOR/AS /THROUGH/ self … It is happening THROUGH YOU FOR THE
WHOLE.
YOU ARE CHANGING THE WHOLE … AS ONE YOU. YOU ARE PARTICIPATING IN THE GRAND PLAN OF
CHANGING THE ONE WHOLE.
This is no simple task. Yet, in Essence it is.
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LET GO OF FEAR.
WE IMPLORE YOU … DO NOT BE FOOLED BY THAT WHICH YOU ARE TOLD. For most of it is either untrue or
a HUGE distortion of Truth. This is how it is designed … to confuse you.
Allow your hearts to connect with your HIgher Essence. Hang on to that FEELING of KNOWING that YOUR
HEART KNOWS.
And you KNOW THIS TRUTH … Because of THE FEELING THE TRUTH GIVES YOU.
You KNOW what serves … BECAUSE OF HOW YOU FEEL.
YOU KNOW what is TRUTH … BECAUSE OF HOW YOU FEEL
Yet, that’s just it. On the bigger matters regarding huge conspiracy theories etc. … My heart doesn’t feel anything
other than ‘I don’t know!’
And if you don’t know … then let it go! Why let it send you in a spin? Return to what you do know …
instantly … return to the Breath and connecting with THE GREAT I AM.
FOR … THE GREAT I AM … IS YOU … IN YOUR GREATNESS.
And within that GREATNESS … there is no need to BE anything other than PURE LOVE ... IN/AS/OF ITSELF.
And when IN THAT LOVE … conspiracy theories … right the way through to a small disagreement with
another … or indeed, a misunderstanding of a payment …whatever it may be that conflicts with one’s
purity of heart and mind … reduces itself to ‘nothing’. And that is why ‘nothing matters’.
BE IN THE LOVE.
KNOW THE LOVE.
RESPECT THE LOVE.
INDULGE IN THE LOVE.
CONCENTRATE ON NOTHING BUT LOVE.
ALLOW EVERYTHING AND EVERYONE TO BE EMBRACED BY YOUR LOVE.
LET EVERY BREATH MEAN LOVE.
AND … Dearest Souls, when you have mastered ALL OF THE ABOVE …
YOU WILL KNOW WHO YOU ARE.
Nicely put chaps! I must away … places to go, people to see … with the intention of ALL OF THE ABOVE
remaining deep within my heart.
May we add … we KNOW who you are … and what a difference it shall make when YOU KNOW, in
FULLNESS OF SELF, also.
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WE LOVE LOVE … therefore, WE LOVE YOU.
Oh! Tickety Boo! In Love and thanks.
The audio recording can be found here. Read by myself and Joe Pena.
http//www.youtube.com/watch?v=EP9g-G_ClS8

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 29

8 November 2017
Blessings to you, wherever it is you are!
We are ‘here’ in this moment with you.
Are you also elsewhere?
Indeed. For as with the Energy of White Cloud … we are not just restricted, as you ‘believe’ you are … to
Being in just the one place at one time.
It’s not that I believe I am restricted … far from it. It’s just, I haven’t quite mastered the flitting hither and thither
at will … yet!
You shall. Many are!
Hints on how?
Without doubt … ‘FAITH’.
In?
TRUTH OF THAT KNOWLEDGE.
Followed by INTENT …
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Followed by TRUST OF SELF …
Followed by PRACTICE …
Followed by KNOWING …
Thanks. I guess this should/can apply to so many things we ‘think’ are not within our grasp?
Indeed Blossom. Limitations have been ‘set in stone’ it would seem, when we look upon restrictions the
soul believes it has.
YET, THIS IS JUST INDOCTRINATION OVER EONS OF YOUR TIME.
SO THAT ON A CONSCIOUS LEVEL … AS A CONSCIOUSNESS … ONE TRULY KNOWS THEY DO NOT HAVE
THESE CAPABILITIES.
ONE TRULY BELIEVES THIS.
And in this way … that is why we say … ‘Set in stone.’ Yet, what is it that over time breaks down stone?
Water. And in White Cloud’s metaphors … Water is LOVE.
So dearest souls … the more you CHOOSE to ... give/offer ... MORE LOVE to THE SELF … the more the stone
shall erode and allow all that was in it to dissipate … to clear … and in its place … re-introduce to the
mind … to the VERY BEING … that which IS TRUTH. That which one KNOWS NOW to be possible.
Have we not said many times … EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE? Yet, your limitations prevent possibilities
from ‘Coming to Light’.
This segues nicely into a question asked. You have been talking lately about manifestation and keeping up the
High Vibration. Yet, how is that always possible when we are being bombarded with ‘that’ which lowers our
energy and perhaps indeed, our very thoughts? You speak of free will; yet, do we actually have it, if our Beings
are being tampered with?
The gentleman asked that, if the lower Vibrational Beings of our Planet can interfere with our Beings in this
way … then we could possibly assume that ALL human life would be happy for YOU to step in and intervene for
the Highest Good of all … and you would be bringing back our free will … ( which is why you say you would not
intervene) … Rather long winded way of me expressing this!
Firstly, we would say that … your thoughts , moods, ailments, etc. are affected by that which is
‘downloaded’ into the very air that you breathe … by those who ‘desire’ to control the masses … even
though we are unsure of their ultimate outcome … for it cannot come about …
BECAUSE … YOU … EACH ONE OF YOU … ARE LIGHT.
We ask without agenda … for YOU … EACH ONE … to recognise the POWER OF YOUR LIGHT.
Basically … and we mean … ACTUALLY IN FOUNDATION OF SELF … YOU CANNOT BE CONTROLLED.
You can recognise ‘attempts’ and in doing so … USE YOUR LIGHT TO CHANGE THOUGHTS AROUND.
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With all respect … what about assassins … who are literally programmed? I have seen documentaries on
hypnotism etc. … and I have to disagree with you!
Because … you are not seeing it as we do.
Nope. I am seeing it as I do! So how would you answer that?
Oh, Dearest Blossom. How do we answer that? For it would surely be opening a can of worms and we are
aware too, of that which ‘keeps you safe’ within that which we offer.
To reply to this we would say … ‘agreements are made’ … on a soul level. For the understanding of such
things … would not/could not … make sense on a day to day basis.
Which is the only way we CAN see things!
Exactly … and this is why it is so difficult to describe and explain. We shall continue regarding that which
we speak of … in that YOUR SOUL … the WHO YOU TRULY ARE ... IS LIGHT.
THIS LIGHT … shall we use the word … wins/conquers … over everything … every time. Yes, you could
come up with a thousand scenarios that YOU think prove otherwise. Yet, take it from us, if you choose …
that LIGHT IS THE POWER.
LIGHT HAS THE POWER OVER ALL!
To revert to the gentleman’s question … There is reasoning on a planetary level as to why we do not
‘OBVIOUSLY’ step in. Yet, KNOW THIS when we say ... on a more subtle, more ‘undercover’ route … we are
doing so much more than is KNOWN to the public. For it cannot be so … YET!
Much has been aborted by us that MUST NOT and therefore, DID NOT take place. Regarding …
pollutionising (?) the Planet in a much more confronting way than is now presented.
Much has been prevented by us … that shall come ‘to Light’ in future days. And you will see that ‘those’
outside of your Planet have assisted ALREADY greatly … and there is plenty more where that came from!
Does that not take away our free will? … for you say that is why you cannot interfere. Yet you are … so … so … I’m
losing the plot here!
We would say ‘WHOSE’ free will? For each soul has it.
Somebody get me off this roundabout! So I choose to let you ‘spout’ for a while and I won’t intervene and
therefore, confuse myself and all!
Many thanks.
There are seeds in place that were planted in Divine timing upon your Planet.
These seeds ARE YOU!
You are the keepers of yourselves. You are the ones who must keep these seeds watered and sheltered
and protected from elements that may harm.
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And in doing so … these seeds ‘BLOSSOM’ into the fullness of themselves and open up … producing /
introducing … their FULL POTENTIAL.
WHEN/AS … this is … recognised/felt/acknowledged … by self … a metamorphism (?) occurs.
Within this ‘Evolving’ the TRUE POWER OF SELF awakens into the sunlight.
As the sunlight provides nutrients with its rays … the flower is no longer JUST A FLOWER.
It becomes ...
THE BEAUTY OF LIGHT ITSELF.
Do you KNOW what that means?
THE BEAUTY OF LIGHT ITSELF?
It means …
THE FULLNESS OF GODSELF … UPON EARTH … WITHIN YOU … BEING!
FEEL these words we express. We ask you to not simply read them … Take them into your heart … into
the DEPTH OF YOUR KNOWING.
Drink in their Vibration and turn them into heartfelt recognition of WHY YOU ARE!
FEEL IT NOW … BREATHE IN NOW … IN THIS VERY MOMENT … THE TRUST OF THAT WHICH WE SAY.
BREATHE IT IN …
BREATHE IT IN …
BREATHE IT IN …
For it is in this recognition of GOD … that lives within you … that ALL EXPRESSION OF TRUTH CAN BE!
THAT IS WHY YOU ARE HERE!
DO YOU UNDERSTAND THIS, DEAREST ONES … AT CORE LEVEL?
By BEING GOD …and bringing that knowledge of self ‘to Light’ … you take on a different approach to your
‘task’ here upon Earth.
And all you need do AS GOD … is BREATHE LOVE … in and out … in and out.
BREATHE THE BREATH OF THE GODSELF … THE SOURCE ENERGY … THE DIVINE SPIRIT … THAT YOU ARE …
In, out, in, out, in, out …
That’s it!
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BY DOING SO …
EVERYTHING IN YOUR LIFE … will fall neatly into place.
EVERYTHING IN YOUR LIFE … will come together as it should … IN LOVE.
How can it not?
NOBODY /NOTHING … CAN CONTROL YOUR BREATH!
Nobody can control the DESIRE behind EACH AND EVERY BREATH … except you.
And the more you do so … the more you LET THIS BE … the more LOVE you are offering to the entirety of
EVERYTHING …
And the more you do this … the more the DARKNESS HAS TO FALL AWAY.
For it cannot exist in such a LIGHT FILLED Vicinity!
Oh! How we Love you, Dearest Souls. Oh! How you Love us! Oh! How LOVE LOVES LOVE!
We KNOW you are awake. We KNOW many have been awake for such a long long time …
Yet … we desire for you to jump out of bed and leap into action.
Such a lot to accomplish … all this breathing in and breathing out!!
We encourage you also; to connect with the assistance NATURE has to offer.
For it is NATURAL.
BE WITH IT … BE IN IT … TOUCH IT … FEEL IT … IT IS THERE FOR YOU … TO ASSIST THE PLANET AND ALL
UPON IT.
These KINGDOMS … of/in … nature, present in many forms. They are of an intensely High Vibration …
THERE TO SERVE.
Follow these guide lines, Dearest Souls, should your soul lead you to do so, and in this way you will find
such GREATNESS OF SELF … SO MUCH MORE GREATNESS THAN AT THIS TIME YOU HAVE YET IMAGINED.
SUCH JOY IS TO FILL YOUR BEING.
SUCH JOY IS TO FILL YOUR PLANET.
SUCH JOY IS TO COME ABOUT BECAUSE YOU CHOSE TO BREATHE THE BREATH OF LIFE - LIGHT ITSELF.
Thank you so much … so very much. The Energy that these words carry today is so strong. So … Empowering!
I shall continue to breathe … as a necessity … Yet, in the way suggested … and keep you posted dear friends … In
Love and thanks.
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In Gratitude from us also … for the delight of this communication with all.
You can listen to the audio of this channel read by Joe Pena and myself by clicking here
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIGwNHp6Rrs

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 30

24 November 2017
Well hello there! I am very much looking forward to today’s chat.
Welcome to you also Blossom, and we would use your terminology of ‘Ditto’.
There is much we would like to share with you regarding these times that are ... upon you /within you.
Many of you have felt much unrest, coupled with moments of ‘Knowing that all is well’. Only to be flawed
by another feeling of unrest, followed by a ‘Knowing that all is well’ … and so it continues. This has been,
as you know, due to the influx of extremely strong Higher Energies ...into/onto ... your Planet.
A TIME LIKE NEVER BEFORE.
For these Energies are now ABLE to penetrate into your atmospherics … and are no longer ‘pushed back’
by energies and dynamics that desire for them to be elsewhere … anywhere other than your Earth plane.
However, due to the inevitable SURGE OF LIGHT that was destined to … be with you/within you… at this
time … all is on target. There certainly have been delays, due to ‘surprize attacks’ on plans made and yet,
we are now once again, in full flow and all is exceedingly STRONG and LIGHT and raring to go!
What do you mean by surprize attacks?
In that … there are, as you know, those who are ‘happy’ to be knocking back advancements made by the
Light. They fear Light. They fear most of all ... themselves, yet, they do not understand this as literal.
They have concocted all manner of ways and systems which have been put in place to keep you ‘under’.
Do you mean under par?
We mean ‘under’ the level of Light which we KNOW you are, and that which you can aspire to.
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So, isn’t this controlling us?
Only if that is what you choose to believe … for you cannot be controlled.
We have talked about this before, so we’ll keep moving on in the conversation, if that is alright?
The MAIN FACT IS … You are coming into your own. Throughout this immense shift, your Vibrations have
risen to a Higher level of yourselves … and now the most important thing for you to do, is to recognise
this!
For unless you recognise this upgrade, you will still continue on as if you are in the same one as before
and therefore, not take benefit from such a ‘move’.
By allowing yourselves to KNOW and FEEL the ‘CHANGE’ within you … by BREATHING that KNOWING
and FEELING it … you ‘SWITCH ON’ that frequency, so that it begins to penetrate through you and work
alongside you directly.
In this KNOWING and FEELING … and TRUSTING of self …
BEGIN!
Begin what?
Begin to PLAY, Dearest Ones. Begin to manifest all that you desire. All that you came here to experience.
TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR LIGHT.
Yet, as we always suggest … REMEMBER TO RECHARGE YOUR BATTERIES. THIS IS A NECESSITY ... IF YOU
DESIRE TO CHANGE YOUR WORLD THROUGH LIGHT POWER.
YOU ARE LIGHT.
LIGHT IS POWER.
POWER IS LIGHT!
There is NOTHING in this world of yours, or indeed anywhere else, that can overpower LIGHT. NOTHING!
So, the more you choose to FEEL who you are and express it in every moment … the more all that is not
of the LIGHT STREAM will surely fade away.
IMAGINE DEAREST FRIENDS … More and more of you … as is happening … as is TRULY TAKING PLACE right
now … RECOGNISING THE STRENGTH AND POWER WITHIN. And KNOWING what can be achieved by this
KNOWING.
THE LIGHT that you are experiencing within yourselves RIGHT NOW … can only/will only ... become more
real … more effective.
The Warriors that you are … the Holders … the Givers and Receivers of LIGHT POWER … are making such
a mark upon your Planet NOW.
The build-up of Energy … because of this individual recognition … is MIGHTY.
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How we, in other realms are FEELING the excitement of CHANGE.
The scale of active momentum is beyond that which has ever been.
When you meditate … tune in to this momentum. Ask to FEEL the Vibration of it … and BREATHE IT IN
… and then as you BREATHE it out … KNOW you are sending it out TO ALL AND EVERYTHING… TO THE
ONENESS OF LIFE ITSELF.
These changing times are so prominent.
Through action taken by each one … through perseverance, dedication to self and all, through constant
awareness of Energy … either high or low … one is now able to make rapid changes … within/for … the
self and therefore, the entire Planet.
One can moan and groan about the unfairness of life itself … yet, one can also choose the Lighter path …
no matter how much it can be sabotaged by energies that are designed to do so … yet, this is WHY YOU
WERE CHOSEN DEAREST SOULS OF EARTH!
THIS IS WHY YOU … YOU … Do you understand? YOU … were given permission to come to Earth and be
here at this time to be part of a shift … a change in Lifestyle … that has never yet been accomplished.
THIS CHANGE WILL AND IS OCCURRING ... BECAUSE OF EACH ONE OF YOU.
YOU … the ones that were chosen … because of your strength … because of your determination …
because of your ongoing service to the Light … because you ARE LIGHT! YOU CAME TO BE THE GAME
CHANGERS … THE WAY SHOWERS … and how are you doing that?
BY BEING LOVE.
Yet … it is NOW … with these Higher Energies … these most powerful Energies of manifestation … that
you can REALLY BEGIN TO SEE what is possible.
As you MASTER YOUR OWN DESTINY … which of course … is to be of JOY, PEACE, LAUGHTER AND LOVE
… as EACH ONE … recognises HOW to do this … then the ‘drive’ to ‘eventuate’ these things becomes
stronger and stronger … because as one sees and feels it actually happening … actually taking place
before your eyes … then THAT KNOWING … that UNDERSTANDING of how it all works and what it is
indeed ALL ABOUT … becomes more accepted within the soul and is draws itself closer and closer to
home.
PEOPLE … FRIENDS … BROTHERS … SISTERS … FAMILY …
MANIFEST THE LIGHT - LIFE UPON EARTH.
WE KNOW YOU KNOW WHAT WE ARE TALKING ABOUT.
For in moments of clarity … YOU KNOW IT! YOU GET IT!
And are we not correct when we say … WHEN in these moments … these Ahha moments … IT ALL MAKES
SENSE?
It is ALL THAT ONE AN BE … just in that moment of KNOWINGNESS.
All else matters not … YOU JUST KNOW THAT YOU ARE HERE TO FEEL THIS WAY.
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AND … by FEELING this way … YOU JUST KNOW YOU ARE HERE TO ASSIST OTHERS TO FEEL THE SAME.
EVERYTHING … no matter what it is … EVERYONE … no matter who they are, are designed from Light.
That is the Truth , the very essence of self … LIGHT IS WHO YOU ARE.
Upon Earth at this time you are experiencing BEING a human … An experiment … as is everything.
If you were to ponder deeply enough then you can FEEL that the TRUTH of yourself is just experimenting
being a human …
And surely BEING INTELLIGENT BEINGS … You KNOW what FEELS good and what doesn’t.
It is then that choices are made within this experiment to continue feeling good or continue feeling not
so good.
That’s how THE GAME is played.
Not difficult?
Unless you are smack in the middle of it!
Yet … we would state that it is not difficult to feel what feels good and what does not.
If it does not … STOP IT … CHANGE IT … YOU HAVE THE POWER TO DO SO.
You have the Power to change your thought patterns, no matter what your circumstances.
Reach for the HIGHEST MOST DE - ‘LIGHTFUL’ THOUGHT about anything and everything … And continue to
do so … so that eventually you have programmed your mind to do only this.
You can prevent occurrences of lesser enjoyment taking place, if you make it ‘your way’ to think only in
LIGHTNESS.
Bring unto yourselves only that which serves you … recognise immediately that which does not and
bless it as you send it away in LOVE. Replacing it with the FEELING OF LOVE as YOU BREATHE LOVE IN
AND OUT CONSCIOUSLY … DEEPLY …. LOUDLY for a minute or two … and then find the conjured up … the
replaced thought … on the same subject that exudes LOVE in that circumstance.
WHAT A DIFFERENCE …
DO YOU SEE?
Yes, yes, yes I do and I guess the thing is … it is about BEING vigilant. If we want this world to change then it is
us, each as an individual, to play our part. You give us the tools, you give us the means … you let us know how
to ‘get where we are going’ … and yet, we so very easily fall into the patterns of not adhering to your offered
wisdom. I feel more and more that we need to step up our game. We KNOW what to do. We KNOW how to do
it. It is just a matter of ‘SEEING IT THROUGH’. I often think about all you have ‘passed on to us’ … and how very
grateful we all are, without a doubt. NOW, IT IS UP TO US TO SHOW THE WAY.
Yet, this is what you are doing! Do not underestimate how far into the Light you each have walked. Do
not underestimate how … just by BEING YOU … you are sending deepest LOVE LIGHT into the BEINGS of
those who are still unaware of their own Power. Do not underestimate how … by just BEING YOU … you
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dance with the nature elementals … how you make the flowers grow … how you make the birds sing a
more melodic tune … JUST BECAUSE YOU … are recognising and FEELING and ALLOWING yourself to BE
THE JOY that you were designed to be.
THESE ARE THE CHANGES that YOU within yourself ... are making/have made/ shall continue to make …
And in/by doing so … YOU ARE CHANGING ALL THAT IS.
HOW VERY POWERFUL
HOW AMAZING … YOU ARE …
DOING ALL THIS … JUST BY KNOWING AND FEELING THE TRUE DEPTH OF LOVE ITSELF.
Because YOU ARE … LOVE ITSELF.
Thank you so much … through these ups and downs in these momentous times, I am so very honoured to be
the messenger of your assisting words. They TRULY DO , when taken into the heart … help me and others so
very much, to become closer and closer to the understanding of what this is all about. In so much Love and
Gratitude to you … known to us as THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT.
IT IS OF THE HIGHEST HONOUR FOR US TO BE ABLE TO DO SO,

Here is the audio link to this channel read by myself and Joe Pena
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbQP6uQA-go

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 31

2 December 2017
Hello my friends. There are so many questions that people are asking me to ask you … I am not sure which ones
are appropriate, which one’s are not and indeed, if you would rather have your own agenda in this message
today? So, I thought I would just begin and see what happens.
Blessings … of/from … the Highest Energy that we are able to filter through to Each and Every One as
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they read these words. For we are aware that one is recognising that by ‘placing oneself in the flowing
life-stream’ created by deep breathing, one is able to receive and connect with these Energies on a level
of understanding that did not take place in days gone by .
Yes, I definitely feel a different/Higher Energy coming through these days.
Which of course, in turn, PROVES that you, yourself, have allowed and given permission of self to lift
your Vibration into one that brings forth thoughts that are more deserving and serving … to/of … self.
Someone asked if you could do a meditation to help us accept and recognise that we ARE NOW in a Higher
frequency because it makes a difference when we know it.
At this time, we would simply say that it is a matter of breathing through it … and stating ‘I KNOW NOW
I AM HAPPILY VIBRATING WITHIN THE HIGHEST FREQUENCY THAT ALLOWS ALL THAT SERVES ME TO FLOW
THROUGH ME’.
I smile … for instantly I am aware by those words, of a little project I am working on!
And maybe, with respect to all those who have asked other questions, we would care to discuss this ‘not
so little’ project of yours.
Oh! By all means. Fire away. Although, I’m not sure I am fully ready to ‘put it out there’ at this stage,
Yet, we say the sooner the better. Let us for now then, make this an introductory process that will assist
in leading into the full proceedings in a short while.
Yes. I had in mind for one to ‘hop on board’ in the new year maybe. Always a good place to start.
So, we offer this preface.
You have named it THE GAME CHANGER PROJECT. You were aware when you created THE GAME
CHANGER video that within you … it produced strong FEELINGS of KNOWING. We offered those
invocational words to all, for in essence they are FEELINGS/THOUGHTS defined in words, so that one
may express the heart. Again, as we now shall state many times … over and over … it is about ALL these
offerings dancing in to one’s Being through the intake of the breathe and then flowing out again to the
ALL. It is the DEEPER FEELING that one is NOW able to reach and by doing so … all thoughts and FEELINGS
have more EFFECT … as they … AFFECT!
This project that you have in mind Blossom, was part of an agreement we made to BRING FORTH the
Human BEING into its rightful place and to offer assistance in doing so.
In your BEING you desire it to reach so many, as do we. Yet, we wish you to know that sometimes it is
not necessarily the ‘how many take part’, although this is extremely beneficial, yet, it can be the simple
‘putting it out there’ that too, has a great effect.
We say this, so that many souls who have put much effort and Love and time into perhaps, writing a
book or starting a project for the upliftment and betterment of mankind, and find that the books are
not selling, or no-one is turning up for the courses created. Do not be disheartened … for it is the Energy
one gives out in the creating of, that is of much importance also.
Your ‘Divine Plan’ Blossom, is to offer a format that one can ‘tick off’ on a daily basis and in doing so,
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allows the soul to BECOME more of itself.
Yes, The reason being that we are so easily swayed by other things that we consider more important or
necessary to do , when really they are not. WE … I … THE ONE … is of the MOST IMPORTANCE, if that is the way
forward to bring this Golden Age into play. I, myself, feel the need to take more action on a daily basis and in
doing so … I uplift myself and All.
This is correct and fitting. We encourage you to see it through. We desire that Each and Every one
chooses to become more aware of that which is important to ones well-being in all areas. If you do not
feed the soul … it becomes weak and hungry and does not function to its best ability.
In the same way … so many are becoming aware of that which they choose to eat. For in these changing
times … in this ‘cross over’ … there is much recognition of the necessity to ‘look after’ and ‘serve’ that
which will reciprocate by law, for the betterment of Life itself within the human form.
Dearest souls … We are aware that Blossom is working on this project …
You see, I panic a bit now, as I don’t want you to build it up to much in case …
In case?
In case it is not greatly /worldly followed through, yet as you say … that matters not. It is nothing spectacular in
essence … Yet, IF it was passed on and momentum grew then indeed it could be spectacular. A bit like the ‘Pay
It Forward’ movie/idea. So simple, so coming from the right place and still to this day people use the ‘Paying it
Forward’ method. I know I do … It feels right. I feel I should state here, this project it is merely a list of ‘to do’s in a
day’ … in order to keep us moving onwards and upwards. I will elaborate more in time to come.
This we know. And we look forward to watching its journey.
I have to say, I feel a little more confident about it knowing we had agreed to do it. I am not professing to be a
professor or anything! I just want to share that which helps me along the way … seeing as I am in the position to
do so!
This is so.
Can we move on for now … as I am hoping to elaborate more at the White Cloud meeting on Sunday and
hopefully put the video out to share more of my idea.
We can indeed move on, as you wish … to which question?
Well, I just closed my eyes to see which one came to the forefront and it is about the orange light’s that are
appearing in the skies, many of them. Plus, strange sounds and also, this rather amazing photo that was
captured … which give the feeling to many that they are somehow all connected. Are you able to speak of this?
( link to photo http://strangesounds.org/2017/11/what-is-going-on-in-our-skies-group-light-sky-vertical-rays-sun.
html)
Yes, we are, as we feel it will serve.
First of all, we shall speak of the phenomenal photograph of the sun’s Pillars of Light coming down and
penetrating into your Earth. The Energy of these Rays are that of incredible impact upon ALL of the
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Earth’s FEELINGS. Meaning those upon, within Earth. All Life that lives upon your Planet is affected by
this.
But what actually are they?
Information.
This is freaking me out a little and my heart is beating faster … for ‘information’ is what you said would be
contained within ‘The Pillars of Light’ that were spoken of, I think back in 2011, and you and I had a bit of a fall
out because you said they would show up before they end of the year … and they didn’t. I am sure you recall?
Of course. Misunderstandings easily occur when ‘time’ is involved, for we are not of it or indeed, in it or
‘move by it’.
So … dah - dah - dahdah -dah -dah!! Are these the Pillars of Light you spoke of?
The forming of. The beginnings of. The introductory version of.
Wow! That has surely taken me by surprize. What are the Lights above it … like a connected trail?
These are the visible Lights of a ‘Light vessel! They are, for want of expression … ‘conducting’ these Rays.
Are these Rays FROM the sun?
We answer yes, and yet, without the ‘control’ element from the ‘ship’, they could not occur.
For it is that which is ‘of’ the sun, that can be utilised to ‘produce’ the Rays which are able to carry within
them the information.
Ok chaps. IN MY TRUTH … After all these years of working with you, I have learned that YOU ARE TRUTH. Even
though ‘this kind of stuff’ does make me question as to whether or not my mind is making all this up! Yet … I
HAVE to follow this through … even though I question it. My apologies for doing so, to you The Federation Of
Light, and to readers for whom I may be putting doubt into your minds, that wasn’t there to start with.
Blossom, our friend and colleague … what is it exactly that ‘befuddles you’?
The reality of such things! Yet I know all things are possible. Yet, I question as to whether it may be a weather
phenomenon or photo shopped, as opposed to Pillars of Light created by ET’s/Light Beings … that contain
information for the benefit of all upon our Planet. With the greatest of respect you understand?
Yes, we do. Yet, we smile, because when we don’t produce that which we say we will within the correct
timing, you …
Lose my rag!
Thank you … and then when we do … you do not believe us!
Yep … gotta laugh at myself there! Again, why I was chosen, out of many, also ‘befuddles’ me, for this very
reason.
So, with this in mind … let us continue if we may?
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Oh lets. How does the information become The Pillar?
How does a little ‘empty’ stick that you insert into your computer and press a button, then become and
contain file upon file, that then remains within that stick when it is removed from the computer?
Eh, probably not the best one to ask on that one! Yet I see your point.
The Rays produced … these Light Pillars … are not only charged with ‘SUPREME ENERGY’ … being that
they are OF the sun … Yet, this also allows them to contain the information provided that is ‘projected’
into them.
Yet, how do we receive the information? … and … WHAT is this information?
It is not suitable for us to ‘tell you the exactness’ of that which they contain … for as and when you
receive their knowledge banks, you will know. They are designed to be received by those ready to
receive them, in this particular way. Which is quite complicated to explain and yet, necessary to be
delivered in this fashion. May we also say that such information cannot be received by those that it is
not meant for … on many levels of explanation ... and on many levels of discretion.
Ok … I get that. Yet, in general the info is meant for the masses?
The masses that are ready … and they are. In the same way we gave ‘sound’ to awaken and open up the
envelopes within … with instructions contained. There will be more of these to come in future days … yet
they are not just ‘thrown about hither and thither’. They are not forgotten by us, simply ‘spaced out’ … in
order to be absorbed fully.
In my innocence of old … this would all seem so far - fetched to me, yet, we just have to take a look at the Sci-Fi
movies these days and it doesn’t seem very farfetched at all! So, what happens next?
More and more will be seen in this way. These Pillars, at this time are ‘attached’ to the sun. Yet, in
time, as we once showed you long ago Blossom, they will be seen crossing your skies and ‘sending out
information’ as they go.
I remember that vision you gave me very clearly. Sure will be nice to see!
Oh ! You have no idea what such visions shall awaken in you. For you see, with recognising your Higher
Vibration that you are now residing in … you shall be able to ‘see’ things that are OF THAT HIGHER
VIBRATION. They were always there, yet, you were not … NOW YOU ARE!
YOU CAN FEEL IT … and this FEELING just gets better and better as you continue to raise the frequency
within this Higher Vibration … up through its many different levels.
Well, I feel we are done for today, my brain is tiring. Yet, there seems so much more to cover,
All in good time Blossom … for we have eternity to do so.
Many thanks Guys. I wasn’t expecting this today at all. Bring it on!! One quick question though … How come this
picture didn’t ‘hit the world’?
You know why Blossom. Yet this too, will change in time.
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Yes. Media control etc.
Indeed … Where upon we shall take our leave for this day.
We thank you and send our Love to Each One … which we know now can be felt on a much Higher
intensity ….
In so much gratitude to you also, my friends. So be it.
The audio for this channelling can be found here. Read by myself and Joe Pena.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqMZ2jAC2A8

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 32

22 December 2017
Here we are then … the last chat of the year probably. After the last communication about the ‘Pillars of Light’
and the stunning photograph, I wonder if you would be kind enough to let us know what 2018 holds for us?
2018! That seemed so very long ago, way back in 2012!
Greetings of Good Cheer to you Blossom and All. We believe there should be a HO HO HO to Brighten
one’s day. Indeed, another break in the calendar that ‘strikes up a chord’ to bring on the beginnings of
a New Year and with that … there is much to celebrate. For as the Energy continues to amplify … so too,
does the manifestations of all that One’s heart desires.
Not only on a personal level shall one find that LIGHT IS BEAMING THROUGH THE BEING … yet, on a
global scale also … INCREDIBLE CHANGES ARE TO BE SEEN.
Such as?
Such as … distortions of Truth being exposed to the masses. Many of the one’s of lesser Light shall
be ‘cornered’ and brought to justice and be held accountable for their actions. As more and more is
revealed of what has been going on behind the scenes … it shall lead to more and more being uncovered.
We would say … The biggest ‘can of worms’ shall be opened.
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We have spoken before about how such matters shall shock the world … Shock the soul. Yet, they shall
do so on a heart level. Therefore, it is wise to build one’s strength of PEACE OF MIND … put it into play …
and be of a disposition where one is immediately able to rise above that which is brought out into the
open.
As these ‘surprizes’ surprize … one shall find their soul’s in a place of; Firstly, not being able to reason
with all that has been brought to Light … yet, as it is absorbed and transmuted … one will KNOW that
these matters are now ‘dying’ as they are revealed … and THE NEW WORLD OF LIGHT is slowly shining
through.
DEAREST SOULS, ALLOW YOUR HEARTS AND MINDS TO BECOME FULL OF LIGHT.
FULL OF LOVE … AT ALL TIMES … IN ALL THINGS.
For that which lies ahead is to prepare you for all that is to come.
Remain steadfast in your own TRUTH.
Over the years, we have talked many times about ways to bring oneself into the ultimate dream of
themselves. There is nothing new to say regarding this. Yet, there is a ‘step up’ within self that can and
will bring One’s Being into a place where a Greater Understanding assists the soul to remain in their
TRUTH … no matter what One is BEING fed by your media and social propaganda.
REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE … FOR THEN YOU SHALL FEEL THE TRUTH.
So, we would ‘predict’ that the world in which you live, not only shall become more topsy-turvy in your
following year … yet , along with it, shall be more Energetically charged phenomenon that shall protect
and guide you through.
We would not think to ‘leave you in the lurch’, as you would say … especially at such crucial times … and
Dearest Souls … the times ahead … we would indeed term … crucial.
We have talked about a turning point. We have talked about a tipping point. Now we speak of the
ultimate point! In which, with all that is revealed concerning ‘shock, horror’ … there HAS to be the
opposite end of the scale where upon the ‘ooh’s and aah’s of delight are also appearing and stunning
One in LOVE … Literally.
What do you mean … stunning One in Love?
In that … the balance of what is to come in Love … has to outweigh by far … that which will wound the
heart.
We have been preparing for this … we have been preparing YOU for this.
People have been asking if the ‘Pillars of Light’ you speak of, are connected to what is talked about in ancient
scriptures as a Solar Flash … which brings about much Enlightenment? You have sort of spoken of AN EVENT
that feels like it is one and the same … and now , with what you are saying today … may I ask if ‘this is what is to
come?
It has always been on the cards that this is to come, Blossom.
Yes, I know. The ‘point’ being, that this has been talked about year after year and usually around this time … and
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here we all are … Still! … Waiting!
All good things come to those who wait, as the saying goes in your world.
We speak little of time frames … for they do not serve. Yet, we would pronounce the fact that INDEED,
YES … you are ever closer to such an Event taking place.
Treading on dodgy turf here guys! You know that, don’t you? For ‘soon’ is a naughty word!!
This is why we were careful not to use it! Ever closer … ever closer.
Don’t get me wrong! I was thrilled to see the Pillars of Light coming from the sun … and that HAS to mean
something. Yet, you spoke of them six years ago. To wait another six years for the next thrilling instalment isn’t
really worth mentioning right now. Take a tip from me … if an Event is going to be that far away … I’d refrain
from mentioning until Dec 2024 … or close to, if I were you!
We have learned to understand your humour …
Tinged with Truth!!
Dearest Blossom … Dearest friends … WE SPEAK TRUTH.
This I know! It’s just that you don’t wear watches or have clocks in your place of residence!
Let us be bold …
The year ahead takes you not just one step, yet, many steps further into YOUR NEW PLACE OF
RESIDENCE.
All that is presented to you on the different scales … cannot possibly leave you where you are.
THERE IS GREAT CHANGE AFOOT.
I know I sound as if I am having a go at you with everything you are saying … I don’t mean to appear rude. Yet, I
am sure if I read back over the last seven Christmas channellings, it would more or less, say the same.
We understand Blossom. Yet, with respect … we would not choose to change the record for the sake of
‘knocking you flat with something new’. We speak as we find. We KNOW we speak Truth and we shall
continue to say the same things over and over … until the days arrive when a ‘new record’ is played
because the old one has come about.
I am trying to read into the fact that you said ’knocking you flat with something new’. It took me back to the
beginning of the week when I hit my head on a metal bar and it knocked me flat! Concussed for a few days! Is
there a connection there? Probably not.
Or probably! There are not just wake up calls for the soul. There are plenty designed for the body when it
needs a jolt to ‘give it a service’ so to speak.
Interesting! I shall consider myself well and truly serviced! ( I am sure there is a rude joke in there which is totally
inappropriate whilst communicating with Light Beings and talking of the wonders of the following year!) OK, so I
will stop interrupting with my ‘but you’ve already said all this again and again’ … and allow you to flow. What sort
of information, for instance … do these/will these … Pillars of Light carry? Will they be an instant download?
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The information these pillars contain and offer are KNOWINGS that are awakened inside of you.
In a sense, as if a button has been pushed and low and behold … you know this and you know that. Not
that you didn’t know this and that before … yet, it was waiting to be ‘switched on’ in order for one to
recognise it.
KNOWING’S about what though?
About self … and what way to continue along your journey. You will be Divinely inspired and feel such
exhilaration about your future days and your future selves. You will FEEL the UNIFYING OF SOULS and
where once there lay confusion and doubt … there will be direction and motivation.
The Energy that WILL come through, even more strongly than now … and shall continue … will allow you
to ‘Get It’.
We realise you would like to say ‘Get what?
Well, I am getting that ‘Getting It’ … is A FEELING.
Correct and perfectly placed in the conversation.
More than anything your FEELINGS OF LOVE will be recognised in the Higher Vibration that they have
aspired to.
THIS … THIS MORE THAN ANYTHING IS THE CHANGE THAT YOU ARE SEARCHING FOR.
Such LOVE … on/of/in/as/through … its HIGHER frequency … Vibrates … within/around … you … of/as/in/
through … you … in such a way that FEELS SO GOOD!
HIGHER … BETTER … THAN EVER FELT.
It sounds so cool. Will we then be seeing more of these Pillars of Light throughout next year?
They will not be ‘showering down’ upon you on a regular basis. Yet, they will be noticed. We say that
without hindrance.
There will not only be these such things … yet, displays of colours.
Yes, you mentioned once before of seeing rainbows that would astound.
And they too shall appear.
May we say here … these Pillars of Light … these Rainbows … these Cloud Spectaculars … these Lightships … these Light Displays … are not being presented to you in ways of compensation for that which
has upset the Being in ways of atrocities being revealed etc. They are being presented to you because
you will have reached a certain Vibration that allows these wonders to shine through.
So, food for thought … will they only be seen by those who have brought themselves into that Higher Vibration?
We give varied answers here. For, this may be the case with certain things and yet, other things will have
an OVERALL affect.
We would say that there will be at least ONE very interesting … mind blowing … presentation that will
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SHIFT ALL!
Yet, let us make this clear here … you cannot confirm it will be next year?
Let us say … we are very much hoping it will be.
And I shall reply … I very much hope you are right. Either way, my friends … I have to finish this chat by saying,
that without doubt, I can feel more than ever before, the change in Energy within me. The different way I feel
which is not easy to put into words. I just know I have changed and continue to do so and although sometimes,
it feels really odd and I am neither here nor there … I DO KNOW it is connected with all you have shared with
us … about what we are going through and where we are going. For this … my Gratitude is beyond words. Yet,
TRUSTING you can feel it from my heart.
We pick up the Energy of all hearts. This is why we are in such Knowing of all that is good is to come to
each one.
You are of Goodness …
You are of Light …
You are of Love …
I wouldn’t imagine Santa swings by your way. Yet, it just seems the right thing to do to wish you a Blessed
Christmas time to you and yours!
We FEEL the blessings offered to us … and we in turn, shower you with rainbow stars of Peace, that settle
within and shine forth without.
IN LOVE TO YOU. Many thanks and look forward to resuming early sometime in the New year.

The audio recording for this channelling read by myself and Mr Joe Pena can be found here;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktjJp6Vkxkc
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INDEX
JANUARY
6th (p.2) Link to Direct Voice Channeling FOL & White Cloud + transcript ( except Light Language ) > Different
kind of energy / Your progress allows a greater understanding of who you are / This year - changes awaited will
be more apparent / Life as we desire by ease of thought patterns / "The Quickening" of the past was slow - now
the speed is up to us / Float within Energies of Greater Strength / Lower vibrations dissipated by thoughts of Light
and Love / A helping hand is the Greatest Gift / Light Language followed by White Cloud > Love yourselves more
than you think possible / Our worthiness is obvious by our presence on Earth / Walking into a "Golden Dawn" /
Sending you Light/strength in those darkest moments / Call out to White Cloud for a boost / Visualizing an open
flower on top of our heads
16th (p.6) FOL information coming - "Upping the ante" / Dismiss thoughts that do not serve / How to wake
those still "sleeping" / Under the rule of time - needless pressure / Hearts longing to be heard experience a faint
whisper / Recognition ( loving ) of self - the soul can really live / Movie super heroes - that's you! / How do I Know
that Knowing that, I become it? / Physical strength is not enough - Body builder illustration / Can you cleanse a
lake?...Can you make grain grow? / Go within to be within and become yourself / Think of all that could be done /
Vibration bubbling versus Vibration feeling helpless / Key to one's happiness / Why have we forgotten all that we
Know? / Suggested - not to take this life all too seriously / It's a Game - it doesn't matter / Energy of Love is all there
is - be an example / Describing success as a giver of Light
24th (p.11) Finding yourselves wondering if you're walking the best path?...Has life let you down?...Feel like giving
up? / Are your thoughts causing a stumbling block?...What determines a good day or a bad one? / A document
received Re: words and their connotations / Intention behind the words that matters / How could God be called
"knitting needle" and carry a High Vibration? / Light language is no different - the intention MATTERS / Words
useless to express a feeling versus words are necessary to express ourselves / Empathy can be more accurate
than what is said / Telepathy versus words placing an order / Blossom's telepathy "guessing" game in the car / FOL
play the game with Blossom / Déjà Vu explained / FOL asks for permission to send visions/feelings at random - to
Blossom & Friends
30th (p.15) Everyday conversations seem so trivial and pointless / A change of thoughts about any activity - a
great Joy / Humanity on a trivial pursuit rather than Joyous / We yawn, yawn, yawn, yet Knowing / Under attack
from those controlling the Planet / Readers say FOL does not answer questions properly - not authentic / Resisting
the thought to fight back - knowledge/awareness it's pointless / Recognising the source of negativity / Feeling
(Knowing ) who you are ( Warrior of Light ) versus trying to be / Unrest around the world - too much concern, adds
to it / Are you strong enough to see this through? / "Suppressants from outsiders" - more fortitude required /
Practice makes perfect
FEBRUARY
12th (p.20) Periodically, channelings raise hopes with said change imminent, and hype dies down - why? /
Defining High Energies as hype - not desirable / Energies ebb and flow, but never die down / Earth's "soon" versus
FOL's "soon" / When will ( FOL's ) "SOON" happen? / How about just a rough idea - a year? / What MATTERS - how
you're Feeling NOW, not then / How to bring real change about / Do we have to wait until the whole world "wakes
up"? / Does your life improve as your thinking/understanding improves? / We ( Light Workers ) chose to hang
around longer for the sake of others/loved ones? / What to make of the markings on arms of Blossom's friend
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20th (p.24) Blossom asks for a "status report" on current energies / Will the discomfort subside? / Feeling
"knocked about"- "downloading" and "uploading" - explained / More about Blossom's friend - 2 purple marks /
Why the oversight of human experiment - "running smoothly" / Other experiments failing were terminated / Not
part of our ( FOL's ) experiment - abductions and psyche infiltration / What are the markings? / Souls on Earth
being monitored, are they ever taken aboard ships? / What is being checked/monitored? / Analogy - space suits
for humans out in space / Energies changing our bodies - Lighter Model / Utensils used - no probing
28th (p.29) Some reader responses suggest markings/visitations are darkness / Vibrational pull leads a soul
down a path / Avoiding curiosity of "nasty indulgences" - no energy feeding it / Or, feed un-pleasantries with Love /
How could we possibly know all that this odd world has going on / Transition into the New World - why would one
choose to leave physicality entirely? / At a Higher frequency, why would we choose to tune into a lower one? / Do
we know "of the soul" we are ridding their negativity? / Is it our right to interfere with their choices? / Who would
want to come down and cry out everybody else's sorrows? / Blossom's inner Knowings versus hope...question...
doubt...half believe...waver - the Feeling / Breathe the Knowing - Feeling serving the Divine mission / Analogy moth to a flame
MARCH ( no channeling )
APRIL
6th & 7th (p.33) Blossom and others Feeling like an observer / Dizziness closer to Higher energies, then grounded
/ Now it's - "oh whatever" / Do you find yourself judging self or situation? - "The Observer" / Reminder for vigilance
guarding thoughts and actions / Forces of Energetical Grace bombarding with Love / Blossom asks - Channeling
the same during the age of dinosaurs? - same message / Huge transformation in progress / How about telling
us something we don't know / FOL relate a story - summary of The Game...The Plan...Lightworkers / Feeling as if
I'm in a play, within a play, within a movie ( illusions ) / Divinity has many guises, in the Truth of itself / Be true to
yourself - the Divinity within / Be consciously aware of the nasty weather ( negative world conditions ) = "loaded
ammunition" a deterrence of your Truth / 7th > The story was known - tell us something we don't know for a relief
/ Appearance of human beings will change greatly / So, what sort of changes? / Body transformation making no
need for death? / Why aren't all our conversations mind boggling?
13th (p.39) Link to White Cloud's Easter Message + transcript > At times Feeling despondent, does it seem like
the same old message? / From the beginning there was Love / Be vigilant to connect with Higher Self / Turn up
your dimmer switch / Love - a thread throughout all there is / White Clouds tools listed for upliftment i.e. Golden
Chalice / Do you Feel you are a failure at your Earthly task? / Even a temporary dim Light is working for change /
Ahead is home - what is home? / What is there to know?...What is there to be...What is there to have? / Opposite
words mean the same - everything and nothing / White Cloud - No problem saying, Warriors of Light / Loving self
is Loving all / Knowing keeps us going / Breathing with White Cloud
21st (p.44) Receiving many letters Re: a feeling of observing one's life / Alluding to movie - "Cocoon" / Energies
upon earth - many feeling "out of sorts" / This major shift - how will things apparently be different? / "Outer"
picture dim versus brightness within / Light Workers lacking enthusiasm - want to do more / Can't we move on
to another level of understanding? / What is it you're trying to escape from? / The trap set by the elite Beings /
Are you going to sit back and let them win? - suggestions / Do you really have no time for this/that? ( priorities ) /
Analogy - preparations running a marathon / NO WHINING - Shine that Light / Entering the next phase - important
transformation
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27th (p.48)
Where does the FOL reside if not "up there"? / In a "space" unpronounceable - mathematical
co-ordinates / No travel tickets required - in the blink of an eye / At FOL's arrival - who will greet humanity? / A
complex Divine Plan - millions of other off Planet beings involved / FOL Light form beings could take physical form
/ Light Beings in a Light Energy ship = One Light Body / Not always a Light ship? / Where is the FOL communicating
from?...So, you do not have a home?...Where?...Why would you need a Light ship?...So, you're saying the Light ship
is YOU?...In the Light vessel you could manifest into our atmosphere? / Love/Light not the same as an electrical
light on Earth / Blossom would love the FOL to take form...Why can't you do that?
MAY
13th (p.52) FOL - "Doing nothing" encapsulates everything / Is Blossom just communicating with the FOL? /
Divine will to BE something versus Everything IS / Nothing is real - only Love / Love can take any form - Do you
understand this? / Chemtrails chosen on a collective level / Our world - who is to blame? / The darkness shall no
longer overshadow the Light / Reached a balance ( dark versus Light ) yet tipping the scales? - how? / You have
already won - It really is that easy versus reader describing the warped happiness on Earth
20th (p.56) Reader ( quoted ) eager to confirm if the Earth is flat or round / FOL - many topics we are NOT
prepared to discuss / Future - Truths ( revelations ) will stun population / Will the FOL inform us later on? / FOL - "We
are not here to bring fear and confusion" / Jumping in and out of parallel lives/dimensions / Can you assist with
an analogy? / Due to conditioning, limiting beliefs - confusion abounds / Beyond comprehension within Earth's
density / So, is there a flat Earth somewhere? / Why we're in the same world with different Truths / We have
created this way of living/consciousness - can individuals escape it? / Didn't we have the Love Light experience
before? / This New Earth in progress will remain intact - guaranteed? / Others might choose another dimension of
Earth / What is a Dimension? / Readers see the FOL is "beating about the bush"?... Unanswered questions / Remain
steadfast with Love
29th (p.60) Describing the process of channeling the FOL / Did what happen in the past with Edwina of the
FOL side, actually take place? / Yet, you ( F.O.L.) are a collective consciousness are you not? / Is Edwina doing the
same thing now? / Everything is real versus everything is an illusion / Telepathic - two different "Energy Vibrations"
/ Lesser Light interferences / How can a lower Vibration interfere with a Higher? / Why don't they just "crash my
site"? / Do they know every time I tune into you ( FOL )? / Lesser Light reading the channeling if they choose / Would
you say the Lesser Light were successful back in 2008? / Best laid plans ( 2008 ) were put on hold / Worldly affairs of
state, state of worldly affairs - in a state / In retrospect - we'll appreciate these "topsy-turvy" times / Don't you Feel
it in your Hearts - the turnaround of events? / What is the Energy Grid that is now complete? / Anchoring Energies
JUNE
10th (p.65) Re: Mother Earth - Where is/what is Her rightful place?...When was She last there? / FOL - "We
offer you our fondest Love and Compassion" / Re: recent attack in London? / Is negativity getting through Energy
Barrier? / Energy Barrier - What is that? / Energy Barrier restored / Light Workers Joy - what the media lacks /
Where is Mother Earth's home? / Vibration = frequency of Energy...Dimension = in a "space" / Scale of 1 to 10,
Mother Earth = 7 / What about poisons in the air and sea? / Focus on GOODNESS ( Love & Light ) not reported - a
partial list / Have a problem with the words "FIGHT BACK"? - FOL does not
18th (p.70) Reader - If Mother Earth = 7, when was She a 6? / "Yet our world is not in a peaceful place NOW...
by any stretch of the imagination / Our world = havoc and rip-offs / "Your soul cannot be bought or sold" - some
disagree / Are you depressed playing "The Waiting Game"? / Being Love uplifts others - yet not responsible for
others / Peaceful world is within - not easy to find while living / The Game - How to best to play...enjoy...finish
it / Board games come with instructions / "You have the KEY to all Knowledge / Obscurity ( lack of instructions )
designed for Soul growth / Individually The Game can be changed / FOL states one Game rule of their choice
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25th (p.74) Reader questions - How to access the Key within us?...Any other clues as to how to play The Game?...
Have many people sussed it out and "finished"? / Blossom "on board" ship? - no memory / What's the point having
no memories? / Blossoms skills far beyond her Knowing / What form do we take being "on board"? / We think we
are stuck in time / Why can't we remember "slipping in and out"? / Choosing to be somewhere else - what happens
to our human form? / There is a "security button" - no explanation? / Analogy - a rose ( different than White Cloud's
) / Being a fairy, a tree or Star / Jigsaw puzzle piece = Each snippet of information/knowledge / Knowing all the
answers - no Game to play / The nature and purpose of The Game = new experience / Analogy - colors of cows /
Appreciating many things through contrast - fun and no fun
JULY
2nd (p.78) Experiencing intense and "ongoing upheavals" - Is it the negativity? / Are you "scraping the barrel"
of things to be cleared? / Those cleared, assisting those who know not / Shouldn't one "wash their own" dirty
laundry"? / Clearing energies trapped on the Planet / If "slipping in and out" can another soul "slip in" to our body?
/ The matter of/reasons for "walk-ins" / Why would a soul choose to "walk-in"? / How is the "silver cord" involved
with "walk-ins"? / Two souls in one body - Is that schizophrenia? / Is that a malfunction - more than 2 or 3 souls at
once? / What happens when one party of a "walk-in" changes their mind? / A temporary "walk-in" / What about a
body taken over without permission?
AUGUST
12th (p.82) New Energies - a troublesome "tipping of the scales" again / Higher Vibration being absorbed/
integrated / Blossom internally conflicted - swimming around in Limbo / Everything shifting to Higher resonance /
Earth is the focus - why so much interest? / Earth - a precedent for other Planets / Have other Planets "gone down
the pan" like ours? / This Game playing out on Earth being played elsewhere? / A better understanding of "Pure
Intent" / Transsexuals - finding their soul is housed in the wrong gendered body / All things chosen in advance - no
mistakes / Was it agreed in advance one would swap genders? / Analogy - Feeling comfortable in a mansion or a
small flat / Link to Blossom's Blog - The Cocoon
18th (p.87) A pre-plan between souls ( one body or two ) does not go as designed?...Is there a Plan B? / There
are Plans B,C,D,E,& F / How does it all happen/all work? / What is required in manifesting anything? / The Universe
IS/HAS an intelligence / The Universe - understanding our words? / Universe - Understands/works with vibrational
energy / How does one know what comes along, or fails to, will/will not serve them? / Does the Universe have
no say in decisions, only our Higher Self? / The Universe does not judge...is impeccably accurate / A devastating
personal event - can't laugh it off for a Higher Vibration / Knowing from deep within...Knowing we are Love
24th (p.91) No mention of the solar eclipse...anything to say? / Astrological event to "turn the page" into a new
beginning of understanding / Changing deep within - you will notice a difference / Synchronicities, manifestations,
healings / Conquering the negatives/Change your world - Gratitude / Vision filled with Light - a long line of souls
walking up steps / Reaching the "top" level of THAT Vibration / Vision - "We have arrived in our New World /
"Presentations" of a larger scale - "little green men in tin vessels" / "Inheritance" of all to be bestowed - from
Higher Self / Collectively, we changed the format - making The Game harder/less fun
SEPTEMBER
1st (p.96) Reader Question: Can you be more specific about Energies filtering into our stratosphere? / It simply
is everywhere and everything - no words to describe / What does it mean - Energies are Higher and stronger? /
Who determines how much Energy pours through our Planet? / Analogy - washing machine cycles / So, these
Energies/Powers are they actually felt? / So, are they physical? / Similar to White Clouds dimmer switch - Energy
surges "amp you up" / Does this Energy have intelligence? / How does it travel...does it travel? / Who infuses it?...
Who amps it up?...And how? / Why does Energy need to be "watered" down from Source?
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6th (p.101) Blossom - "Don't always manage to remain is a good space"...FOL - "Are you not more advanced
in this than you were? / Book - Medical Medium/importance of a healthy gut / "I thought the spirit resided in the
heart space"? / How can we "amp up" our own Energy fields? / Imagination is one of, if not THEE most powerful
tool - White Cloud / Visualize and FEEL the experience / "Plug yourself in...turn up the wattage...Amp yourself up...
and breathe / Law of Attraction involved / Explaining more about frequencies and electromagnetic frequencies / Is
ALL mathematical Coding driven by God/Divine Source? / Is all Energy "floating about" within mathematics? / New
Energies and the eclipse - Blossom and others feeling different / Are we in two dimensions at the same time?...Is
this possible? / Analogy - educational system and moving up to higher grades
23rd (p.105) Can we hear more about the Energy Grid? / What do mean the Energy Grid suits the needs and
requirements of Earth? / How does the Grid get damaged? / Question from reader about "Empty Space" / Why
are atrocities taking place?...Why are they allowed to happen? / This "Game" is not what it appears to be / Many
wonder, when will it end? / Those "asleep" are like automatons - need assistance
OCTOBER
1st (p.108) Some have lost the Knowing of the FOL's Love / Divinity is within always - cannot be destroyed /
Some choose to bury their Divinity, others Divinity is their friend / Those experiencing "Divided attention"/"Divided
intention / The different levels/degrees of "indulgent play" / What is the significance choosing the word
-"deliverance"? / Sending Light to those with whom you once resonated / The Universe will provide friends of the
same "waveform" / What to do when feeling weary - suggestions / Living in a war mongering country?...Why did
you choose to be born there/move there? / There are no mistakes, only decisions / Everything is Love - Be the
reminder - here's how, with your "hearts wrapped in the arms of Angels"
14th (p.113) Question from reader (summarized) > Will 3D manifesting be worthwhile if in conflict with our
Higher Purpose/Higher Self presumably in charge? / What of an Earthly soul who decides to kill another/others?
/ "So, is the aspect of Self upon Earth in control over the Higher Self? / Is our Higher Self our God self? / Back to
the manifesting question - Blossom answers it, FOL offers Blossom a job / Because "nothing matters" - freedom
to create / If we're watched over to divert circumstances, who is in control? / "Yet, does that mean the Higher self
will find the best way to kill, if that is the intention? / Struggling with "Ascension symptoms" - is forgetfulness and
short memory loss one of them? / Next 3 to 4 months bringing a Lightness - Is it only for some or all? / Oneness,
serving for the WHOLE involves taking on board thoughts of others
21st (p116) QUESTION #1: Not knowing what we're here to learn, what's the value of affirmations and meditating?...
Nasty elite humans in control are also learning for their Soul growth?...Am I missing something?...We are players
in their game of corruption and murder, and therefore it's an honour for us to be here to serve? / Finest position
- send Light & Love to Lower Light / QUESTION #2: When we want something, should we want it, but not too
much?...Is it easier to manifest this way?...Trying doesn't seem to be the ticket, but gently allowing us?...Why not
just continue to "Let Go and Let God...Not my will but Thy Will"...and trust / God/Love doesn't want one to create a
mass murder? / QUESTION #3: I have been taught by Spirit that you cannot manifest what you are not supposed
to have. Example - If you've come to earth to experience the life of a pauper, then no amount of wishing to win the
lottery will change that...Is that the case or has that all changed now? / QUESTION #4: At what point does a soul
decide to stop the Earthly Game?...Is it up to each soul to say they have had enough and try something else?...I
have heard, yet it doesn't resonate for me, that one gets trapped in the earthly cycle and can't get off
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28th (p.120) Manifesting questions: If a soul decided to be "single" or a "pauper" as discussed previously, how do
they know that?...Then, what is the point of continually trying to bring that about if it's not what the soul wanted as
a chosen lifetime? / "For the soul would not have that requirement in it's DNA" / Surely, one can change their mind
once incarnated? / So, there is reason and a point to keep working on the vibration required to manifest what the
heart desires? / "The hungriest of souls can experience far more joy than the richest of kings" / Yet, the "physical"
can dominate the "spiritual," if one is really sick / "Getting it" at a "snail's pace" down here / Imagine! Changing the
mindset of an entire planet / "What is your soul food, Blossom?...and for dessert"? / The Energies - ups and downs,
topsy turvy / To avoid confusion - let go of fear / Unsure about conspiracy theories? - Let them go / A checklist then "You will Know who you are"
NOVEMBER
8th (p.124) FOL not restricted to being at one place at a time / How can we master this ability? / Limitations of
human consciousness - "indoctrination over eons of your time" / Choosing more self-love leads to new possibilities
/ Reader question summarized: We're encouraged to manifest and keep vibration high, how is it possible while
being bombarded with what lowers energy and thoughts? / What about literally programmed assassins, and
hypnotism? / FOL - "Much has been prevented by us" / Does that not take away our free will? / Seeds planted in
Divine timing upon your planet / Metamorphism - The fullness of God-self upon earth / "That's why you are here"
/ Breathe the breath of the Godself / Connect with what Nature has to offer
24th (p.129) High Energies = Knowing all is well ( inner peace ) versus Feelings of unrest / What do you mean by
"surprise attacks" on F.O.L.( Divine ) plans? / So, aren't these Lower Light efforts controlling us? / Limiting progress,
unless you recognise the Vibrational upgrade / Re-charge your "batteries" - a necessity / Choosing to Feel who you
are - more Lower Light fades away / Feel/tune in to the Vibration of momentum in meditation / The Lighter path
versus moaning and groaning / Master your own destiny = Joy, Peace, Laughter and Love / Ponder deeply, you can
Feel being human is an experiment / You have the power to change your thought patterns - ONLY to what serves
/ With gratitude, Blossom expresses a need for vigilance using many "tools" from the FOL
DECEMBER
2nd (p.133) Reader asks, if the FOL could do a meditation, helping us to recognise and accept that we are in
a Higher frequency? / Intro: The Game Changer Project / Do not be disheartened - energy of creating a project
is important / Many becoming aware of what they choose to eat - betterment of the human form / What about
those orange lights and strange sounds?...Link to photo ( 8-2019 Link is not working ) / Are these the Pillars of Light
you spoke of?...What are the lights above it, like a connected trail? / "Blossom...what is it that "befuddles you"? /
How does the information become The Pillar? / How do we receive the information?...What is the information? /
In general the information is meant for the masses? / So, what happens next? / How come this picture didn't "hit
the world"?
22nd (p.138) What does 2018 hold for us? / Energy amplifying, manifestations, incredible changes - such as?
/ Distortions of Truth by lower Light exposed / Become full of Light for what lies ahead / More topsy turvy, with
energetically charged phenomenon to balance / What do you mean...stunning One in Love? / Are the Pillars of
Light connected to the ancient Scriptures Solar Flash bringing enlightenment? / The Pillars of Light - six year span
since the announcement ( why so long? ) / Year ahead - great change afoot, many steps forward to your "New
Residence" ( New World ) / A similarity of last 7 Christmas Channelings / Blossom's concussion - could be a "wake
up call" for the body / What sort of information do these/will these Pillars carry? / "Getting it"- is a Feeling / Will
we see more Pillars of Light throughout next year? / Pillars of Light, Rainbows, Cloud Spectaculars, Lightships,
Light Displays - Vibration allows them / Are they only seen by those in a Higher Vibration? / A "mind blowing
presentation that will shift all" ( The Event ) - FOL hoping it will be in 2018
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